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GENERAL INFORMATION

Accountability for Funding
The Texas Education Agency (TEA) requires all public school districts in Texas to maintain
records to reflect the average daily attendance (ADA) for the allocation of Foundation
School Program funds and other funds allocated by TEA. In order for the Mathis
Independent School District to receive the maximum amount of funding for all district
students, the following personnel must be aware of their individual responsibilities and
must work together to assemble the required documentation at the earliest possible time:
•
•
•
•

administrators,
special program staff,
teachers, and
attendance personnel

Therefore, proper documentation and accurate reporting of attendance are crucial to the
well-being of school districts.
Although limited by the complicated nature of attendance accounting, each section is
designed to present all essential information about the subject area defined by the section
title. The essential information provided includes student eligibility, the mandated coding
structure, and documentation required for audit purposes. In addition, each section
contains the responsibilities of district personnel and examples of coding students in the
accounting system.

Organization of the Attendance Procedures Manual
The following table briefly describes the subject matter contained in each section:
I.

General Information describes the importance of attendance accounting, how
funding and attendance are related and organization of this handbook.

II.

Audit Requirements establish minimum standards for all required documentation,
sets the time limit for record retention, and discusses areas of attendance
accounting that deserve particular attention.

III.

Campus Attendance Requirements discusses the responsibility of district
personnel, enrollment and withdrawal procedures, basic rules of attendance
accounting for all attendance systems, ADA eligibility codes and general eligibility
requirements, the school calendar, data submission, documentation required to
prove FSP eligibility, tips for quality control of attendance data, and examples.

IV.

Appendix A illustrates district forms utilized during the student attendance
process.

V.

Appendix B illustrates Mathis ISD-Board Policies.
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VI.

Appendix C identifies specific criteria for each individual special program
including but not limited to Pre-Kindergarten and Gifted & Talented.

VII.

Appendix D illustrates 2019-2020 PEIMS Data Standards-Appendix D-Leaver
Reason Codes and Documentation Requirements

VIII.

Appendix E illustrates specific functions inside the Skyward SIS student
management database with click-sheet guidance for reports.

Student Attendance Procedures Manual-General Information/Table of Contents
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AUDIT REQUIREMENTS

The superintendent of schools is responsible for the safekeeping of all attendance records
and reports. At the end of each year, all properly certified and required attendance records
(originals) and reports for the school year are to be filed in the district’s records center for
archival purposes. A copy of all records shall also be stored at each campus for disaster
recovery purposes. All records should be properly stored at all times and be readily
available for audit by the School Financial Audits Division of the Texas Education Agency
(TEA). A paper copy of all required attendance records shall be retained for five years.

General Audit Requirements
The district must provide to the Financial Audit Division of TEA copies of all required
attendance records within 20 working days of written request by the agency.
The district utilizes an attendance accounting system, Skyward SIS, that allows teachers
to enter attendance data directly into the automated system. The Skyward SIS included
the following safeguards and security features (this is not necessarily an exhaustive list of
required features):
•

Requires teachers to log on to the system using distinct secret passwords

•

Timing out (automatic shutoff) if the program has not had any activity for a short
period of time

•

Ability to report the date, time and identity of the teacher entering the absence
data, upon request

•

Ability to report the date, time and identity of the individual making changes to the
attendance report, upon request

•

Provision of a positive confirmation for 100% of attendance (teacher submits “All
Present” rather than showing no one absent)

Disaster Recovery
Storage of duplicate paper records and/or data at the administration office and at the
campus level will prevent loss of data in the event a disaster occurs at the primary storage
facility. Auditable documents will also be stored electronically.

Student Attendance Procedures Manual-Audit Requirements
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Attendance Procedures Overview
Mathis ISD attendance accounting system detailed information is maintained by the
following:
•

Official attendance is taken at 9:50 am for the elementary and intermediate
schools, 10:05 am for middle school, and 10:20 am for high school.

•

Attendance is taken by certified teachers and posted via the Skyward SIS twice a
day for elementary schools and eight times a day for secondary schools.

•

Special Programs identification is the Program Coordinator’s responsibility. The
Campus Clerk enter the information to student software.

•

Special Program changes are documented on the Special Programs Identification
form (Appendix A).

•

Membership is reconciled with the teacher rosters and the attendance accounting
database via the student software Skyward SIS and by processing the Day
Summary (Appendix E).

•

The campus principal is responsible for the maintenance and security of the
attendance accounting records.

Required Documentation
The district will generate Daily Attendance Summary/Report, Campus’ Period Report,
Interim Report, and the Weekly Class Attendance Report by Period /Teacher /Class
/Section each track. The signature page will be signed by the campus principal and the
campus PEIMS clerk.

Reconciliation of Teacher’s Roster & Attendance Records
The district will reconcile its student membership from the teacher’s roster and the end of
the 1st and 4th six week reporting period by processing the Student Membership
Reconciliation Report. Upon receiving verification from the teachers by signature, a
summary report the processed and verified by signature by the campus principal. This
summary is submitted to the District PEIMS Support Office and the Business Manager for
verification by signature and filed for audit purposes.

Student Attendance Procedures Manual-Audit Requirements
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Additional Required Documentation
a. Grade book electronic backups are done at the end of the year.
b. Period absence reports (e.g., slips, weekly attendance cards, etc.), if used, from
the official attendance hour/period, signed by the teacher.
c. Absences are posted directly to Skyward SIS system by the Campus PEIMS Clerk
are documented by utilizing the attendance form (Appendix A & E) to support any
changes to posted absences.
d. Campus Daily Absence Summary reports (See Appendix E – Skyward Specific).
e. Class admittance slips and/or other documentation to support the claim that a
student was with a nurse, counselor, assistant principal, or other school official at
the time attendance was taken.
f.

Documentation supporting the claim that a student was attending a boardapproved activity, accompanied by a certified teacher/adjunct staff member of the
district, signed by the person who supervised the student(s).

g. Documentation supporting the claim that a student was at a documented
appointment with a health care professional.
h. Documentation supporting the claim that a student was participating in a districtapproved mentorship through the Distinguished Achievement Program.
i.

If any data changes are made subsequent to submission to TEA, updated and/or
corrected copies of all reports are required to be available for audit.

j.

Copies of the student’s schedule showing the date of change if the student
experienced a program change, including dates of withdrawal. For example, there
must be documentation on file if a student changed from a one-hour to a threehour career and technology course or if the student withdrew from any program.

k. Copies of any approved waivers the district may have received that affect funding.
j.

Copy of the official school calendar reflecting all days of instruction and holidays
(including bad weather days) for each instructional track offered in the district.

k. Special program documentation.
l.

Documentation which indicates the meaning of all locally-designed codes in the
attendance system.

m. A copy of the Community-Based Dropout Recovery Education Program contract,
if applicable.

Student Attendance Procedures Manual-Audit Requirements
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Campus Staff Responsibilities
Campus staff must follow established attendance accounting procedures. It must be
emphasized that a student generates state funding only when student meets all the
eligibility requirements, and all documentation is complete and on file. All general
attendance questions should be directed to the PEIMS Support Office (Geoff
Rickerhauser, Project Manager) help@schooldatasquad.com or call 1(833) 489-3282.
Campus Administrators must ensure that all procedures are implemented and that
cooperation is promoted and maintained by all staff with attendance personnel.
•

The principal or designated administrator should ensure that the Attendance Clerk has
access to a computer for as long as needed to complete the attendance process in a
timely manner during the school day. As important as attendance funding is to the
District, it is imperative that the individual in charge of the attendance process for the
campus be allowed to devote a major portion of his/her time to promote accuracy and
ensure the integrity of attendance information.

•

The principal should designate and provide training for a staff member as a “back-up”
to the Attendance Clerk. The attendance process must continue when the Attendance
Clerk is away and unable to work for a period of time. The steps detailed in this
document will assist the designated backup who has to step in on a temporary basis.

•

Throughout the school year the principal of each campus is responsible for reviewing
his or her respective Campus Summary Reports for completeness and accuracy.
Reports from the Texas Education Agency (TEA), which reflect Public Education
Information Management System (PEIMS) data, should be compared to locallyproduced reports for reasonableness and accuracy. The principals affirm that they
have checked, or caused to be checked, the accuracy and authenticity of the
attendance data by signing the Campus Summary Report. The campus principal shall
designate campus staff to verify information including all special program data. (See
Appendix A)

•

The clerk generating absence summaries and/or transcribing the absences or coding
information into the Skyward SIS system is responsible for adhering to all laws and
regulations pertaining to student attendance accounting. Each person entering data
into the attendance accounting system must sign an affidavit attesting that the data he
or she entered is true and correct to the best of his or her knowledge. In no case
should attendance personnel be assigned the responsibility of determining a student’s
coding information.

•

Teachers, not students, must make a verbal/visual, daily class roll call for attendance
and enter the information in the Skyward SIS software. Teachers are responsible for
submitting attendance corrections to the Skyward SIS by completing Attendance
Correction Form.
Teachers must also complete the Teacher Attendance
Verification on a weekly basis and validate form by signature. Teachers should
ensure that all student schedule changes are reported to the Secondary counselors

Student Attendance Procedures Manual – Operating Procedures
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and/or counseling staff. Teachers should not accept students in class without proper
scheduling documentation.
•

PEIMS Support Office, Campus Registrar and/or counseling staff are responsible for
schedule changes in the Skyward SIS system. The integrity of attendance rosters is
compromised when scheduling changes are not kept current or when incorrect dates
are used. Student schedule changes should be documented to Teachers and the
Attendance Clerk (Appendix A).

•

Special program coordinators/campus counselors and/or staff are responsible for
reviewing special program data and totals for accuracy and completeness.

•

The Truant Officer (if applicable) assigned to the campus must work closely with the
Campus Administration and the Attendance Clerk to coordinate the District Absence
Notification Forms, home visits (Appendix A), and all court processes and
proceedings as needed by the campus.

Procedural Requirements
All campuses should comply with the process for collections and reporting of attendance
in accordance with the Texas Education Student Attendance Accounting Handbook
published annually. These steps also incorporate Skyward SIS system requirements but
still allow for the unique need of the individual campus. Campus staff should observe the
following procedures to ensure accurate collection, recording, and reporting of attendance
accounting data.

1. District students are registered and enrolled pursuant to TEA rules and regulations,
Board Policy, and Skyward SIS requirements.

2. A student file will be maintained for each student. All student files should be kept in a
central location convenient to attendance personnel and campus administration. No
one should remove student folders and confidentially must be strictly maintained.
Each student’s file should contain:





Teacher corrections
Absence excuses
Medical excuses
A copy of excessive absence letter (when mailed to the parents of students with
three or more absences or partial absences as a result of habitual tardies)

Student Attendance Procedures Manual – Operating Procedures
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ATTENDANCE FORMS TO MARK ABSENCES
(SEE APPENDIX A & E)
•

•

•

The Skyward SIS will be used by teachers to record absences. The Campus
Attendance Clerk will Pre-Code absences based on parent contacts, home visits,
etc.
Elementary & Intermediate Schools official ADA time is 9:50 am, official ADA time
for Middle School is 10:05 am and official ADA time for High School is 10:20 am.
Teachers will post attendance according to previously designated times via
Skyward SIS.
Corrections will be submitted by printing Post/View Attendance report in Skyward
SIS and submitted to the Campus PEIMS Clerk for corrections. Attendance preposting by teachers will not be permitted.

AUDITABLE FORMS AND DATA
•

•

The Attendance Form utilized for the official period of attendance (Elementary/
Intermediate-9:50AM /Middle School- 10:05AM /High School- 10:20AM) are
auditable documents because they are teacher points of entry documents.
Additional auditable data that is stored.

ALL SCHOOLS
1. Any documents noting changes made to the official period of attendance which
alters or corrects the teacher’s original attendance entry (may include appropriate
tardy slips etc.)
2. Approved field trip lists
3. In-School Suspension lists
4. Medical appointment documentation which allows a student to be counted present
for ADA funding only if the student commences classes or returns to school on the
same day of the appointment.
5. Attendance documentation from Juvenile Detention Center (if applicable)
6. Attendance documentation received from special treatment hospitals and/or
homebound facility indicating students received services from a Mathis ISD
teacher.
7. Local Daily Attendance Summaries
8. Daily Attendance Summary Report
9. Campus Period Report
10. Interim Report
11. Semester Attendance Contact Hour Report
12. Student Membership Verification
Student Attendance Procedures Manual – Operating Procedures
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SKYWARD STUDENT INFORMATION SYSTEM (SIS)



All absences must be entered in the Skyward SIS system on a daily basis.
The campus principal and counseling department may readily view individual
student attendance and tardies in the Skyward SIS system during the current year.

Computer System Safeguards
Access to the student attendance accounting system must be approved by the Campus
Principal and the Superintendent of Schools. All users shall be required to acknowledge
receipt and understanding of all administrative regulations governing use of the system,
and shall agree in writing to allow monitoring of their use and to comply with such
regulations and guidelines.
The Skyward SIS is password protected and allows only those users who have access to
these databases to log on to the computer system. Full access is granted to only areas
assigned. Student snapshot (view only) is assigned to areas not assigned. All users have
been instructed to exit the system when not in use or when the employee is away from
their workstations.

Summary of Rules and Regulations
Any student served by the school district is considered enrolled in the district. A student
must be enrolled for at least two hours to be considered in membership for one-half day
and for at least four hours to be considered in membership for one full day. These time
limits refer to instructional time, not including lunch, homeroom, passing periods, or other
non-instructional time.
Parents or legal guardians shall enroll their child under the child’s legal name. Parents of
a student whose name on the enrollment card differs from the legal name should be
advised that the school MUST enroll all students under legal names. A parent or legal
guardian who requests the school to use a name other than the legal name for his/her
child should be directed to institute legal proceedings to change the legal name.
No student can be enrolled in multiple campuses on the same date(s). When a student
checks out of one school to attend another during the year, the receiving school must
carefully check the effective withdrawal date. If there is a problem, the receiving school
must contact the sending school.
Teachers must check attendance each class period. The teacher is responsible for
checking the attendance of students, recording all absences and tardies, and following
through with appropriate procedures.

Student Attendance Procedures Manual – Operating Procedures
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Students who have been absent or tardy must present a written excuse from the parents
or guardian when they return to school. Excuses for absences and tardies are personal
illness, sickness or death in the family, quarantine, weather or road conditions making
travel dangerous, participation in school activities with permission of the principal, juvenile
court proceeding documented by a probation officer, approved college visitation,
emergencies, or ‘any other cause acceptable to teacher, principal, or superintendent.”
School personnel should document phone calls, email messages, or oral statements of
parents excusing student absences.

Student must be given the opportunity to make up work missed due to all absences.
Reasonable time frames for the completion of assignments must be established.

Mathis ISD clearly defines the roles and responsibilities of the staff, teachers and
administrators. Those roles and responsibilities are outlined in detail in the next section
of this manual. Supervision of student attendance will be the responsibility of teachers and
school administrators.

Student Attendance Procedures Manual – Operating Procedures
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Positions and Duties
ATTENDANCE ACCOUNTING PERSONNEL
The following personnel are directly and/or indirectly responsible for the collection,
recording and reporting of attendance accounting information, including student
eligibility, special program participation, student class schedules and grades, and
other data submitted to TEA through PEIMS. All attendance accounting personnel
must comply with the TEA Student Attendance Accounting Handbook and PEIMS
Data Standards.

CLASSROOM TEACHERS
•

•
•
•

Take attendance at the appointed snapshot time each day (Elementary and
Intermediate 9:45 to 10:00 a.m., Middle School 9:51 to 10:15 & High School 10:11 to
10:30 am). All attendance data shall be accurate and final.
Ensure that their security password for the automated attendance system Skyward
Student is not shared with any other employee
Sign and date the Class Attendance Verification Report at the end of each six weeks.
Sign and date the Teacher Membership Roster at the end of the 1st and 4th six weeks.

COUNSELORS
•
•
•
•

Be responsible for student schedule changes in the student information system
Skyward Student.
Ensure that student eligibility codes are accurate.
Notify appropriate teachers, assistant principals, and Attendance/PEIMS Clerks and
attendance clerks of schedule changes.
Verify completed schedule changes. (The integrity of attendance rosters/records is
compromised when scheduling changes are not maintained correctly and/or when
incorrect dates are entered.)

PEIMS/ATTENDANCE CLERKS
•
•

Enter all attendance data changes in the student information system (Skyward
Student) on a daily basis.
Contact parent/guardian to verify/document absence reason.

Student Attendance Procedures Manual – Operating Procedures
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•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Comply with all written campus/district attendance accounting procedures.
Override teacher absence code with corrected absence code based on verification
and documentation. (If no attendance office override, the teacher entry is final and
reported to TEA.)
Maintain the Daily Attendance Summary Form on a daily basis and utilize the
Worksheet to verify that the end-of-cycle attendance reports are accurate. All forms
must be signed and dated.
Run attendance reports to verify daily, cycle, semester and end-of-the year attendance
data. Refer to Attendance Report for Audit Skyward Check List in the Appendix
Section. (Page 45)
Maintain all attendance reports in chronological order.
Generate daily report of student(s) who have excessive consecutive absences upon
request.
Generate and mail attendance letters for students who have accumulated excessive
absences, upon request.
Generate and retain signed copies of the Class Attendance Verification Report at the
end of each six weeks.
Generate and retain signed copies of the Teacher Membership Roster at the end of
the 1st and 4th six weeks.
Generate and reconcile the Student Detail, Campus Summary, and Contact Hours
Reports every six weeks. Obtain principal signatures on reports at the end of each six
weeks. Submit a copy of the signed Contact Hours Report to the Data Processing
Specialist.
At the end of the year, after final attendance has been entered, generate the Student
Detail Report and Campus Summary report for all 6 six weeks; clerk and principal will
sign signature pages. Reports should be stored in paper format.
Serve as a backup for Audit.
Enter and withdraw students on the Skyward Student information system on a daily
basis.
Enter all special program data received from the campus principal, counselor, or
special program directors/coordinators and effective dates of such changes.
Enter and validate all Registration, Grade Reporting, Scheduling, and PEIMS data.

PRINCIPALS/ASSISTANT PRINCIPALS
•
•
•
•

Communicate with the attendance clerk when a discipline assignment results in outof-school suspension (OSS), in-school suspension (ISS) or assignment to DAEP.
Serve as the School Attendance Officer.
Monitor students with excessive absences by requesting an excessive absence report
from the Campus Secretary and Attendance/PEIMS Clerks.
Monitor timely implementation of district/campus attendance procedures.

Student Attendance Procedures Manual – Operating Procedures
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•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Oversee the campus-wide attendance accounting data collection, recording, and
reporting.
Recommend an Attendance Committee to the Superintendent on an annual basis.
Work cooperatively with the special program directors/coordinators in identifying
students eligible for special programs and providing the coding information to the
Attendance/PEIMS Clerks.
Designate and provide training for a campus alternate attendance assistant to support
the attendance process during any temporary absence of the attendance clerk.
Review the Campus Summary Reports and Student Detail Reports each six weeks for
inconsistencies and/or any data totals with exceptionally high/low values.
Sign and date the reports at the end of each six weeks and the year verifying student
data. (Principal’s Contact Hours Report). The principal affirms that he/she has
checked, or caused to be checked, the accuracy and authenticity of the attendance
data.
Validate all Discipline on PEIMS data.

SPECIAL PROGRAM DIRECTORS
•
•
•
•

Assist the Campus Principal in identifying students eligible for special programs and
providing the coding information to the attendance/PEIMS clerk.
Ensure that the Attendance/PEIMS Clerks is aware of any changes in a student’s
services and effective dates of such changes.
Review appropriate special program data and totals for accuracy at the end of each
six weeks.
After reviewing/verifying special program data advise corrections to or acceptance of
report via email to the Attendance/PEIMS Clerks.

PEIMS SUPPORT OFFICE & COORDINATOR
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Assist campus and department staff with student information system support
Generate extracts and edits of attendance accounting data for submission through
PEIMS
Work cooperatively with the campuses to ensure that all required reports are
generated and filed for audit purposes
Perform random reviews of attendance data integrity and report findings to the Finance
Officer
Ensure that every non-resident student has an approved Transfer Application on file
and that the appropriate eligibility code (transfer full-day 3 or transfer half-day 6) is
entered in the Skyward Student information system.
Maintain security of users in the Skyward Student system prior to the 1st day of school
Provide guidance and support to backup the Attendance/PEIMS Clerks.
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FINANCE OFFICER
•
•

•

Monitor the average daily attendance (ADA) rates throughout the year to adjust the
FSP revenue estimates, as appropriate
Develop and maintain attendance accounting procedures, forms, and workflows with
input from campus and department stakeholders. The fiscal Accounting manual is
posted http://www.mathisisd.org.
Sign and date the reports at the end of each six weeks and the year verifying student
data. (Superintendent’s Contact Hours Report)

SUPERINTENDENT
•
•
•
•

Oversee the district-wide attendance accounting data collection, recording, and
reporting.
Sign and date the Teacher Membership Rosters at the end of the 1st and 4th six
weeks.
Approve and submit the attendance accounting data through PEIMS.
Ultimately responsible for accuracy and safekeeping of all attendance records and
reports.
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Enrollment Eligibility
Texas Education Code (TEC) §42.003:

♦ A student is entitled to the benefits of the Foundation School Program if he is 5
years of age or older and under 21 years of age on September 1 of the scholastic
year and has not graduated from high school. However, if a student is 18 years or
older and has more than five unexcused absences in one semester, that student’s
enrollment may be revoked for the remainder of that school year. Students who
are removed from school under this provision will be considered a dropout for
accountability purposes.
♦ If the school year starts before the student’s birthday, the student is eligible to
attend school for the entire year as long as he-she will be the required age on or
before September 1. TEC §25.001(a)
♦ Student who are at least 21 years of age and under 26 years of age to complete
the requirements of a high school diploma. Notify Assistant Superintendent’s
Office for approval.
♦ Students with disabilities may be served through age 21 years.

TEC §29.003 describes eligibility for students with disabilities. The TEA Student
Attendance Accounting Handbook specifies that a student receiving special education
services who is 21 years of age on September 1 of a scholastic year shall be eligible
through the end of the scholastic year or until graduation, whichever comes first.

ENROLLMENT PROCEDURES & REQUIREMENTS:

Students seeking to enroll in Mathis ISD schools must be accompanied by a parent or
legal guardian, unless the student is over age (18) or has otherwise established
himself/herself as an adult student in residence apart from his/her parent or legal guardian.
All minor students shall be enrolled by the parent or legal guardian.

Required Documents to Enroll
(See Appendix B TASB SISD Board Policy FD Legal & Local)
Students must meet immunization and residency requirements to enter school.

Student Attendance Procedures Manual – Enrollment Eligibility
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Person who knowingly falsify student enrollment information are in violation of the law and
subject to prosecution.

Pre-Kindergarten

Kindergarten

First Grade

To be eligible for Pre-Kindergarten,
student must be 4-years old on
or before September 1, 2008 and
by meeting one of the following:

To be eligible for
Kindergarten,
student must be 5years old on or
before September 1,
2007.

To be eligible for
1st Grade, student
must be 6-years
old on or before
September 1,
2006.

(1) LEP/Bilingual
(2) Economic Disadvantaged
(3) Homelessness
(4) Child of an Active Military
member

Other Grades
Admission of
students to other
grades is based
on chronological
age and the
student’s
readiness to
perform
successfully at
the assigned
level.

(5) Child of a member of the
Armed Forces
(6) Conservatorship of the DFPS
(Foster Care)
(7) Eligible for Head Start

Parents or guardians should bring the documentation listed below to the
designated campus

Proof of Child’s
Identity and Age

Proof of Residency
(one of the
following)

 Birth Certificate
(Original)

 Home or Apartment
Lease Agreement

 Social Security
Card

 Utility bill with correct
name with a Mathis
ISD address of parent
or guardian
 Letter from Mortgage
Company indicating
approval of
permanent financing
for residence in
Mathis ISD

School Records
 Report Card or
transcript from last
school attended
 Withdrawal sheet
from previous
school establishing
clear record (if
enrolling during
school year)

Student Attendance Procedures Manual – Enrollment Eligibility
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Notify the person enrolling the student that no later than the 30th day after enrollment, or
the 90th day if the child was not born in the United States, the person must provide a
certified copy of the child’s birth certificate or other reliable proof of the child’s identify and
age with a signed statement explaining the inability to produce a copy of the birth
certificate. Waiting period does not apply to residency. Residency must be
established upon enrollment. See Local Policy

PRINCIPAL/DESIGNEE:
The principal or designee shall determine whether or not the student is eligible to enroll.
A minor student residing in the District but whose parent, guardian, or other person having
lawful control under a court order does not reside in the District shall present a Power of
Attorney (See Appendix A-22 & 23) assigning responsibility for the student in all schoolrelated matters to an adult resident of the District (TASB SISD Board Policy FD) (Local)
(See Appendix B).

PEIMS CLERK RESPONSIBILITIES:
1.

The attendance clerk shall provide new students with the following
forms/booklets:
a. District Enrollment Card (See Appendix A-33)
b. Student Residency Questionnaire (See Appendix A-35)
i. Statement of Residency SR1-For Non-Residents (See Appendix
A-31)
c. Home Language/Family Survey Form (See Appendix A-14/A11)
d. Health Inventory Form (See Appendix A-12)
e. School Meal Application Form (See Appendix A-27)
f. Request for Student Records Form (See Appendix A-24)
g. Student Release Form (See Appendix A-34)
h. Transportation Form (See Appendix A-26)
i. Student Handbook*
j. Student Code of Conduct/Discipline Management Plan*
k. Campus Parent-School Compact*
2. Be sure the parent completes, signs and returns the “Parental Signature Page”

3. The PEIMS clerk shall aide the parent/student in completing all required forms. All
forms shall be completed at this time. Forms, with the exception of the Lunch
Application may not be taken home for completion, unless authorized by the
campus principal.
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4. The PEIMS clerk shall complete the Enrollment Checklist and have the
parent/student sign the Checklist indicating receipt of forms/booklets. (See
Appendix A-32)
5. The PEIMS clerk shall keep the enrollment card and address verification forms on
file, and shall submit the School Meal Application Form to the Food Services
department at the high school cafeteria (Provision 2 districts will have lunch
applications approved by campus principal).
a. A copy of the student enrollment card, address verification form and
verifying documents, copy of social security card, copy of birth
certificate, immunization record, copy of identification of person
enrolling student, and home language survey must be filed in the
student cumulative folder.
b. The student’s demographic information will be verified with supporting
documents prior to activating student in software. For example: 1. Student
social security number must be verified with the official social security card
and/or withdrawal form from the sending district 2. Verification of student
demographic with TEA UID Enrollment Tracker (formerly PET).
6. Prior to sending the student/parent to the counselor for further processing, the
attendance clerk shall immediately enter the student on the Attendance
Accounting computer (Skyward SIS) as per Student Registration Instructions
on Attendance Manual. Preliminary grade level assignment will be made based
upon the enrolling students’ records from the previous school or by verbal
response from the parent/student. Final grade level assignment shall be
determined by the appropriate school counselor.
7. The PEIMS clerk will generate the student portal ID and provide it to the parent
along with instructions to generate access to Skyward Parent Access (Parent
Portal).
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Student Withdrawal Procedures
The following procedures will be used, by the campus to record student withdrawals:
1.

Students who withdraw during the school year:
a. Completion of an exit review with the student’s parents/guardian, or the adult
student conducted by an authorized staff member. During the interview all
pertinent information, as it relates to any new educational setting and contact
information, should be obtained. Information gathered during this interview will
be recorded on the Withdrawal Tracking/Approval Form. (See Appendix A-38)
b. A withdrawal form will be printed for each withdrawal. The withdrawal form must
be signed by both parent/guardian or adult student and school personnel
designated as authorized to do so at the time of the withdrawal. Documentation
on the withdrawal form must be complete, signed in ink and dated.
Documentation requirements are determined according to the PEIMS Data
Standards Acceptable Documentation. (See Appendix C) Every campus will use
the standard withdrawal form. (See Appendix A-41)

The withdrawal form and any signed statements, etc… are attached to the
withdrawal form and placed in the student’s achievement record file.
i. Correct assignment of leave codes is critical.
questions should be referred to the Principal.

Any ambiguity in coding

ii. If the Principal is unable to resolve the coding issue, the question will be
referred to the District PEIMS Coordinator for resolution.
c. Designated campus personnel will begin written and oral inquiry to confirm a
student’s enrollment in another educational setting should acceptable
documentation not be received within 10 days following the departure of a
student whose stated intent was to enroll in another district.
2.

Students who do not withdraw, but quit attending school:
a. Withdraw the student in accordance with Mathis ISD-Board Policy FEA
(Local). Board Policy available in Appendix B. Complete a withdrawal form
in the same manner as step 1.
b. Make every effort to determine the whereabouts of the student. Designated
campus personnel should begin written and oral inquiry to confirm a student’s
enrollment in another educational setting.
c. If the student’s whereabouts cannot be ascertained, this student will be recorded
as a dropout.
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3.

All graduates including those who graduate early during the school year and
summer graduates:
a. These students graduation status must be documented on their AAR record.
The cumulative record must have the graduation type plan, STAAR EOC results
(See Appendix B for STAAR EOC as a Graduation Requirement), and
sufficient credits. (See Appendix B for Mathis ISD Board Policy EIF Local
for graduation requirements)
b. Campus counselors must review the additional PEIMS fields for these leavers
(special education indicator, economic disadvantaged, and graduation date.)
c. Students who are not likely to graduate should be interviewed prior to the end of
the school and encouraged to return in the fall or to take summer school classes.
Students in this category should be retained.

4.

Students who fail to return at the beginning of the next school year:
a. “No Show” students must be inactive in the student attendance accounting
system no later than September 1 of the school year and certified by the
principal.
b. Designated personnel should make every attempt to locate these students.
c. The attendance verification form will be used to document the leaver code for
the student and location of the student. (See Appendix A-36)

5.

Students who fail to return at the beginning of the year, but were not enrolled
on the school start window:
a. These students will be reported as dropouts.

6.

Students that go to another Public School in Texas are called Movers and will not
be reported to TEA. These students will be tracked thru the PET System (TEA).

7.

Enrollment Tracking will be completed via TSDS to TEA every week.

Completeness of Documentation
Withdrawal documentation shall be considered incomplete without a date, signature(s),
and destination. Documentation will not be deemed insufficient when information is
missing because the parent or parents refused to provide information request by the
district. The district should document at the time of the conversation that the information
was requested, and the parent refused to provide it. Appropriate documentation of a
parent refusal to provide information includes the date, content of conversation, name of
person with whom the conversation was conducted, and the signature of the school official
verifying the conversation.
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Student Leaver Maintenance Procedures (Grades 7-12)
General Information
LEAVERS are students who were served in grades 7 through 12 during the prior school
year, but have not enrolled in the district during the current school year. This includes
dropouts, graduates, and other school leavers, such as those who moved to another
school district, private school, or home school.
The procedure for applying a LEAVER code is determined by circumstances under which
the student left the school. As defined in the Public Education Information Management
System (PEIMS) Data Standards (2012-2013), leaver reason codes:

SEE ATTACHED APPENDIX D FOR LEAVER CODING INFORMATION

General Documentation Requirements
A file will be maintained of Grades 7-12 student withdrawals and submitted to the District
PEIMS Coordinator at the end of each month. Documentation is required for all leaver
reason codes. Documentation supporting use of a leaver reason code must exist in the
district at the time the leaver data is submitted. If additional information is received on a
student that was previously withdrawn, the District PEIMS Coordinator will update the
leaver reason codes.
Request for Records
An official request for records is crucial for documenting leaver codes.
Data Entry
Designated personnel are responsible for assuring that PEIMS leaver codes are
transmitted to the data entry staff. This information should be provided on the Withdrawal
Tracking/Approval Form (Appendix A-38). This information should be provided in a timely
manner so that periodic reports may be generated
Data entry personnel must be training in entering, changing and deleting data from the
student software. All entries, changes and deletions require supporting documentation.
Any changes made to original documentation must be initiated and dated by the person
making the change.
Coding decisions are not made by data entry personnel. Coding decisions are made by
authorized campus personnel.
Monitoring Leavers
Each campus will submit, upon request from the PEIMS Support Office, documentation
on selected withdrawn students for internal audit purposes. The administrator managing
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the leaver process will take action as necessary in response to the regular internal audits
of the documentation process. Monitoring a student leaver to the point of acceptable
documentation should involve all personnel assigned this responsibility and may involve
home visits by personnel responsible for such activities.
PEIMS Support Office will generate a final leaver report each month that contains all
leavers on the current school year. A list of ‘no shows” will be generated no later than
September 1 of the current school year. Each name on this list must have leaver tracking
form on file.
Campus staff will be trained to use Unique ID system to see if withdrawn students enrolled
in another Texas School, print a copy of the UID record and it will be attached to the
withdrawal form and filed in the student cumulative folder.
Review of PEIMS Edits and Quality Assurance Reports
The PEIMS Support Office will review all PEIMS errors concerning the School Leaver
record. If the errors cannot be corrected, the reason will be annotated. These remarks will
be maintained for audit purposes.
The PEIMS Support Office will review the under and over-reported leavers generated in
the TSDS. If the errors cannot be corrected, the reason will be annotated. These remarks
will be maintained for audit purposes.
The Campus PEIMS staff will review and correct all UID discrepancies where appropriate.
Duplicate IDs that require manual intervention by TEA will be forwarded to the PEIMS
Support Office for processing as needed.
FERPA
In accordance with Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act 34 CFR §99.35, federal,
state, and local educational authorities may access education records as part of an audit
or evaluation of a state or federally supported education program or for enforcement of or
compliance with the legal requirements of these programs. Thus, this provision applies to
the auditors as authorized representatives of the state and local educational authorities.
Auditors will maintain confidentially of the records.
Storage of Records
Records will be stored in a manner that assures they are readily accessible in order to
meet audit requirements. Campus staff will use the documentation standards as outlined
in the TEA Attendance Accounting Handbook and in the PEIMS Data Standards. PEIMS
records must be retained and subsequently destroyed in accordance with State
requirements.
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First Day Activities
All staff on a campus must realize that the first day count is an important process for the
school district. The first day provides administrators with the tools they need to make
budgeting and staffing decisions. A clean first day count makes the registrar’s job easier
for the remainder of the year. It is important that the campus administrator in charge of
first day make all the necessary staff assignments to achieve a quick first day count.

ADMINISTRATIVE CONSIDERATIONS:
•

Assign Staff to direct students to their proper destination. Some will have lost their
schedules and will not know where to go and others will just show up without preregistering.

•

Assign Staff to a “holding location”. The holding room will have its own “First Day
Sheet” for attendance. This form should be used by any non-teaching location where
there are students such as the nurse’s office or counselor’s office. No student should
be allowed to leave these locations until the first day numbers have been collected.
(See Appendix A-18)

•

Print Attendance Proof List for the first day.

•

Set up the time for taking the official attendance. At that time all students must remain
where they are until the count is complete. Students should be in one of two places
at that point. Either in the classroom or in the holding room. No movement should
take place until first day count is complete.

•

A cut off time for new enrollments should be established by the district. If they were
not present during the official count they could not be added until the next day under
normal processing.

•

Assign staff to collect the attendance documents for the count. This person will go to
the room and collect the class roll and/or the teacher’s roster. The counts on these
documents should match the number of students in the room. If not, the teacher will
reconcile the difference. These documents will be returned to the attendance clerk.

•

Limit the number of schedule changes during the first two days of school to emergency
situations.

•

Issue clear instructions to the teachers. They need to know how to mark the first day
documents and what is expected of them. (See sample on page 19)
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STEPS PRIOR TO THE FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL:
•

Enter demographic data for any new students who register. Print Student
Enrollment Forms and sent home for verification and signature. A copy of this form
is placed in the student cumulative folder.

•

Secondary campuses must enter a schedule for each student.

•

Elementary campuses must enter a control number for each student.

•

Print Attendance Proof List to verify students. Verify students with any letter(s)
under the flag column. The flags indicate questionable entries.

o
•
•
•

For example:

•
•

Date of Birth
Grade Level (age over or under the normal range for a particular grade level)
Eligibility code and Entry code (Code 1 = full day student; Code 2 = half day
student)
Special program codes
Sex

•

First Day Attendance Document:

•

Secondary campuses print Class list from <NAME> to use as a class roster on
the first day of school.
Elementary campuses may use the “Student Listing by Control Number”.
Provide a blank “First Day Sheet” to all teachers that have an ADA class.

•
•
•

Distribute documents created in step #5 to individual teachers. On the first day of
school, each teacher should:

•
•
•
•
•

Mark “NS” next to student’s name to indicate “no show” in that class.
Write the names of any additional students at the bottom of the list.
Transfer all present students to the “First Day Sheet”.
Write the total number of students in the classroom at the bottom of the list.
Sign the list in ink.
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FIRST DAY STEPS:

IT IS HIGHLY RECOMMENDED THAT AT THE OFFICIAL ATTENDANCE
HOUR ON THE FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL, ALL STUDENTS BE COUNTED
WHERE THEY ARE (CLASSROOM OR OFFICE OR CAFETERIA, ETC…).
ALL STUDENTS SHOULD BE IN A CLASSROOM OR AN OFFICE WITH A
SCHOOL OFFICIAL. THERE SHOULD BE NO STUDENTS IN THE HALLS
OR RESTROOMS AT THIS TIME!

PRINCIPALS…YOU ARE IN CHARGE OF THIS COUNT.

THIS IS A HEADCOUNT ONLY! DO NOT WORRY WHERE THE STUDENT
SHOULD BE AT THIS TIME. JUST COUNT HIM WHERE HE STANDS.

IF A STUDENT ON THE TEACHER CLASS LIST IS NOT PRESENT
PHYSICALLY IN THE CLASSROOM, THE TEACHER MUST MARK THE
STUDENT “NS.” IF ANY STUDENT IS IN A CLASSROOM, BUT NOT ON
THE CLASS LIST, THE STUDENT’S NAME MUST BE ADDED AT THIS TIME!

NOTE: IT IS IMPORTANT THAT THE FIRST DAY’S ENROLLMENT BE
VERIFIED CORRECT BY GRADE LEVEL TOTALS AND INDIVIDUAL NAMES.

•

After all attendance documents (class lists, etc…) have been collected, compare
lists to verify “no shows” students are not listed as present on another list (i.e.
Students in Attendance Proof List). If a “no show” student is found on another list,
correct the “no show” status.
Check the student’s schedule, making any
necessary corrections.

•

After corrections have been made, note adjusted totals on lists, and sum a grand
total of students for day one.

•

As soon as possible after verifying class lists, withdraw students as “no shows” as
indicated by the teachers on attendance documents

•
•

Withdrawal date must be the day before the first day of school.
Withdrawal reason will be code 44 which means “no show”.
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•

Print reports for verification:

•
•
•

Student No Show Report from Skyward SIS
Attendance Summary for 1 day
First Day Principal’s Report

•

Make necessary corrections to student demographic information and/or withdrawal
records to justify membership totals. Reprint report as necessary. The number of
students on the reports in step #10 above must be identical to the grand total figure
in step #8 above.

•

File day one reports in step #10 for auditors.

•

Print corrected class lists (the same reports as printed in step 5) for the next school
day. OR print the regular attendance collection documents.

DO NOT POST ANY ABSENCES ON THE FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL!
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Second Day Attendance Posting (Manual)
NOTE:

If “First Day” has not been balanced, the Skyward SIS cannot
be utilized for posting attendance.
Use the following
procedures.

1. Print attendance documents and provide to teachers for attendance
collection.
a) Class Attendance Roster or
b) Blank Attendance Sheet
2. Post attendance once daily or period-by-period.
a) ADA posting snapshot time for Elementary & Intermediate is 9:50 am
b) ADA posting snapshot time for Middle School is 10:05 am and
c) ADA posting snapshot time for High School is 10:20 am
3. Print the following reports after posting attendance and verify.
a) Attendance Day Summary – Print for specific date
4. Withdraw and re-enter students as necessary. Remember to withdraw
students next day if the student is in attendance during the official attendance
accounting period.
5. Re-enter “no show” students as necessary.
6. Submit daily counts of membership and number of students present to
Superintendent, Assistant Superintendent, Business Office and PEIMS
Support Office by 2:00 pm daily.
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Second Day Attendance Posting (Skyward SIS)
“First Day” must be balanced and No Show students
withdrawn in order for teachers to post attendance via the
Skyward SIS. Use the following procedures.

NOTE:

1. Inform teachers to start utilizing the Skyward SIS to post attendance. Provide
Attendance Posting schedule to teachers.
3. Post attendance once daily or period-by-period.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

ADA posting snapshot time for Elementary & Intermediate is 9:50 am
ADA posting snapshot time for Middle School is 10:05 am and
ADA posting snapshot time for High School is 10:20 am
Pre-posting by PEIMS Clerk
Daily Substitute Teacher Rosters (See Appendix E)

2. Print the following reports after posting attendance and verify
a)
b)
c)
d)

Attendance Worksheet by Class (See Appendix E)
Unrecorded Class Attendance Report (See Appendix E)
Recorded Class Attendance (See Appendix E)
Day Summary for 1-day (See Appendix E)

4. Withdraw and re-enter students as necessary. Remember to withdraw
students next day if the student is in attendance during the official attendance
accounting period.
5. Re-enter “no show” students as necessary.
6. Submit daily counts of membership and number of students present to
Superintendent, Assistant Superintendent, Business Office and PEIMS Office
by 2:00 pm daily.
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Attendance Roster Instructions for Teachers
First Day Instructions
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

Take roll in blue or black ink using the Class List or Attendance Roster.
If a student is in class, but not on the Class list, add the student’s name at
the bottom.
If a student is on the Class List, but not in class, mark a single line through the
student’s name (The name must remain legible) or mark NS (No Show) in front
of the student’s name. If the student shows up on subsequent days, write his
name in at the bottom of that day’s roster.
No student will be marked absent on the first day of school.
Sign each day’s Class List in ink.
Teachers who are responsible for the attendance accounting period:
•
Count the number of students in your class.
•
Verify that the number shown on the Class List or roster matches your
head count (after taking into consideration new students and noshows).
•
Do not let the student leave the room until the official count is complete.
If you make a change before the Class List or roster has been collected, mark
through the error and initial the change.

Subsequent Days – Until New Instructions Issued
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Sign all daily attendance sheets in ink.
Record all absences in ink.
Strike through and initial all errors in ink.
Use only valid attendance codes to mark a student absent. Do not put any
marks if the student is present.
Notify the clerk of corrections on a separate sheet of paper. Be sure to include
the student ID, student name, your class name and period or homeroom
number.
Add new students in ink to the bottom of the Class Roster.
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Checklist – Daily Operational Procedures
o

Daily Attendance – All elementary students must have a schedule assigned on the
Current Schedule tab of Skyward SIS

o

Class Attendance – All secondary students must have a scheduled class during the
official period of attendance.

o

Elementary & Intermediate Schools – Skyward SIS will be utilized by teacher district
wide to post absences daily. The PEIMS/Attendance Clerk contacts absent students
to determine reason for absence by utilizing School Messenger and personal calls.
The Skyward SIS will be utilized by the teacher to enter student attending during the
official attendance period (9:50 am).

o

Secondary Schools – The Skyward SIS will be utilized by the teacher to enter
student attendance during all attendance periods. Official attendance period is second
period and attendance is taken at 10:05am for MS and 10:20am for HS.

o

All Campuses – Attendance information must be coordinated on a daily basis with
other campus office staff such as principals, counselors, nurses, and other school
officials to document that a student was on campus at the time attendance was taken
though not in their assigned classroom.

o

Post Absences – Absences must be entered in the Skyward SIS system on a daily
basis. Absences should be posted using the chart below:
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Entity

Type
Code

Count in
Truancy

Count for
Funding

001

A

ABSENT

ABSENT

Unexcused

N

Y

001

B

Behavior Inter

001

C

COLLEGE DAY

Behavior Inter

Excused

N

N

COLLEGE DAY

Excused

N

N

001

D

DAEP

DAEP

Excused

N

N

001

E

EXCUSED

EXCUSED

Excused

N

Y

001

F

FIELD TRIP

FIELD TRIP (SCHOOL)

Excused

N

N

001

G

Gen Ed HB

Gen Ed HB

Excused

N

N

001

H

Homebound

Homebound

Excused

N

N

001

I

ISS

ISS

Excused

N

N

001

J

TEACHER ABSENCE

TEACHER ABSENCE

Unexcused

Y

Y

001

K

CEHI

CEHI

Excused

N

N

001

L

LATE

LATE - TEACHER ENTRY

Tardy

N

N

001

M

MEDICAL

MEDICAL

Excused

N

N

001

N

Ag UIL

Ag UIL

Excused

N

N

001

O

OTHER

OTHER ABSENCE (FUNDED)

Excused

N

N

001

P

PARTICIPATION

PARTICIPATION DAYS - XC

Excused

N

N

001

S

SUSPENDED

SUSPENDED

Excused

N

Y

001

T

TARDY

TARDY

Tardy

N

N

001

U

UNEXCUSED

UNEXCUSED

Unexcused

Y

Y

001

V

MANDATORY TEST

MANDATORY TESTING

Excused

N

N

001

X

EXEMPT

EXEMPT

Excused

N

N

001

Z

ALL

ACCELERATED LEARN LAB

Excused

N

N

Short Description

Long Description
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Count in
Truancy

Count
for
Funding

Unexcused

N

Y

Behavior Intervention Program

Excused

N

N

COLLEGE DAY

COLLEGE DAY

Excused

N

Y

D

DAEP

DAEP

Excused

N

N

041

E

EXCUSED

EXCUSED

Excused

N

Y

041

F

FIELD TRIP

FIELD TRIP (SCHOOL)

Excused

N

N

041

H

Homebound

Homebound

Excused

N

N

041

I

ISS

In School Suspension (ISS)

Excused

N

N

041

J

TEACHER ABSENCE

TEACHER ABSENCE

Unexcused

Y

Y

041

K

CEHI

CEHI

Excused

N

N

041

L

LATE

LATE - TEACHER ENTRY

Tardy

N

N

041

M

MEDICAL

MEDICAL

Excused

N

N

041

O

OTHER

OTHER ABSENCE (FUNDED)

Excused

N

N

041

P

PARTICIPATION

PARTICIPATION DAYS- XC

Excused

N

N

041

S

SUSPENDED

Out of School SUSPENDED

Excused

N

Y

041

T

TARDY

TARDY

Tardy

N

N

041

U

UNEXCUSED

UNEXCUSED

Unexcused

Y

Y

041

V

MANDATORY TEST

MANDATORY TESTING

Excused

N

N

041

X

EXEMPT

EXEMPT

Excused

N

N

041

Z

ALL

ACCELERATED LEARN LAB

Excused

N

N

Entity

Type
Code

041

A

ABSENT

ABSENT

041

B

BIP

041

C

041

Short Description

Long Description
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Count in
Truancy

Count
for
Funding

Unexcused

N

Y

COLLEGE DAY

Excused

N

Y

DAEP

DAEP

Excused

N

N

E

EXCUSED

EXCUSED

Excused

N

Y

101

F

FIELD TRIP

FIELD TRIP (SCHOOL)

Excused

N

N

101

H

Homebound

Homebound

Excused

N

N

101

I

ISS

ISS

Excused

N

N

101

J

TEACHER ABSENCE

TEACHER ABSENCE

Unexcused

Y

Y

101

L

LATE

LATE - TEACHER ENTRY

Tardy

N

N

101

M

MEDICAL

MEDICAL

Excused

N

N

101

O

OTHER

OTHER ABSENCE (FUNDED)

Excused

N

N

101

P

PARTICIPATION

PARTICIPATION DAYS- XC

Excused

N

N

101

S

SUSPENDED

SUSPENDED

Excused

N

Y

101

T

TARDY

TARDY

Tardy

N

N

101

U

UNEXCUSED

UNEXCUSED

Unexcused

Y

Y

101

V

MANDATORY TEST

MANDATORY TESTING

Excused

N

N

101

X

EXEMPT

EXEMPT

Excused

N

N

101

Z

ALL

ACCELERATED LEARN LAB

Excused

N

N

Entity

Type
Code

101

A

ABSENT

ABSENT

101

C

COLLEGE DAY

101

D

101

Short Description

Long Description
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Count in
Truancy

Count
for
Funding

Unexcused

N

Y

Excused

N

Y

DAEP

Excused

N

N

EXCUSED

EXCUSED

Excused

N

Y

F

FIELD TRIP

FIELD TRIP (SCHOOL)

Excused

N

N

102

G

General Ed HB

General Ed HB

Excused

N

N

102

H

Homebound

Homebound

Excused

N

N

102

I

ISS

ISS

Excused

N

N

102

J

TEACHER ABSENCE

TEACHER ABSENCE

Unexcused

Y

Y

102

L

LATE

LATE - TEACHER ENTRY

Tardy

N

N

102

M

MEDICAL

MEDICAL

Excused

N

N

102

O

OTHER

OTHER ABSENCE (FUNDED)

Excused

N

N

102

P

PARTICIPATION

PARTICIPATION DAYS- XC

Excused

N

N

102

S

SUSPENDED

SUSPENDED

Excused

N

Y

102

T

TARDY

TARDY

Tardy

N

N

102

U

UNEXCUSED

UNEXCUSED

Unexcused

Y

Y

102

V

MANDATORY TEST

MANDATORY TESTING

Excused

N

N

102

X

EXEMPT

EXEMPT

Excused

N

N

102

Z

ALL

ACCELERATED LEARN LAB

Excused

N

N

Entity

Type
Code

102

A

ABSENT

ABSENT

102

C

COLLEGE DAY

COLLEGE DAY

102

D

DAEP

102

E

102

Short Description

Long Description
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Post Tardies – Tardies should be posted all periods except 2nd period the official ADA
period. Maintaining accurate records regarding tardies is an effective and necessary
campus management tool. (Appendix A)
•

Verification and reconciliation must be carried out on a daily basis by the
attendance clerk.

•

Attendance clerks should reconcile posted absences for the official period of
attendance with the Day Summary report (Skyward SIS) which reflects absences for
the day. (See Appendix E) The Campus Summary Report (See Appendix E) can
also be used to verify and reconcile attendance to the Attendance Forms (Appendix
A). The teacher must reconcile discrepancies with the attendance clerk and
corresponding corrections made either in the gradebook or Skyward SIS. The
attendance information in the Skyward SIS system must match the teacher
Attendance Form and/or gradebook.

•

Parent contacts are made daily for students with absences for unknown reasons
utilizing communication platforms (including but not limited to: school messenger, all
call, remind).

•

The District Attendance Letters (Skyward SIS) must be mailed to students who are
reported as having three (3), five (5) or seven (7) or more absences and/or partial
absences.

•

The campus administrators should coordinate the ending of the Absence Notification
with the truant officer assigned to the campus. The attendance clerk should file a copy
of the letters sent to students in the student attendance file. (See Appendix B- Mathis
ISD Board Policy FEC Local)

•

Attendance Forms must be provided to teacher weekly for verification by signature
and filed by campus Attendance Clerk for auditing purposes.
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Coding Special Program Areas
The Campus Attendance Clerk is responsible for the data entry of all students that
participate in a special program in the District. An eligible participant in a program/setting,
thereby generating state funding, is when that student meets all the eligibility
requirements, and all documentation is complete and on file.
In no case should attendance personnel be assigned the responsibility of determining a
student’s coding information. Special Program staff will provide attendance personnel
with names and coding information of students who are eligible, who are being served,
and whose documentation is in order. Attendance personnel will be notified of any change
in a student’s special program service and the effective date of such change before
changes are recorded in the attendance records on the form provided for processing. (See
Appendix A)
Student’s receiving Home Bound Services will have their contact hours documented and
submitted to the campus attendance clerk for processing. (See Appendix A)
Student’s receiving 504 services will be identified for district use only in the student
software. (See Appendix A)
Upon receiving the students participating in a special program, the attendance clerk will
proceed to enter the required information into the Skyward SIS system according to the
time line established in (Appendix A).
A Record of Program Activity report will be printed and submitted to the program
coordinator for verification every six weeks. A copy of this report will be provided to the
campus principal. A file for each special program will be maintained at the attendance
clerk’s office with updates to the special program population. At the end of the school
year, these documents will be retained for audit purposes for a period of five years.
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End of each Six Weeks
STUDENT MEMBERSHIP RECONCILIATION
Student membership must be reconciled with the campus attendance accounting
records at the end of the 1st and 4th six weeks period. Attendance clerk must run
Skyward SIS Teacher Verification reports (See Appendix E). Each official
attendance period teacher must verify listing as students currently enrolled. If
corrections are necessary, they must be reflected on listing and initialed. Upon
verifying all listings, the attendance clerk will printed the summary report. Summary
Report must be validated by the campus principal and the District PEIMS Coordinator.

DAILY ATTENDANCE SUMMARY/REPORT
After posting all of the absences for the cycle and completing any other necessary
student maintenance, you need to print the Cycle Attendance Summary. In addition
to providing an error listing, these reports summarize the membership information for
each day for each grade level. They also calculate the days membership, ADA
absences, and ADA presences. You need to verify the membership counts on this
report against your in-house records (Daily Attendance Summary A-3). If corrections
are necessary, please submit corrections and request another student attendance
summary.

INTERIM REPORTS
This report allows you to see information for individual students and verify the entry
and withdrawal dates of a specific student. This report consists of four separate
reports.
1. Error Listing (Verify)
2. Excessive Absence Report
3. Entry-Withdrawal Summary (Includes Special Programs)
4. Membership Summary (Year to Date)

You will need to verify the information on these reports. Follow the instructions on how
to view and print reports produced through Job Submission.
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CAMPUS’S PERIOD REPORT
After all of the errors reflected in the Cycle Attendance Summary have been corrected,
you will need to print a Principal’s Period Report. You will need to print two copies of
the report: one for the campus and one for the district. The Principal’s Period Report
consists of five separate reports.
1. Error Listing (Verify)
2. Student Attendance Summary
3. Age/Grade Distribution
4. Membership Summary
5. Signature Page
6. Attendance Recap Report

After this report is checked and the principal has signed both copies, the District
PEIMS Clerk MUST be notified that you have completed the verification process.
Follow the instructions on how to view and print reports produced through Job
Submission.

PERFECT ATTENDANCE REPORT
Can be processed for the six weeks, for the marking period, for the semester, and/or
for the year.

WEEKLY CLASS ATTENDANCE RPT BY PERIOD/TCHR/CRS/SEC
Print after six weeks has been verified and closed. Provide to teacher for verification
by signature and file with End of Six Weeks Reports. (See Appendix A-28 Form A)
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End of each Semester
END OF SEMESTER REPORTS
Once for the fall and once for the spring, the district must produce and submit to TEA
an end of semester attendance reports through PEIMS.

In addition to the PEIMS programs that produce the required information, you can run
the Reports of Pupil Attendance and Contact Hours. These reports produce the same
type of information as that produced for PEIMS. To run these reports, each campus
repeats the same steps as for the end of attendance cycle. When all campuses have
completed this, the district Attendance Clerks will run the Report of Pupil Attendance
and Contact Hours. This report produces the following:

1. Campus’s Report of Pupil Attendance and Contact Hours
2. District’s Report of Pupil Attendance and Contact Hours
3. Campus and District Signature Pages
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End of each Year
END OF YEAR REPORTS
After the campuses have completed the tasks for the last cycle of the school year and
the end of semester tasks have been completed for the last semester, the District
PEIMS Clerk will produce the end of the year reports. These reports include the
Superintendent’s Semester Report of Pupil Attendance and Contact Hours by district
for Tables 1, 2, and 3 showing the totals and the breakdowns by cycle and semester.

Items that need to be secured at the Campus Attendance Office for a period of five
(5) years for auditing purposes.

•

Student Detail Reports & Campus Summary Reports

•

District Summary Reports

•

Student Membership Reconciliation from Teacher Rosters

•

Grade books (retained for one year after entering grades into the student’s AAR)

•

Attendance Form A-1 period absence reports (e.g. slips, six-week attendance cards,
etc.) used for official attendance hour/period, signed by the teacher.

•

Daily Attendance Summary For One Day

•

Class admittance slips or other documentation to support the claim that a student was
with a nurse, counselor, assistant principal, or other school official at the time
attendance was taken.

•

Documentation supporting the claim that a student was attending a board-approved
activity, accompanied by a certified teacher/adjunct staff member of the district, signed
by the person who supervised the student(s).
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•

Documentation supporting the claim that a student was at a documented appointment
with a health care professional. (See TASB Board Policy-FEB Local in Appendix
B)

•

Documentation supporting the claim that a student was participating in a districtapproved mentorship through the Distinguished Achievement Program.

•

If any data changes are made to subsequent to submission to TEA, updated and/or
corrected copies of all reports are required to be available for audit.

•

Copies of the student’s schedule showing the date of change if the student
experienced a program change, including dates of withdrawal. For example, there
must be documentation on file if a student changed from a one-hour to a three-hour
career and technology course or if the student withdrew from the program. (Appendix
A-25)

•

Copy of the official school calendar reflecting all days of instruction and holidays
(including bad weather days) for each instructional track offered in the district. (Each
six week reporting period should be clearly identified.)

•

Copies of student transfer forms

•

Special program documentation

•

Documentation which indicates the meaning of all locally-designated code in the
attendance system.
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On Going Events
All Campus Staff Should:

•

Maintain close coordination with the Attendance Clerk, with teachers, and with other
campus staff for corrections to absences, as information becomes available.

•

Excused and Unexcused Absences should be changed accordingly, as documentation
or other information is received.

•

If an absence correction or day present corrections must be made to prior six weeks
that have been closed, inform the District PEIMS Coordinator and resubmit all six
weeks period reports with corrections.

•

Coding of special program population every six weeks prior to requesting the
principal’s term reports. See schedule in Appendix D.

•

Campus timeline for processing PEIMS data. See timeline in Appendix A-6.

•

Cross verify student’s last name, first name, generation code, sex, ethnicity, DOB, and
PEIMS identification number with student’s birth certificate with PID information prior
to entering data in the student system.
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Appendix A
District Forms
Appendix A – District Forms
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Mathis Independent School District
Attendance Correction Form
Student Name: _________________________ ID#: ______________ Grade: ________
Teacher: _________________________________ Class: _______________________
Change from ______ to ______ for (Circle Period) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
(Please check one)
____ With the Guidance Counselor
____ In Principal’s Office
____ Nurse’s Office
____ Other __________________________________

Teacher’s Signature: ______________________________ Date: _________________
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Extended Absence Notification
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Please complete and return it at least one week in advance of your child(ren)’s extended absence.
This letter is a formal request that student name(s)_____________________ will be out of school on the
following dates:
______________________________________________________________________________

Reason for extended absence:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Our family acknowledges that students have one week to return missed assignments. Any tests and
quizzes that will be missed also need to be made up within one week of the absence. Parents and students
must reach out to teachers to make arrangements with the classroom teacher as to when tests and
quizzes will be made up.

X ________________________________________
Parent Signature,

Attendance Office Use Only:

Date: ______________________________ Received: Initial: __________
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GENERAL EDUCATION HOMEBOUND (GEH) PROGRAM INSTRUCTIONS:
During the period of confinement, a student receiving GEH services must receive instruction in all core academic
subject area courses. Any student who is served through the GEH program must meet the following three criteria:
The student is expected to be confined at home or hospital bedside for a minimum of 4 weeks. The weeks need not
be consecutive. The student is confined at home or hospital bedside for medical reasons only.
Student Name: _______________________________________
Grade Level: ______________

Homeroom/Advisory Teacher: __________________________

Effective Date: ___________________
Reason for Homebound:

Anticipated End Date: __________________________

__________________________________________________________

Week Start Date (Sunday): _________________
Day of Week

Id # ______________________

Date of Service

Start Time

Week End Date (Saturday): ________________
End Time

Number of
Hours

Homebound
Teacher
Signature*

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Total for Week
*I certify that the student received instruction in all core academic subject area courses.

Teacher Signature: -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Attendance/Registrar Use Only
Instructions: Please turn the form in to Attendance Office Weekly. Post attendance based on the eligible days
present earned per week. Circle the total number of hours and post the absence(s) as appropriate. File this form for
audit purposes.
Total Hrs:
1

1 Day Present

Student is absent all other school days in the week

2

2 days Present

Student is absent all other school days in the week

3

3 days Present

Student is absent all other school days in the week

4+

4 or 5 days Present

In a 4-day week, the student is not absent any days

4+

4 or 5 days Present

In a 5-day week, the student is not absent any days

Attendance/Registrar: __________________________
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SPECIAL EDUCATION HOMEBOUND PROGRAM INSTRUCTIONS
To be placed in the special education homebound instructional arrangement/setting, a student aged 6 years or older
must meet the following four criteria: The student is eligible for special education and related services as
determined by an ARD committee. The student is expected to be confined at home or hospital bedside for a
minimum of 4 weeks (the weeks need not be consecutive). The student is confined at home or hospital bedside for
medical reasons only. A student's IFSP or ARD committee determines the amount of services to be provided to the
student in this instructional arrangement/setting.
Student Name: _______________________________________
Grade Level: ______________

Homeroom/Advisory Teacher: __________________________

Effective Date: ___________________
Reason for Homebound:

Anticipated End Date: __________________________

_________________________________________________________

Week Start Date (Sunday): _________________
Day of Week

Id # ______________________

Date of Service

Start Time

Week End Date (Saturday): ________________
End Time

Number of
Hours

Homebound
Teacher
Signature*

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Total for Week
*I certify that the student received instruction in accordance with his/her ARD.

Teacher Signature: -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Attendance/Registrar Use Only
Instructions: Please turn the form in to Attendance Office Weekly. Post attendance based on the eligible days
present earned per week. Circle the total number of hours and post the absence(s) as appropriate. File this form for
audit purposes.
Total Hrs:
1

1 Day Present

Student is absent all other school days in the week

2

2 days Present

Student is absent all other school days in the week

3

3 days Present

Student is absent all other school days in the week

4+

4 or 5 days Present

In a 4-day week, the student is not absent any days

4+

4 or 5 days Present

In a 5-day week, the student is not absent any days

Attendance/Registrar: __________________________
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SPECIAL EDUCATION HOMEBOUND PROGRAM & (PRS) CEHI INSTRUCTIONS:
To be placed in the special education homebound instructional arrangement/setting, a student aged 6 years or
older must meet the following four criteria: The student is eligible for special education, related services as
determined by an ARD committee. The student is expected to be confined at home or hospital bedside for a
minimum of 4 weeks (the weeks need not be consecutive). The student is confined at home or hospital bedside for
medical reasons only. A student's ARD committee determines the amount of services to be provided to the student
in this instructional arrangement/setting. In addition to the homebound instructional services provided to the student
through the special Education program, the PRS program must provide at least 2 hours a week for PRS
support services for 2-5 days attendance credit and at least 1 hour for 1 day attendance credit.
Student Name: _______________________________________
Grade Level: ______________

Homeroom/Advisory Teacher: __________________________

Effective Date: ___________________
Reason for Homebound:

Anticipated End Date: __________________________

_________________________________________________________

Week Start Date (Sunday): _________________
Day of Week

Id # _____________________

Date of Service

Week End Date (Saturday): ________________

Start Time

End Time

Number of
Hours

Homebound
Teacher
Signature*

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Total for Week
*I certify that the student received instruction in accordance with his/her ARD.
Teacher Signature: ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Attendance/Registrar Use Only
Instructions: Please turn the form in to Attendance Office Weekly. Post attendance based on the eligible days
present earned per week. Circle the total number of hours and post the absence(s) as appropriate. File this form for
audit purposes.
Total Hrs:
1

1 Day Present

Student is absent all other school days in the week

2

2 days Present

Student is absent all other school days in the week

3

3 days Present

Student is absent all other school days in the week

4

4 or 5 days Present

In a 4-day week, the student is not absent any days

6

5 days Present

In a 5-day week, the student is not absent any days

Attendance/Registrar: __________________________
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PRE-KINDERGARTEN QUALIFICATION VERIFICATION
Step 1: Complete the Student Information section and verify student will be 4 years old by September 1.
Student Information
Student Name:

Student DOB:

Parent/Guardian Name:

Phone:

Age 4 by September 1:
Yes No
** If Yes, then proceed to step 2 **

Home Address City, ST, Zip

Step 2: Review the Student Residency Questionnaire
Student Residency Questionnaire Review
Parent/Guardian/Qualified Student selected “Lives in own
home or apartment”
1.
Campus needs to collect proof of residency
2.
Proceed to the next step of PK qualification

Parent/Guardian/Qualified Student did not select “Lives in own home
or apartment”
1.
Campus does not need to collect proof of residency at this
time
Collect any other documentation paper work the family
2.
brought
3.
Enroll the student

Step 3: Inquire regarding Foster Care
Foster Care
Definition: Students who are or have ever been in foster care are eligible for PK.
Family does not have a letter from DFPS or Child Family provided a letter from DFPS or Child Protective Services
Protective Services stating that child is eligible for PK
stating that child is eligible for PK
1.
Family can contact a DFPS education specialist 1.
Campus makes a copy of the letter
to obtain a letter if applicable
2.
Collect any other documentation paperwork the family
2.
Proceed to the next step of PK qualification
brought
3.
Campus enrolls the student

Step 4: Inquire regarding Military Qualification – check type of documentation obtained if applicable (only
need one)
Military Qualification
Definition: Student is a child of a member of the armed forces of the United States, including the state military forces or a
reserved component of the armed forces, who is on active duty or has been injured or killed while on active duty.
If one of the following types of documentation is obtained, then campus enrolls the student. Check box for type
of documentation.
1.
District employee verified US Dept. of Defense (DoD) photo ID MISD EMPLOYEE PRINTED NAME:
for children of active duty members
MISD EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE:
•
**** DO NOT MAKE A COPY OF ID ****
•
District employee that verified the ID must print and sign name
2. A statement of service from the installation adjutant general director Campus obtained copy of statement
of human resources for children of active members, mobilized reservists,
or members of the Texas National Guard.
3. A copy of the death certificate using the service-appropriate DoD form
or a DoD form that indicates death as the reason for separation from
service, for children of service member who died or were killed.
4. A copy of Purple Heart orders or citation for children of service
member or mobilized reservists or guardsmen who were wounded or
injured in combat.
5. A copy of the line of duty determination documentation for children of
service members or mobilized reservists or guardsmen who were injured
while serving active duty but were not wounded or injured in combat.
6. Documentation that a service member is MIA for children of service
members who are MIA
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Step 5: Non-English Speaking Students
Step 6: Automatic qualification for NSLP (National School Lunch Program)
NSLP - Automatic
Children who are automatically eligible for the NSLP under criteria in federal law are eligible for PreK
The student does not meet the following criteria:
The student meets the following criteria:
•
SNAP or TANF
•
SNAP or TANF
•
Enrolled as a participant in Head Start or Even Start •
Enrolled as a participant in Head Start or Even Start
•
•
Migrant
Migrant
•
Homeless
•
Homeless
•
Runaway
•
Runaway
•
Foster Care
•
Foster Care
1.

Proceed to the next step of PK qualification

1.
brought
2.

Collect any other documentation paper work the family
Enroll the student

Step 7: Qualification based on Income: Parent/Guardian completes the Household Member section
Income Information
List Names of All Household Members (Include yourself and the pre-k child):

Monthly Salary:

Other Income:

______________________________________________________________
_________

__________________
___

__________________
___

_____________________________________________________________

__________________

_____________________________________________________________

__________________

Food Stamp Number (if applicable). A copy of Texas Health and Human Services Commission letter is required.
I certify that all the above information is true and correct and all income is reported. School officials may verify the information on the
application and that deliberate misrepresentation of information may subject me to prosecution under applicable State and Federal
laws.
Signature of Adult Household Member:

* Office Use Only *
Number of People in the household:
Income
Gross
Income
______________________________ X

#1:

Appropriate Formula
____________________________________
=

Monthly Income
$_______________________
$_______________________

Gross
Income
______________________________ X

#2:

____________________________________
=

Other Income:
Formulas:

$_______________________

Total Income:
Weekly Formula = 4.33

Bi-Weekly Formula = 2.15
Twice Monthly Formula = 2
Monthly
Formula = 1
Qualification Checklist: Mark yes or no for the each item below. Sign and date the form.
__________ The child is 4 years of age on or before
__________ The child qualifies based on homelessness
September 1
__________ 1 proof of residency was provided
__________ The child qualifies based on foster care
__________ The family income meets current F/R lunch
__________ The child qualifies based on military
guidelines
__________ The child automatically qualifies for NSLP
__________ The child qualifies based on language
Principal or Designee Signature:
Date:
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PREGNANCY RELATED SERVICES - STUDENT DATA RECORD
DISTRICT: MATHIS ISD

CAMPUS: MHS ( 001) or MMS (041)

********************************************************************************************************************************************

REFERENCE: Texas Education Agency Student Attendance Accounting Handbook, Section
IX. Use of This Form will satisfy TEA Audit requirements for PRS.
A COPY OF THIS FORM SHOULD BE RETAINED IN STUDENT PRS FILE FOLDER FOR A PERIOD
OF NOT LESS THAN 5 YEARS.
*************************************************************************************************
STUDENT NAME: ____________________________ STUDENT ID#: ___________________________

PRS ENTRY DATA
DATE OF PREGNANCY
VERIFICATION:___________________________________________________
VERIFYING
OFFICIAL/TITLE:____________________________________________________________
PREGNANCY RELATED SERVICE ENTRY
DATE:____________________________________________
**************************************************************************************************
COMPENSATORY EDUCATION HOME INSTRUCTION RECORD
PRENATAL

POSTPARTUM

CEHI ENTRY/EXIT DATES:

________/________

________/________

CEHI ENTRY/EXIT DATES:

________/________

________/________

*************************************************************************************************
SPECIAL EDUCATION HOMEBOUND RECORD (IF USED)
HOMEBOUND ENTRY/EXIT DATES:

_______________/_______________

*************************************************************************************************
PRS PROGRAM EXIT DATA
DATE OF BIRTH OF BABY/ PREGNANCY END DATE:
____________________________________
DATE STUDENT RETURNED TO FULL TIME CLASSROOM:
____________________________________
OFFICIAL PRS PROGRAM EXIT DATE:

___________________________________

_______________________________________
SIGNATURE OF PRS SCHOOL OFFICIAL

ADA/Period Enrollment Verification/Reconciliation
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CHECK LIST FOR ADA - ATTENDANCE CLERKS
***NO SCHEDULE CHANGES CAN BE INITIATED ON THIS DAY***
 STEP 1―Print Class Rosters
 STEP 2―Have each teacher, check Class Roster for the ADA /3rd
Period and attach the roster to the ADA/Period Enrollment
Verification/Reconciliation form.
 STEP 3―USE BLACK INK
 STEP 4―NO WHITEOUTS
 STEP 5―NO CROSS OUTS
 STEP 6―The teacher needs to complete the Teacher ADA/Period Enrollment
Verification/Reconciliation Form by adding:
1) 1st or 4th six week
2) Campus name (__________________)
3) Date – (___________)
4) Printed name of teacher
5) Total of students ENROLLED in 3rd period ADA class taken from the Class
Roster (No inactive students)
6) Signature of teacher
 STEP 7―The principal needs to verify that the teacher’s record is correct by
Signing.
 STEP 8―The attendance Clerk will verify all records are reconciled by signing.
 STEP 9―The attendance Clerk will run Class Rosters
 STEP 10 - Reconcile this report with your totals for each grade level.
 STEP 11 - Return envelope with ALL of the following items enclosed, to the PEIMS
Coordinator. This should be returned on the same day ( __________)
1) Survey of Pupils in Membership Report
2) Completed Summary Sheet that has been signed by principal and
attendance Clerk.
3) All Teachers signed & completed ADA/Period Enrollment
Verification/Reconciliation Sheet— with Class Roster attached.
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DISTRICT FORMS

SPECIAL PROGRAM PEIMS REGISTRATION
Student Name: _________________________
________

Local ID#: _________

Grade:

Select all that apply to enter in PEIMS:

___ LEP

___ Bilingual ___ ESL

Parent Permission: ___ Yes ___ No
Begin Services Date: _____________
LPAC Date: ________________
# Years in US Schools: ______

___ 504
IAP Begin Date: _____________
Evaluation Date: ____________
Disability: _____________
Case Manager: _________________________

___ Gifted & Talented
GT Begin Date: _____________
Evaluation Date: ____________

_______________________________
Signature

__________
Date

For Office Use Only – Registrar/PEIMS Clerk Initial & Date
Complete in Skyward ______

Date ___________

Submit Form to Director ______

Date ___________

Submit Form to Counselor ______

Date ___________
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A student may graduate and receive a diploma only if the student
successfully completes:
1.

The curriculum requirements identified by the State Board of
Education (SBOE) [see State Graduation Requirements, below] and has performed satisfactorily on applicable state assessments [see EKB]; or

2.

An individualized education program (IEP) developed under
Education Code 29.005. [See EHBAB]

Education Code 28.025(c)
Note:

Individual
Graduation
Committee

Education Code 28.0258 and 19 Adminstrative Code
74.1025 related to individual graduation committees expire September 1, 2019.

Without complying with the requirements above, a student may receive a diploma if the person is eligible for a diploma as determined by an individual graduation committee (IGC) established under Education Code 28.0258. Education Code 28.025(c-6)
For each 11th or 12th grade student who has failed to comply with
the end-of-course (EOC) assessment instrument performance requirements under Education Code 39.025 for not more than two
courses, the district shall establish an IGC at the end of or after the
student’s 11th grade year to determine whether the student may
qualify to graduate. A student may not qualify to graduate before
the student’s 12th grade year.
The IGC shall be composed of:
1.

The principal or principal’s designee;

2.

For each EOC assessment instrument on which the student
failed to perform satisfactorily, the teacher of the course;

3.

The department chair or lead teacher supervising the
teacher(s) above; and

4.

As applicable:
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a.

The student’s parent or person standing in parental relation to the student;

b.

A designated advocate if the parent is unable to serve;
or

c.

The student, at the student’s option, if the student is at
least 18 years of age or is an emancipated minor.
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The superintendent shall establish procedures for convening the
committee.
The district shall provide an appropriate translator, if available, for a
parent, advocate, or student who is unable to speak English.
Education Code 28.0258(a)-(c), (c-2); 19 TAC 74.1025
Notice

A district shall ensure a good faith effort is made to timely notify the
appropriate person described under item 4 above of the time and
place for convening the IGC and the purpose of the committee.
The notice must be provided in person or by regular mail or email;
clear and easy to understand; and written in English, in Spanish,
or, to the extent practicable, in the native language of the appropriate person. Education Code 28.0258(d)

Curriculum
Requirements

To be eligible to graduate and receive a high school diploma from
the IGC, a student must successfully complete the curriculum requirements required for high school graduation. [See State Graduation Requirements, below] Education Code 28.0258(e)

Additional
Requirements to
Graduate

A student’s IGC shall recommend additional requirements by which
the student may qualify to graduate, including additional remediation; and for each EOC assessment instrument on which the student failed to perform satisfactorily:
1.

The completion of a project related to the subject area of the
course that demonstrates proficiency in the subject area; or

2.

The preparation of a portfolio of work samples in the subject
area of the course, including work samples from the course
that demonstrate proficiency in the subject area.

A student may submit to the IGC coursework previously completed
to satisfy a recommended additional requirement.
Education Code 28.0258(f), (g)
In determining whether a student is qualified to graduate, the committee shall consider the criteria at Education Code 28.0258(h) and
any other academic information designated for consideration by
the board. After considering the criteria, the committee may determine that the student is qualified to graduate. A student may graduate and receive a high school diploma on the basis of the committee’s decision only if the student successfully completes all
additional requirements recommended by the committee, the student meets applicable curriculum requirements, and the committee’s vote is unanimous. The decision of a committee is final and
may not be appealed. Education Code 28.0258(i)
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For provisions related to an IGC and English language learners
(ELL), see EKB(LEGAL).
In accordance with Education Code 28.02541, a school district
may award a high school diploma to an individual who:
1.

Entered grade 9 before the 2011–12 school year;

2.

Successfully completed the curriculum requirements for high
school graduation applicable when the individual entered
grade 9;

3.

Has not performed satisfactorily on the exit-level assessment
instrument or part of an assessment instrument required for
high school graduation, including an alternative assessment
instrument offered under Education Code 39.025(c-1);

4.

Has been administered at least three times the required subject-area test(s) for which the individual has not performed
satisfactorily on the exit-level assessment instrument applicable to the individual when the individual entered grade 9; and

5.

Meets the alternative requirements for graduation in accordance with 19 Administrative Code 74.1027(c) or the local alternative requirements approved by the board in accordance
with 19 Administrative Code 74.1027(d).

19 TAC 74.1027(a); Education Code 28.02541
District
Determination

The school district in which the individual is enrolled or was last enrolled shall determine whether the individual may qualify to graduate and receive a high school diploma on the basis of the alternative requirements for graduation. 19 TAC 74.1027(b)

Alternative
Requirements

The alternative requirements for graduation are listed at 19 Administrative Code 74.1027(c).

Local Alternative
Requirements

With approval by the board, a district may develop recommendations for local alternative requirements if the requirements would allow an individual to demonstrate proficiency in the content related
to an examination for which the individual has not performed satisfactorily. 19 TAC 74.1027(d)

Appeals

A decision regarding whether the individual qualifies to graduate
and receive a high school diploma is final and may not be appealed. 19 TAC 74.1027(e); Education Code 28.02541

Documentation

The district shall maintain documentation to support the decision to
award or not award an individual a high school diploma. 19 TAC
74.1027(f)
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Special Education

A student receiving special education services who successfully
completes the requirements of his or her IEP, including performance on a state assessment required for graduation, shall receive a high school diploma. A student’s admission, review, and
dismissal (ARD) committee shall determine if the student will be required to meet satisfactory performance on an assessment for purposes of graduation. 19 TAC 101.3023(a) [See Graduation of Students Receiving Special Education Services, below, and EKB]

Posthumous
Diploma

Beginning with students enrolled in grade 12 during the 2005–06
school year, and on request of the student’s parent, a district shall
issue a high school diploma posthumously to a student who died
while enrolled in the district at grade level 12, provided that the student was academically on track at the time of death to receive a diploma at the end of the school year in which the student died.
“School year” includes any summer session following the spring
semester.

Exception

A district is not required to issue a posthumous diploma if the student was convicted of a felony offense under Title 5 or 6, Penal
Code, or adjudicated as having engaged in conduct constituting a
felony offense under Title 5 or 6, Penal Code.
Education Code 28.0254

Diplomas for
Veterans

Notwithstanding any other provision of this policy, a district may issue a high school diploma to a person who is an honorably discharged member of the armed forces of the United States; was
scheduled to graduate from high school after 1940 and before
1975 or after 1989; and left school after completing the sixth or a
higher grade, before graduating from high school, to serve in:
1.

World War II, the Korean War, the Vietnam War, the Persian
Gulf War, the Iraq War, or the war in Afghanistan; or

2.

Any other war formally declared by the United States, military
engagement authorized by the United States Congress, military engagement authorized by a United Nations Security
Council resolution and funded by the United States Congress,
or conflict authorized by the president of the United States under the War Powers Resolution of 1973, 50 U.S.C. 1541, et
seq.

Education Code 28.0251
Personal Graduation
Plan
Junior High or
Middle School PGP

A principal of a junior high or middle school shall designate a
school counselor, teacher, or other appropriate individual to develop and administer a personal graduation plan (PGP) for each
student enrolled in the junior high or middle school who:
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1.

Does not perform satisfactorily on a state assessment instrument; or

2.

Is not likely to receive a high school diploma before the fifth
school year following the student’s enrollment in grade level
9, as determined by a district.

A PGP must:
1.

Identify educational goals for the student;

2.

Include diagnostic information, appropriate monitoring and intervention, and other evaluation strategies;

3.

Include an intensive instruction program described in Education Code 28.0213 [see EHBC];

4.

Address participation of the student’s parent or guardian, including consideration of the parent’s or guardian’s educational
expectations for the student; and

5.

Provide innovative methods to promote the student’s advancement, including flexible scheduling, alternative learning
environments, online instruction, and other interventions that
are proven to accelerate the learning process and have been
scientifically validated to improve learning and cognitive ability.

Education Code 28.0212
Students
Receiving
Special
Education
Services

For a student receiving special education services, the student’s
ARD committee and the district are responsible for developing the
student’s PGP.
A student’s IEP developed under Education Code 29.005 may be
used as the student’s PGP.
Education Code 28.0212(c); 19 TAC 89.1050(a) [See EHBAB]

High School PGP

A principal of a high school shall designate a school counselor or
school administrator to review PGP options with each student entering grade 9 together with that student’s parent or guardian. The
PGP options reviewed must include the distinguished level of
achievement and endorsements.
Before the conclusion of the school year, the student and the student’s parent or guardian must confirm and sign a PGP for the student that identifies a course of study that:
1.
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Facilitates the student’s transition from secondary to postsecondary education.

A district may not prevent a student and the student’s parent or
guardian from confirming a PGP that includes pursuit of a distinguished level of achievement or an endorsement.
A student may amend the student’s PGP after the initial confirmation of the plan. If a student amends the student’s PGP, the school
must send written notice to the student’s parents regarding the
change.
TEA must make available to a district information that explains the
advantages of the distinguished level of achievement described by
Education Code 28.025(b-15) and each endorsement described by
Education Code 28.025(c-1). A district, in turn, shall publish the information from TEA on the internet website of the district and ensure that the information is available to students in grades nine and
above and the parents or legal guardians of those students in the
language in which the parents or legal guardians are most proficient.
A district is required to provide this information in the language in
which the parents or legal guardians are most proficient only if at
least 20 students in a grade level primarily speak that language.
Education Code 28.02121
Early Graduation

State Graduation
Requirements

Students Entering
Grade 9 in the
2014–15 School
Year

A parent is entitled to request, with the expectation that the request
will not be unreasonably denied, that the parent’s child be permitted to graduate from high school earlier than the child would normally graduate, if the child completes each course required for
graduation. The decision of a board concerning the request is final
and may not be appealed. Education Code 26.003(a)(3)(C), (b)
[See FMH, FNG]
Note:

For current state graduation requirements, including
those for students who entered grade 9 before the
2007–08 school year but that are not otherwise referenced in this policy, see Education Code 28.025 and
19 Administrative Code Chapter 74.

To receive a high school diploma, a student entering grade 9 in the
2014–15 school year and thereafter must complete:
1.
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2.

Testing requirements for graduation under 19 Administrative
Code Chapter 101 [see EKB]; and

3.

Demonstrated proficiency, as determined by the district, in delivering clear verbal messages; choosing effective nonverbal
behaviors; listening for desired results; applying valid criticalthinking and problem-solving processes; and identifying, analyzing, developing, and evaluating communication skills
needed for professional and social success in interpersonal
situations, group interactions, and personal and professional
presentations.

A student shall enroll in the courses necessary to complete the curriculum requirements for the foundation high school program and
the curriculum requirements for at least one endorsement.
Education Code 28.025(c); 19 TAC 74.11(a), (c)
Foundation High
School Program

A student must earn at least 22 credits to complete the foundation
high school program and must demonstrate proficiency in the following core courses:
1.

English language arts—4 credits;

2.

Mathematics—3 credits;

3.

Science—3 credits;

4.

Social Studies—3 credits;

5.

Languages other than English—2 credits;

6.

Physical Education—1 credit;

7.

Fine Arts—1 credit; and

8.

Elective courses—5 credits.

19 TAC 74.12
Endorsements

A student shall specify in writing an endorsement the student intends to earn upon entering grade 9. A student may earn any of the
following endorsements:
1.

Science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM);

2.

Business and industry;

3.

Public services;

4.

Arts and humanities; and

5.

Multidisciplinary studies.
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A district must make at least one endorsement available to students. A district that offers only one endorsement curriculum must
offer multidisciplinary studies.
To earn an endorsement a student must demonstrate proficiency in
the curriculum requirements for the foundation high school program and, in accordance with 19 Administrative Code 74.13(e),
earn:
1.

A fourth credit in mathematics;

2.

An additional credit in science; and

3.

Two additional elective credits.

A course completed as part of the four courses needed to satisfy
an endorsement requirement may also satisfy a requirement under
the foundation high school program, including an elective
requirement. The same course may count as part of the set of four
courses for more than one endorsement.
A district shall permit a student to enroll in courses under more
than one endorsement before the student’s junior year and to
choose, at any time, to earn an endorsement other than the
endorsement the student previously indicated.
A student must earn at least 26 credits to earn an endorsement,
but a student is not entitled to remain enrolled to earn more than
26 credits.
A district may define advanced courses and determine a coherent
sequence of courses for an endorsement area, provided that prerequisites in 19 Administrative Code Chapters 110–118, 126, 127,
and 130 are followed.
Education Code 28.025; 19 TAC 74.13
Exception

A student may graduate under the foundation high school program
without earning an endorsement if, after the student’s sophomore
year:
1.

The student and the student’s parent or person standing in
parental relation to the student are advised by a school counselor of the specific benefits of graduating from high school
with one or more endorsements; and

2.

The student’s parent or person standing in parental relation to
the student files with a school counselor written permission,
on a form adopted by TEA, allowing the student to graduate
under the foundation high school program without earning an
endorsement.

19 TAC 74.11(d)
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Distinguished
Level of
Achievement

A student may earn a distinguished level of achievement by successfully completing the curriculum requirements for the foundation
high school program and the curriculum requirements for at least
one endorsement, including four credits in science and four credits
in mathematics, including Algebra II. 19 TAC 74.11(e)

Prerequisites

A student may not be enrolled in a course that has a required prerequisite unless:
1.

The student has completed the prerequisite course(s);

2.

The student has demonstrated equivalent knowledge as determined by the district; or

3.

The student was already enrolled in the course in an out-ofstate, an out-of-country, or a Texas nonpublic school and
transferred to a Texas public school prior to successfully completing the course.

A district may award credit for a course a student completed without having met the prerequisites if the student completed the
course in an out-of-state, an out-of-country, or a Texas nonpublic
school where there was not a prerequisite.
19 TAC 74.11(i)–(j)
College Courses

Courses offered for dual credit at or in conjunction with an institution of higher education that provide advanced academic instruction beyond, or in greater depth than, the essential knowledge and
skills for the equivalent high school course required for graduation
may satisfy graduation requirements, including requirements for required courses, advanced courses, and courses for elective credit
as well as requirements for endorsements. 19 TAC 74.11(h)

Languages Other
Than English

Students may earn credit for languages other than English in accordance with 19 Administrative Code 74.12(b)(5).
A student who successfully completes a dual language immersion
program may satisfy one credit of the two credits required in a language other English in accordance with 19 Administrative Code
74.12(b)(5)(F).
19 TAC 74.12(b)(5)

Physical
Education
Substitutions
Other Physical
Activity

In accordance with local district policy, the required physical education credit may be earned through completion of any TEKS-based
course that is not being used to satisfy another specific graduation
requirement. [See Restrictions, below]
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In accordance with local district policy, credit for any physical education course may be earned through participation in the following
activities:
1.

Athletics;

2.

JROTC; and

3.

Appropriate private or commercially sponsored physical activity programs conducted on or off campus. A district must apply to the commissioner of education for approval of such programs, which may be substituted for state graduation credit in
physical education. Such approval may be granted under the
following conditions:
a.

Olympic-level participation and/or competition includes a
minimum of 15 hours per week of highly intensive, professional, supervised training. The training facility, instructors, and the activities involved in the program must
be certified by the superintendent to be of exceptional
quality. Students qualifying and participating at this level
may be dismissed from school one hour per day. Students dismissed may not miss any class other than
physical education.

b.

Private or commercially sponsored physical activities include those certified by the superintendent to be of high
quality and well supervised by appropriately trained instructors. Student participation of at least five hours per
week must be required. Students certified to participate
at this level may not be dismissed from any part of the
regular school day.

In accordance with local district policy, up to one credit for any one
of the physical education courses listed in 19 Administrative Code
Chapter 74 [see EHAC] may be earned through participation in any
of the following activities:

Restrictions

1.

Drill team;

2.

Marching band; and

3.

Cheerleading.

All substitution activities permitted by local district policy must include at least 100 minutes of moderate to vigorous physical activity
per five-day school week.
No more than four substitution credits may be earned through any
combination of substitutions listed above.
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A student who is unable to participate in physical activity due to
disability or illness may substitute an academic elective credit in
English language arts, mathematics, science, social studies or a
course that is offered for credit as provided by Education Code
28.002(g-1) for the required physical education credit. A credit allowed to be substituted may not also be used by the student to satisfy a graduation requirement other than completion of the physical
education credit. The determination regarding a student’s ability to
participate in physical activity must be made by:
1.

The student’s ARD committee if the student receives special
education services under Education Code Chapter 29, Subchapter A;

2.

The committee established for the student under Section 504,
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (29 U.S.C. Section 794) if the student does not receive special education services under Education Code Chapter 29, Subchapter A but is covered by the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973; or

3.

A committee, established by the district, of persons with appropriate knowledge regarding the student if each of the committees described above is inapplicable. This committee must
follow the same procedures required of an ARD or a Section
504 committee.

Education Code 28.025(b-10)–(b-11); 19 TAC 74.12(b)(6)
CommunityBased Fine Arts
Programs

In accordance with local district policy, the required fine arts credit
may be earned through participation in a community-based fine
arts program not provided by the school district in which the student is enrolled.
In accordance with local policy, credit may be earned through participation in the community-based fine arts program only if the program meets each of the following requirements:
1.

The district must apply to the commissioner for approval of
the community-based fine arts program;

2.

The board must certify that the program provides instruction
in the essential knowledge and skills for fine arts as defined
by 19 Administrative Code, Chapter 117, Subchapter C;

3.

The district must document student completion of the approved activity;

4.

The program must be organized and monitored by appropriately trained instructors;
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5.

The fine arts program may be provided on or off a school
campus and outside the regular school day; and

6.

Students may not be dismissed from any part of the regular
school day to participate in the community-based fine arts
program.

The district shall require that instructors of the community-based
fine arts program provide the district, at its request, the information
necessary to obtain the criminal history record information required
for school personnel in accordance with 19 Administrative Code,
Chapter 153, Subchapter DD, if the community-based program is
offered on campus.
Education Code 28.025(b-9); 19 TAC 74.12(b)(7)(B), .1030
Performance
Acknowledgments

In accordance with the requirements of 19 Administrative Code
74.14, a student may earn a performance acknowledgment on the
student’s transcript for:
1.

2.

Outstanding performance:
a.

In a dual credit course;

b.

In bilingualism and biliteracy;

c.

On a College Board advanced placement test or international baccalaureate examination;

d.

On an established, valid, reliable, and nationally normreferenced preliminary college preparation assessment
instrument used to measure a student’s progress toward
readiness for college and the workplace;

e.

On an established, valid, reliable, and nationally normreferenced assessment instrument used by colleges and
universities as part of their undergraduate admissions
process; or

Earning a state-recognized or nationally or internationally recognized business or industry certification or license.

Education Code 28.025(c-5); 19 TAC 74.14
Transition to
Foundation High
School Program

A district shall allow a student who entered grade 9 prior to the
2014–15 school year to complete the curriculum requirements for
high school graduation:
1.
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2.

Under the foundation high school program by satisfying the
requirements adopted by the SBOE, if the student chooses
during the 2014–15 school year to take courses under the
program.

A student who entered grade 9 prior to the 2014–15 school year
may, at any time prior to graduation and upon request, choose to
complete the curriculum requirements required for high school
graduation under a different program than that selected by the student during the 2014–15 school year.
19 TAC 74.1021
Students Who
Entered Grade 9
Before the 2014–15
School Year
Minimum High
School Program

All credit for graduation must be earned no later than grade 12. 19
TAC 74.61(b), .71(b)
A student entering grade 9 prior to the 2014–15 school year who
does not choose to complete the curriculum requirements for high
school graduation under the foundation high school program must
enroll in the courses necessary to complete the curriculum
requirements for the Recommended High School Program or the
Advanced/Distinguished Achievement High School Program,
unless the student, the student’s parent or other person standing in
parental relation to the student, and a school counselor or school
administrator agree in writing signed by each party that the student
should be permitted to take courses under the Minimum High
School Program, and the student:
1.

Is at least 16 years of age;

2.

Has completed two credits required for graduation in each
subject of the foundation curriculum under Education Code
28.002(a)(1); or

3.

Has failed to be promoted to the tenth grade one or more
times as determined by the school district.

Students with
Disabilities

If an ARD committee makes decisions that place a student with a
disability on a modified curriculum in a subject area, the student
will be automatically placed in the Minimum High School Program.

Applicability

A student who was permitted to take courses under the Minimum
High School Program prior to the 2009–10 school year may remain
in the Minimum High School Program.
19 TAC 74.61(c), (d), .71(c), (d)
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A student must earn at least 22 credits to complete the Minimum
High School Program.
A student who entered grade 9 in the 2012–13 or 2013–14 school
year must demonstrate proficiency in the program requirements
listed at 19 Administrative Code 74.72.
A student who enters grade 9 before the 2012–13 school year
must meet the applicable program requirements in 19 Administrative Code Chapter 74, Subchapters D–F.
Education Code 28.025; 19 TAC 74.62, .72

Recommended
High School
Program

A student who entered grade 9 in the 2012–13 or 2013–14 school
year must earn at least 26 credits to complete the Recommended
High School Program. A student must demonstrate proficiency in
the program requirements listed at 19 Administrative Code 74.73.
Education Code 28.025; 19 TAC 74.63, .73

Advanced /
Distinguished
Achievement
High School
Program

A student who entered grade 9 in the 2012–13 or 2013–14 school
year must earn at least 26 credits to complete the Advanced/Distinguished Achievement High School Program. A student must
demonstrate proficiency in the program requirements listed at 19
Administrative Code 74.74. Education Code 28.025; 19 TAC 74.64,
.74

Substitutions

No substitutions are allowed for high school graduation requirements in the Recommended and Advanced/Distinguished Achievement High School Programs, except as provided by State Board
rule. 19 TAC 74.63(d), .64(e), .73(d), .74(e)

AP or IB Courses

College Board advanced placement and international baccalaureate courses may be substituted for required courses in appropriate
areas. These courses may be used as electives in all three high
school graduation programs. 19 TAC 74.61(k), .71(i)

Reading

A district may offer a maximum of 3 credits of reading for state
graduation elective credit for identified students if the district:
1.

Adopts policies to identify students in need of additional reading instruction;

2.

Has procedures that include assessment of individual student
needs and ongoing evaluation of each student’s progress;
and

3.

Monitors instructional activities to ensure that student needs
are addressed.

Reading credits may be selected from Reading I, II, or III.
19 TAC 74.61(h), .71(f)
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College Courses

A student may comply with the curriculum requirements under the
Minimum, Recommended, or Advanced/Distinguished Achievement High School Program for each subject of the foundation curriculum and for languages other than English by successfully completing appropriate courses in the core curriculum of an institution
of higher education. 19 TAC 74.61(l), .71(j)

Physical
Education
Substitutions

In accordance with local district policy, credit for any physical education course may be earned through participation in the following
activities:

Other Physical
Activity

1.

Athletics;

2.

JROTC; and

3.

Appropriate private or commercially sponsored physical activity programs conducted on or off campus. A district must apply to the commissioner for approval of such programs, which
may be substituted for state graduation credit in physical education. Such approval may be granted under the following
conditions:
a.

Olympic-level participation and/or competition includes a
minimum of 15 hours per week of highly intensive, professional, supervised training. The training facility, instructors, and the activities involved in the program must
be certified by the superintendent to be of exceptional
quality. Students qualifying and participating at this level
may be dismissed from school one hour per day. Students dismissed may not miss any class other than
physical education.

b.

Private or commercially sponsored physical activities include those certified by the superintendent to be of high
quality and well supervised by appropriately trained instructors. Student participation of at least five hours per
week must be required. Students certified to participate
at this level may not be dismissed from any part of the
regular school day.

In accordance with local district policy, up to one credit for any one
of the physical education courses listed in 19 Administrative Code
Chapter 74 [see EHAC] may be earned through participation in any
of the following activities:
1.

Drill team;

2.

Marching band; and

3.

Cheerleading.
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All substitution activities must include at least 100 minutes per fiveday school week of moderate to vigorous physical activity.
No more than four substitution credits may be earned through any
combination of substitutions listed above.

Student with
Disability or
Illness

Student with
Physical
Limitations

A student who is unable to participate in physical activity due to
disability or illness may substitute an academic elective credit in
English language arts, mathematics, science, or social studies for
the required physical education credit. A credit allowed to be substituted may not also be used by the student to satisfy a graduation
requirement other than completion of the physical education credit.
The determination regarding a student’s ability to participate in
physical activity must be made by:
1.

The student’s ARD committee if the student receives special
education services under Education Code Chapter 29, Subchapter A;

2.

The committee established for the student under Section 504,
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (29 U.S.C. Section 794) if the student does not receive special education services under Education Code Chapter 29, Subchapter A but is covered by the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973; or

3.

A committee, established by the district, of persons with appropriate knowledge regarding the student if each of the committees described above is inapplicable. This committee must
follow the same procedures required of an ARD or a Section
504 committee.

If a student entering grade 9 during the 2007–08 school year or
thereafter is unable to comply with all of the requirements for a
physical education course due to a physical limitation certified by a
licensed medical practitioner, a modification to a physical education
course does not prohibit the student from earning a Recommended
or Advanced/Distinguished High School Program diploma. A student with a physical limitation must still demonstrate proficiency in
the relevant knowledge and skills in a physical education course
that do not require physical activity.
Education Code 28.025(b-10)–(b-11); 19 TAC 74.62(b)(7),
.63(b)(7), .64(b)(7), .72(b)(6), .73(b)(6), .74(b)(6)

Transfers from Outof-State or
Nonpublic Schools

Out-of-state or out-of-country transfer students (including foreign
exchange students) and transfer students from Texas nonpublic
schools are eligible to receive Texas diplomas but shall complete
all applicable high school graduation requirements. Any course
credits required for graduation that are not completed before enroll-
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ment may be satisfied through credit by examination, correspondence courses, distance learning, or completing the course, according to the provisions of 19 Administrative Code 74.26. 19 TAC
74.11(f) [See EHDB, EHDC, EHDE, and EI]
Graduation of
Students Receiving
Special Education
Services
Modified Curriculum
and Content

Modified curriculum and modified content refer to any reduction of
the amount or complexity of the required knowledge and skills in
19 Administrative Code Chapters 110–118, 126–128, and 130.
Substitutions that are specifically authorized in statute or rule must
not be considered modified curriculum or modified content. 19 TAC
89.1070(l)

Employability and
Self-Help Skills

Employability and self-help skills are those skills directly related to
the preparation of students for employment, including general skills
necessary to obtain or retain employment. 19 TAC 89.1070(j)

Summary of
Academic
Achievement and
Evaluation

All students graduating must be provided with a summary of academic achievement and functional performance as described in 34
C.F.R. 300.305(e)(3). This summary must consider, as appropriate,
the views of the parent and student and written recommendations
from adult service agencies on how to assist the student in meeting
postsecondary goals. An evaluation as required by 34 C.F.R.
300.305(e)(1) (evaluation to determine that the child is no longer a
child with a disability), must be included as part of the summary for
a student graduating under 19 Administrative Code 89.1070
(b)(2)(A), (B), or (C) or (g)(4)(A), (B), or (C). Students who participate in graduation ceremonies but who are not graduating under
subsections (b)(2)(A), (B), or (C) or (g)(4)(A), (B), or (C) and who
will remain in school to complete their education do not have to be
evaluated. 19 TAC 89.1070(h)–(i)

Students
Entering Grade 9
in or After the
2014–15 School
Year

A student entering grade 9 in the 2014–15 school year and thereafter who receives special education services may graduate and be
awarded a regular high school diploma if the student meets one of
the following conditions:
1.

The student has demonstrated mastery of the required state
standards (or district standards if greater) in 19 Administrative
Code Chapters 110-118, 126-128, and 130 and satisfactorily
completed credit requirements for graduation under the foundation high school program applicable to students in general
education as well as satisfactory performance on the required
state assessments, unless the student's ARD committee has
determined that satisfactory performance on the required
state assessments is not necessary for graduation.

2.

The student has demonstrated mastery of the required state
standards (or district standards if greater) in 19 Administrative
Code Chapters 110–118, 126–128, and 130 and satisfactorily
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completed credit requirements for graduation under the foundation high school program through courses, one or more of
which contain modified curriculum that is aligned to the standards applicable to students in general education, as well as
satisfactory performance on the required state assessments,
unless the student's ARD committee has determined that satisfactory performance on the required state assessments is
not necessary for graduation. The student must also successfully complete the student's IEP and meet one of the following
conditions:
a.

Consistent with the IEP, the student has obtained fulltime employment, based on the student's abilities and local employment opportunities, in addition to mastering
sufficient self-help skills to enable the student to maintain the employment without direct and ongoing educational support of the local school district.

b.

Consistent with the IEP, the student has demonstrated
mastery of specific employability skills and self-help
skills that do not require direct ongoing educational support of the local school district.

c.

The student has access to services that are not within
the legal responsibility of public education or employment or educational options for which the student has
been prepared by the academic program.

d.

The student no longer meets age eligibility requirements.

When a student receives a diploma under item 2(a), (b), or (c),
above, the ARD committee must determine needed educational
services upon the request of the student or parent to resume services, as long as the student meets the age eligibility requirements.
19 TAC 89.1070(b), (k)
Endorsements

A student receiving special education services may earn an endorsement if the student:
1.

Satisfactorily completes the requirements for graduation under the foundation high school program as well as the additional credit requirements in mathematics, science, and elective courses with or without modified curriculum;

2.

Satisfactorily completes the courses required for the endorsement without any modified curriculum; and

3.

Performs satisfactorily on the required state assessments.

19 TAC 89.1070(c)
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A student in grade 11 or 12 receiving special education services
who has taken each of the state assessments required by 19 Administrative Code Chapter 101, Subchapter CC (relating to Commissioner's Rules Concerning Implementation of the Academic
Content Areas Testing Program) or Subchapter DD (relating to
Commissioner's Rules Concerning Substitute Assessments for
Graduation) but failed to achieve satisfactory performance on no
more than two of the assessments is eligible to receive an endorsement if the student has met the requirements of items 1 and 2
above. 19 TAC 89.1070(d)
In order for a student receiving special education services to use a
course to satisfy both a requirement under the foundation high
school program and a requirement for an endorsement, the student
must satisfactorily complete the course without any modified curriculum. 19 TAC 89.1070(e)
Students
Entering Grade 9
Before the 2014–
15 School Year

A student receiving special education services who entered grade
9 before the 2014–15 school year may graduate and be awarded a
high school diploma under the foundation high school program if
the student's ARD committee determines that the student should
take courses under that program and the student satisfies the requirements of that program. A student transitioning to the Foundation High School Program may earn an endorsement as set out
above [see Endorsements, above].
A student receiving special education services in 11th or 12th
grade who has taken each of the required state assessments but
failed to achieve satisfactory performance on no more than two of
the assessments may graduate if the student has satisfied all other
applicable graduation requirements. [See Special Education,
above, and EKB]
19 TAC 89.1070(f)
A student receiving special education services who entered grade
9 before the 2014–15 school year may graduate and be awarded a
regular high school diploma if the student meets one of the
following conditions:
1.
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2.

The student is in grade 11 or 12 and has taken each of the
state assessments required by 19 Administrative Code Chapter 101, Subchapter CC (relating to Commissioner's Rules
Concerning Implementation of the Academic Content Areas
Testing Program) or Subchapter DD (relating to Commissioner's Rules Concerning Substitute Assessments for Graduation) but failed to achieve satisfactory performance on no
more than two of the assessments and has met all other applicable graduation requirements in item 1 above.

3.

The student has demonstrated mastery of the required state
standards (or district standards if greater) in 19 Administrative
Code Chapters 110–118, 126–128, and 130 and satisfactorily
completed credit requirements under the Minimum High
School Program, including participation in state assessments.
The student’s ARD committee shall determine whether satisfactory performance on the required state assessments is
necessary for graduation.

4.

The student has demonstrated mastery of the required state
standards (or district standards if greater) in 19 Administrative
Code Chapters 110–118, 126–128, and 130 through courses,
one or more of which contain modified content that is aligned
to the standards required under the Minimum High School
Program as well as the satisfactorily completed credit requirements under the Minimum High School Program, including
participation in required state assessments. The student’s
ARD committee shall determine whether satisfactory performance on the required state assessments is necessary for
graduation. The student must also successfully complete the
student’s IEP and meet one of the following conditions:
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Consistent with the IEP, the student has obtained fulltime employment, based on the student’s abilities and local employment opportunities, in addition to mastering
sufficient self-help skills to enable the student to maintain the employment without direct and ongoing educational support of the local school district;

b.

Consistent with the IEP, the student has demonstrated
mastery of specific employability skills and self-help
skills that do not require direct ongoing educational support of the local school district;

c.

The student has access to services that are not within
the legal responsibility of public education, or employment or educational options for which the student has
been prepared by the academic program; or
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d.

The student no longer meets age eligibility requirements.

When a student receives a diploma under item 3(a), (b), or (c),
above, the ARD committee must determine needed educational
services upon the request of the student or parent to resume services, as long as the student meets the age eligibility requirements.
19 TAC 89.1070(g), (k)
Graduation of
Military Dependents
Course Waiver

District officials shall waive specific courses required for graduation
if similar coursework has been satisfactorily completed by a military
student in another district or shall provide reasonable justification
for denial. Should a waiver not be granted to a student who would
qualify to graduate from the sending school, the district shall provide an alternative means of acquiring required coursework so that
graduation may occur on time.

Transfers During
Senior Year

Should a military student transferring at the beginning or during the
student’s senior year be ineligible to graduate from the district after
all alternatives have been considered, the sending and receiving
districts shall ensure the receipt of a diploma from the sending district, if the student meets the graduation requirements of the sending district. In the event that one of the states in question is not a
member of this compact, the member state shall use best efforts to
facilitate the on-time graduation of the student.

Substitute Passing
Standard

The commissioner shall adopt a passing standard on one or more
national norm-referenced achievement tests for purposes of permitting a qualified military dependent to meet that standard as a
substitute for completing a specific course otherwise required for
graduation. The passing standard is available only for a student
who enrolls in a public school in this state for the first time after
completing the ninth grade or who reenrolls in a public school in
this state at or above the tenth grade level after an absence of at
least two years from the public schools of this state. Each passing
standard in effect when a student first enrolls in a Texas public high
school remains applicable to the student for the duration of the student’s high school enrollment, regardless of any subsequent revision of the standard.
Education Code 162.002 art. VII, A, C [See FDD]

Graduation of
Student Who Is
Homeless or in
Conservatorship of
DFPS

If an 11th or 12th grade student who is homeless or in the conservatorship of the Department of Family and Protective Services
transfers to a different school district and the student is ineligible to
graduate from the district to which the student transfers, the district
from which the student transferred shall award a diploma at the
student's request, if the student meets the graduation requirements
of the district from which the student transferred. “Student who is
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homeless” has the meaning assigned to the term “homeless children and youths” under 42 U.S.C. Section 11434a. Education Code
28.025(i)
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Course
Requirements

To graduate, a student must complete the courses required by the
District in addition to those mandated by the state.

Foundation Program

The courses that satisfy District requirements under the foundation
program, including courses for the distinguished level of achievement and courses for endorsements offered by the District, shall be
listed in appropriate District publications.

Without an
Endorsement

The District requires no additional credits beyond the number
mandated by the state to graduate under the foundation program
without an endorsement. Graduation under the foundation program
without an endorsement shall be permitted only as authorized under state law and rules.

With an
Endorsement

The District requires no additional credits beyond the number
mandated by the state to graduate under the foundation program
with an endorsement.

Distinguished Level
of Achievement

The District requires no additional credits beyond the number
mandated by the state to graduate under the foundation program
with the distinguished level of achievement.

No Fine Arts
Substitutions

The District shall not award state graduation credit in fine arts for
participation in a community-based fine arts program.

Physical Education
Substitutions
Activities and
Courses

To the extent permitted by state rules, the District shall award state
graduation credit in physical education for participation in approved
activities and elective courses.

No Private or
Commercial
Programs

The District shall not award state graduation credit in physical education for private or commercially sponsored physical activity programs conducted either on or off campus. [See also EHAC]
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A board or its designee shall admit into the public schools of a district free of tuition all persons who are over five and younger than
21 years of age on September 1 of any school year in which admission is sought, and may admit a person who is at least 21 and
under 26 for the purpose of completing the requirements for a high
school diploma, if any of the following conditions exist:

Student and Parent

1.

The person and either parent reside in the district.

Conservator

2.

The person does not reside in the district, but one of the parents resides in the district and that parent is a joint managing
conservator or the sole managing conservator or possessory
conservator of the person.

Guardian or Person
Having Lawful
Control

3.

The person and his or her guardian or other person having
lawful control under an order of a court reside in the district.

Students Living
Separate and Apart

4.

The person is under the age of 18 and has established a separate residence in the district apart from his or her parent,
guardian, or other person having lawful control under an order
of a court and has established that the person’s presence in
the district is not for the primary purpose of participation in extracurricular activities. A board is not required to admit such
person, however, if the person has:
a.

Engaged in conduct that resulted in removal to a disciplinary alternative education program or expulsion within
the preceding year;

b.

Engaged in delinquent conduct or “conduct in need of
supervision” and is on probation or other conditional release for that conduct; or

c.

Been convicted of a criminal offense and is on probation
or other conditional release.

Education Code 25.001(a)–(b), (d)
Homeless Students

5.

The person is homeless. [See also FDC]
a.

“Homeless children” under the McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act, means children or youths who lack
a fixed, regular, and adequate nighttime residence; and
includes:
(1)
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emergency or transitional shelters; or are abandoned in hospitals;
(2)

Children who have a primary nighttime residence
that is a public or private place not designed for or
ordinarily used as a regular sleeping accommodation for human beings;

(3)

Children who are living in cars, parks, public spaces, abandoned buildings, substandard housing, bus
or train stations, or similar settings; and

(4)

Migratory children living in circumstances described
above.
“Migratory child’’ means a child who made a qualifying move in the preceding 36 months:

b.
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(a)

As a migratory agricultural worker or a migratory fisher; or

(b)

With, or to join, a parent or spouse who is a
migratory agricultural worker or a migratory
fisher. [See EEB]

A person is homeless, for purposes of Education Code
25.001(b)(5), regardless of the residence of the person,
of either parent, or of the person’s guardian or other person having lawful control, if:
(1)

The person lacks a fixed, regular, and adequate
nighttime residence; or

(2)

The person has a primary nighttime residence that
is a public or private place not designed for or ordinarily used as a regular sleeping accommodation
for human beings, including a car, park, abandoned
building, bus or train station, airport, or camping
ground;

(3)

The person lives in a supervised publicly or privately operated shelter designated to provide temporary
living accommodations (including hotels and motels
paid for by government programs for low-income
individuals or by charitable organizations, congregate shelters, and transitional housing);

(4)

The person resided in a shelter or place not meant
for human habitation and is exiting an institution
where he or she temporarily resided;
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(5)

The person will imminently lose their housing, has
no subsequent residence identified, and lacks the
resources or support networks needed to obtain
other housing; and

(6)

The person is an unaccompanied youth or part of a
homeless family with children and youth defined as
homeless under other federal statutes who:
(a)

Has experienced a long-term period without
living independently in permanent housing;

(b)

Has experienced persistent instability as
measured by frequent moves over such period; and

(c)

Can be expected to continue in such status for
an extended period of time because of chronic
disabilities, chronic physical or mental health
conditions, substance addiction, histories of
domestic violence or childhood abuse, the
presence of a child or youth with a disability,
or multiple barriers to employment.

Education Code 25.001(b)(5); 20 U.S.C. 6399; 42 U.S.C.
11434a(2); 42 U.S.C. 11302
Foreign Exchange
Students

6.

The person is a foreign exchange student placed with a host
family that resides in the district by a nationally recognized
foreign exchange program, unless the district has applied for
and been granted a waiver by the commissioner of education
because:
a.

This requirement would impose a financial or staffing
hardship on the district;

b.

The admission would diminish the district’s ability to provide high-quality education services for the district’s domestic students; or

c.

The admission would require domestic students to compete with foreign exchange students for educational resources.

Education Code 25.001(b)(6), (e)
Students in
Residential Facility

7.
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The person resides at a residential facility, as defined in Education Code 5.001, located in the district. For purposes of enrollment, a person who resides in a residential facility is considered a resident of the district in which the facility is located.
Education Code 25.001(b)(7), 29.012(c)
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Students
Over 18

8.

The person resides in the district and is 18 or older or the
person’s disabilities of minority have been removed. Education Code 25.001(b)(8)

Resident
Grandparent

9.

The person does not reside in the district but the grandparent
of the person:
a.

Resides in the district; and

b.

Provides a substantial amount of after-school care for
the person as determined by the board.

Education Code 25.001(b)(9)
Proof of Eligibility

“Residence”
Defined

A district may require evidence that a person is eligible to attend
the public schools of the district at the time it considers an application for admission of the person. A board or its designee shall establish minimum proof of residency acceptable to a district. A board
or its designee may make reasonable inquiries to verify a person’s
eligibility for admission. When admission is sought under item 4
above, a board shall determine whether an applicant qualifies as a
resident of a district and may adopt reasonable guidelines for making that determination as necessary to protect the best interest of
students. Education Code 25.001(c), (d)
“Residence” requires living in the district and having the present
intention to remain there. Martinez v. Bynum, 461 U.S. 321 (1983)
A district may withdraw any student who ceases to be a resident.
Daniels v. Morris, 746 F.2d 271 (5th Cir. 1984)

Immigration Status

Denying enrollment based upon immigration status to children who
are not legally admitted into the United States violates the Equal
Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. Plyler v. Doe, 457 U.S. 202 (1982)

High School
Equivalency
Certificate

A student who has received a high school equivalency certificate is
entitled to enroll in a public school in the same manner as any other student who has not received a high school diploma. Education
Code 29.087(h)

Substitute for Parent
or Guardian

A board by policy may allow a person showing evidence of legal
responsibility for a child other than an order of a court to substitute
for a guardian or other person having lawful control of the child under court order. Education Code 25.001(j)

Authorization
Agreement

“Adult caregiver” means an adult person whom a parent has authorized to provide temporary care for a child under Family Code
Chapter 34. Family Code 34.0015(1)
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A parent, as defined in Family Code 101.024, or both parents of a
child may enter into an authorization agreement with an adult
caregiver to authorize the adult caregiver to perform acts described
in Family Code 34.002 in regard to the child, such as:
1.

Authorizing medical, dental, psychological, or surgical treatment and immunization of the child, including executing any
consents or authorizations for the release of information as
required by law relating to the treatment or immunization;

2.

Enrolling the child in the district; and

3.

Authorizing the child to participate in age-appropriate extracurricular, civic, social, or recreational activities, including athletic activities.

Family Code 34.002
A parent may enter into an authorization agreement with an adult
caregiver with whom a child is placed under a parental child safety
placement agreement approved by the Department of Family and
Protective Services (DFPS) to allow the person to perform the acts
described above with regard to the child during an investigation of
abuse or neglect or while the department is providing services to
the parent. Family Code 34.0021
The authorization agreement must conform to the requirements of
Family Code Chapter 34.
A child who is the subject of an authorization agreement is not
considered to be placed in foster care and the parties to the
agreement are not subject to any law or rule governing foster care
providers. Family Code 34.0022(b)
An authorization agreement does not affect the rights of the child’s
parent or legal guardian regarding the care, custody, and control of
the child, and does not mean that the adult caregiver has legal custody of the child. Family Code 34.007(b)
Only one authorization agreement may be in effect for a child at
any time. Execution of a subsequent authorization agreement does
not by itself supersede, invalidate, or terminate a prior authorization agreement. An authorization agreement is void if it is executed
while a prior authorization agreement remains in effect. Family
Code 34.002(d), .008(f)
An authorization agreement is for a term of six months and renews
automatically for six-month terms unless an earlier expiration date
is stated in the agreement, the agreement is terminated under
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Family Code 34.008, or a court authorizes continuation. Family
Code 34.0075
Immunity

A person who is not a party to the authorization agreement who
relies in good faith on the authorization agreement, without actual
knowledge that the authorization agreement is void, revoked, or
invalid, is not subject to civil or criminal liability to any person, and
is not subject to professional disciplinary action, for that reliance if
the agreement is completed as required by Family Code Chapter
34. Family Code 34.007(a)
Note:

Temporary
Authorization for
Care

The Authorization Agreement for Nonparent Relative
(PDF)1 is available on the DFPS website.

A person eligible to consent to treatment of a child under Family
Code 32.001 or a person eligible to enter an authorization agreement [see Authorization Agreement, above] may seek a court order
for temporary authorization for care of a child by filing a petition in
the district court in the county in which the person resides if:
1.

The child has resided with the person for at least the 30 days
preceding the date the petition was filed; and

2.

The person does not have an authorization agreement or other signed, written documentation from a parent, conservator,
or guardian that enables the person to provide necessary
care for the child.

Family Code 35.001–.002
The order may authorize the petitioner to, among other things:
1.

Consent to medical, dental, psychological, and surgical treatment and immunization of the child;

2.

Enroll the child in the district; and

3.

Authorize the child to participate in age-appropriate extracurricular, civic, social, or recreational activities, including athletic
activities.

A temporary authorization order does not affect the rights of the
child’s parent, conservator, or guardian regarding the care, custody, and control of the child, and does not establish legal custody of
the child. Family Code 35.007(b)
Immunity

A person who relies in good faith on a temporary authorization order is not subject to civil or criminal liability to any person, or to professional disciplinary action. Family Code 35.007(a)
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A child placed in foster care by an agency of the state or a political
subdivision shall be permitted to attend schools in the district in
which the foster parents reside free of any charge to the foster
parents or to the agency. A durational residence requirement may
not be used to prohibit that child from fully participating in any activity sponsored by a district. Education Code 25.001(f)
A student who was enrolled in a primary or secondary public
school before the student entered the conservatorship of DFPS
and who is placed at a residence outside the attendance area for a
school or outside a district is entitled to continue to attend the
school in which the student was enrolled immediately before entering conservatorship until the student successfully completes the
highest grade level offered by the school at the time of placement
without payment of tuition. The student is entitled to continue to
attend the school regardless of whether the student remains in the
conservatorship of DFPS for the duration of the student's enrollment in the school. Education Code 25.001(g)
If a student who is in the conservatorship of DFPS is enrolled in a
primary or secondary public school, other than the school in which
the student was enrolled at the time the student was placed in the
conservatorship of DFPS, the student is entitled to continue to attend that school without payment of tuition until the student successfully completes the highest grade level offered by the school at
the time of enrollment in the school, even if the child's placement is
changed to a residence outside the attendance area for that school
or outside the district. The student is entitled to continue to attend
the school regardless of whether the student remains in the conservatorship of DFPS for the duration of the student's enrollment in
the school. Education Code 25.001(g-1)
A written case plan for any child in foster care under the responsibility of the state must include a plan for ensuring the educational
stability of the child while in foster care, including:
1.

Assurances that each placement of the child in foster care
takes into account the appropriateness of the current educational setting and the proximity to the school in which the child
in enrolled at the time of placement; and

2.

An assurance that the appropriate state agency has coordinated with a district to ensure that the child remains in the
school in which the child is enrolled at the time of each
placement; or if remaining in that school is not in the best interests of the child, assurances by the state agency and the
district to provide immediate and appropriate enrollment in a
new school, with all of the educational records of the child
provided to the school.
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42 U.S.C. 675(1)(G), 675a [See CNA]
Transfers from Other
States

A district shall charge tuition for a student who resides in a residential facility and whose maintenance or expenses are paid in whole
or in part by another state or the United States. Any such tuition
charge must be submitted to the commissioner for approval. The
attendance of students admitted under this provision shall not be
counted for purposes of allocating state funds to a district. Education Code 25.003

Students Holding F-1
Student Visas

If a student is required, as a condition of obtaining or holding the
appropriate U.S. student visa, to pay tuition to the district that the
student attends to cover the cost of the student’s education provided by the district, the district shall accept tuition for the student in
an amount equal to the full unsubsidized per capita cost of providing the student’s education for the period of the student's attendance at school in the district.
The commissioner shall develop guidelines for determining the
amount of the full unsubsidized per capita cost of providing a student’s education. A district may not accept tuition in an amount
greater than the amount computed under the commissioner’s
guidelines unless the commissioner approves a greater amount as
a more accurate reflection of the cost of education to be provided
by the district.
The attendance of a student for whom a school district accepts tuition is not counted for purposes of allocating state funds to the district.
Education Code 25.0031
Note:

Enrolling students with F-1 visas is optional. If the district
is interested in enrolling students with F-1 visas, it must
comply with the federal Student and Exchange Visitor
Program2 (SEVP) under the Department of Homeland
Security.

Texas Juvenile
Justice Department

A school-age child of an employee of the Texas Juvenile Justice
Department (TJJD) residing in an adjacent district may attend
school in a district free of charge to his or her parents or guardian.
Any tuition required by the admitting district shall be paid by the
district from which the student transfers out of any funds appropriated to the TJJD facility. Education Code 25.042

Enrollment

A child must be enrolled by the child’s parent, guardian, or other
person with legal control under a court order. A district shall record
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the name, address, and date of birth of the person enrolling the
child. Education Code 25.002(f)
Legal Surname

A student must be identified by the student’s legal surname as it
appears on the student’s birth certificate or other document suitable as proof of the student’s identity, or in a court order changing
the student’s name. Education Code 25.0021

Required
Documentation

If a parent or other person with legal control of a child enrolls the
child in a district school, the parent or other person, or the school
district in which the child most recently attended school, shall furnish to the district all of the following:
1.

The child’s birth certificate, or another document suitable as
proof of the child’s identity as defined by the commissioner in
the Student Attendance Accounting Handbook.

2.

A copy of the child’s records from the school the child most
recently attended if he or she was previously enrolled in a
school in Texas or in another state.
Students shall not be denied enrollment or be removed solely
because they fail to provide the documentation required in
items 1 and 2, above.

3.

A record showing that the child has the immunizations required by Education Code 38.001, proof that the child is not
required to be immunized, or proof that the child is entitled to
provisional admission. [See FFAB]

Education Code 25.002(a); 19 TAC 129.1(a)–(b)
A district must furnish information under items 1 and 2 not later
than the tenth working day after the date the district receives a request for the information.
A parent or other person with legal control of a child under a court
order must furnish information under items 1 and 2 not later than
the 30th day after the date a child is enrolled in a public school.
If a parent or other person with legal control of a child under a court
order requests that a district transfer a child’s student records, the
district to which the request is made shall notify the parent or other
person as soon as practicable that the parent or other person may
request and receive an unofficial copy of the records for delivery in
person to a school in another district.
Education Code 25.002(a-1)
Residential
Facility

Except for a juvenile pre-adjudication secure detention facility or a
juvenile post-adjudication secure correctional facility, a residential
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facility shall provide to a district that provides educational services
to a student placed in the facility any information retained by the
facility relating to:
1.

The student’s school records, including records regarding
special education eligibility or services, behavioral intervention plans, school-related disciplinary actions, and other documents related to the student’s educational needs;

2.

Any other behavioral history information regarding the student
that is not confidential under another law; and

3.

The student’s record of convictions or the student’s probation,
community supervision or parole status, as provided to the facility, if necessary to provide education services to the student.

Education Code 29.012(f), (g)
Summer School
Enrollment

A district shall permit a person who is eligible under Education
Code 25.001 [see General Eligibility, above] to attend school in the
district but who is not enrolled in school in the district to enroll in a
district summer school course on the same basis as a district student, including satisfaction of any course eligibility requirement and
payment of any fee authorized under Education Code 11.158 [see
FP] that is charged in connection with the course.
This requirement does not apply to enrollment in a Summer Intensive Mathematics Instruction Program under Education Code
29.088, a Summer Intensive Science Instruction Program under
Education Code 29.090, or an Intensive Summer Program under
Education Code 29.098 or in a similar intensive program.
Education Code 25.008

Food Allergy
Information

On enrollment, a district shall request, by providing a form or otherwise, that a parent or other person with legal control of the child
under a court order disclose whether the child has a food allergy or
a severe food allergy that, in the judgment of the parent or other
person with legal control, should be disclosed to the district to enable the district to take any necessary precautions regarding the
child’s safety [see FB and FFAF]; and specify the food to which the
child is allergic and the nature of the allergic reaction.
The district shall maintain the confidentiality of the provided information, and may disclose the information to teachers, school
counselors, school nurses, and other appropriate school personnel
only to the extent consistent with district policy under Education
Code 38.009 and permissible under the Family Educational Rights
and Privacy Act of 1974, 20 U.S.C. Section 1232g. [See FL]
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“Severe food allergy” means a dangerous or life-threatening reaction of the human body to a food-borne allergen introduced by inhalation, ingestion, or skin contact that requires immediate medical
attention.
Education Code 25.0022(a)–(c)

Child in DFPS
Possession

A district shall enroll a child without the required documentation if
DFPS has taken possession of the child. DFPS shall ensure that
the required documentation is furnished to a district not later than
the 30th day after the date the child is enrolled. Education Code
25.002(g)

Inconsistent
Documentation

If a child is enrolled under a name other than the name that appears in the identifying documents or records, a district shall notify
the missing children and missing persons information clearinghouse of the child’s name as shown on the identifying records and
the name under which the child is enrolled.

Missing
Documentation

If the required documents and other records are not furnished to a
district within 30 days after enrollment, the district shall notify the
police department of the city or the sheriff’s department of the
county in which the district is located and request a determination
of whether the child has been reported as missing.
Education Code 25.002(b)–(c)

Students Under 11

On enrollment of a child under 11 years of age in a school for the
first time at the school, the school shall:
1.

Request from the person enrolling the child the name of each
previous school attended by the child;

2.

Request from each school identified in item 1 the school records for the child and, if the person enrolling the child provides copies of previous school records, request verification
from the school of the child’s name, address, date, and
grades and dates attended; and

3.

Notify the person enrolling the student that not later than the
30th day after enrollment, or the 90th day if the child was not
born in the United States, the person must provide:
a.

A certified copy of the child’s birth certificate; or

b.

Other reliable proof of the child’s identity and age and a
signed statement explaining the person’s inability to produce a copy of the child’s birth certificate.

If a person enrolls a child under 11 years of age in school and does
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quired, the school shall notify the appropriate law enforcement
agency before the 31st day after the person fails to comply.
Code of Criminal Procedure 63.019
False Information

When accepting a child for enrollment, a district shall inform the
parent or other person enrolling the child that presenting a false
document or false records in connection with enrollment is a criminal offense under Penal Code 37.10 (Tampering with Governmental Records) and that enrolling the child under false documents
makes the person liable for tuition or other costs as provided below. Education Code 25.002(d)
In addition to the penalty under Penal Code 37.10, a person who
knowingly falsifies information on a form required for a student’s
enrollment in a district is liable to the district if the student is not
eligible for enrollment, but is enrolled on the basis of false information. For the period during which the ineligible student is enrolled, the person is liable for the maximum tuition fee a district
may charge [see FDA] or the amount a district has budgeted per
student as maintenance and operating expense, whichever is
greater. Education Code 25.001(h)
A district may include on its enrollment form notice of the legal
penalties and liability for falsifying information on the form. Education Code 25.001(i)

Placement of
Transfers
Credits and
Records

A district shall accept all credits earned toward state graduation
requirements by students in accredited Texas school districts, including credits earned in accredited summer school programs.
Credits earned in local credit courses may be transferred at a district’s discretion. Transfer students shall not be prohibited from attending school pending receipt of transcripts or academic records
from the district the student previously attended. 19 TAC
74.26(a)(1)
A district shall grant a student credit toward the academic course
requirements for high school graduation for courses the student
successfully completes in TJJD educational programs. Education
Code 30.104(a)
Each district shall consider course credit earned by a student while
in a juvenile justice alternative education program as credit earned
in a district school. Education Code 37.011(d)

Nonpublic Schools

Records and transcripts of students from Texas nonpublic schools
or from out of state or out of the country (including foreign exchange students) shall be evaluated, and students shall be placed
promptly in appropriate classes. A district may use a wide variety of
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methods to verify the content of courses for which a transfer student has earned credit. 19 TAC 74.26(a)(2)
Foundation School
Program

A person is entitled to the benefits of the available school fund for a
school year if:
1.

On September 1 of the year, the person:
a.

Is at least five years of age and under 21 years of age,
and has not graduated from high school;

b.

Is at least 21 years of age and under 26 years of age
and is admitted by a school district to complete the requirements for a high school diploma; or

c.

Is at least 19 years of age and under 26 years of age
and is enrolled in an adult high school diploma and industry certification charter school pilot program under
Education Code 29.259.

2.

The person is enrolled in prekindergarten under Education
Code 29.153 or Subchapter E-1, Chapter 29 [see EHBG].

3.

The person is younger than five years of age and performs
satisfactorily on the state assessment instrument administered to third graders and a district has adopted a policy to
admit students younger than five years of age.

4.

The person is enrolled in the first grade and is at least six
years of age at the beginning of the current school year or
has been enrolled in the first grade, or has completed kindergarten, in the public schools of another state before transferring to a Texas public school.

Education Code 25.001(a), 42.003
Screening

The principal of each district school shall ensure that each student
admitted to that school has complied with requirements for screening of special senses and communication disorders, spinal screening, and a risk assessment for Type 2 diabetes, or has submitted
an affidavit of exemption. Health and Safety Code 36.005, 37.002,
95.003(c) [See FFAA]

Pest Control
Information

Chief administrators or the integrated pest management (IPM) coordinators of schools must notify the parents or guardians of children attending the facility in writing that pesticides are periodically
applied indoors and outdoors, and that information on the times
and types of applications and prior notification is available upon
request. Such notification must be made at the time of the students’ registration. Telephonic, written, or electronic notification of
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planned applications will meet the notification requirements. 4 TAC
7.148(c); Occupations Code 1951.455(b) [See CLB]
1

Authorization Agreement for Nonparent Relative (PDF):
http://www.dfps.state.tx.us/Application/Forms/showFile.aspx?NAME=263
8.pdf
2 Student and Exchange Visitor Program: https://www.ice.gov/sevis
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Persons Age 21
And Over

The District shall not admit into its public schools any person age
21 or over unless otherwise required by law.

Registration Forms

The student’s parent, legal guardian, or other person having lawful
control shall annually complete registration forms. A student who
has reached age 18 shall be permitted to complete these forms.

Proof of Residency

Minor Living Apart
Person Standing in
Parental Relation

At the time of initial registration and on an annual basis thereafter,
the parent, guardian, or other person having lawful control of the
student under order of a court shall present proof of residency in
accordance with administrative regulations developed by the Superintendent. The District may investigate stated residency as necessary.
A minor student residing in the District but whose parent, guardian,
or other person having lawful control under a court order does not
reside in the District shall present a power of attorney or an authorization agreement as provided in Chapter 34 of the Family Code
assigning responsibility for the student in all school-related matters
to an adult resident of the District.

Misconduct

A minor student living apart who has engaged in misconduct that
results in any of the consequences found in Education Code
25.001(d) shall not be permitted to attend a District school.

Exceptions

Based on an individual student’s circumstance, the Superintendent
shall have authority to grant exceptions to the requirement for a
power of attorney or authorization agreement and to the exclusion
for misconduct.

Extracurricular
Activities

The Superintendent shall determine whether a minor student living
apart is present in the District for the primary purpose of participating in extracurricular activities.

Nonresident Student
in Grandparent’s
After-School Care

The parent and grandparent of a nonresident student requesting
admission under Education Code 25.001(b)(9) shall provide to the
Superintendent the required information on the grandparent’s residency and complete a form provided by the District describing the
extent of after-school care to be provided by the grandparent.
The Superintendent shall have authority to approve or deny such
admissions requests in accordance with criteria approved by the
Board.

“Accredited” Defined

For the purposes of this policy, “accredited” shall be defined as accreditation by TEA, an equivalent agency from another state, or an
accrediting association recognized by the commissioner of education.
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Grade-Level
Placement

The parent, guardian, or other person having lawful control of a
student enrolling in a District school from an accredited public, private, or parochial school shall provide evidence of the prior schooling outside the District. The student shall be placed initially at the
grade level reached elsewhere, pending observation by the classroom teacher, guidance personnel, and the principal. On the basis
of these observations and results of tests that may be administered
by appropriate District personnel, the principal shall determine the
final grade placement.

Accredited Schools

Nonaccredited
Schools

Transfer of Credit
Accredited Texas
Public Schools
Other Accredited or
Nonaccredited
Schools

Withdrawal

A student enrolling in a District school from a nonaccredited public,
private, or parochial school, including a homeschool, shall be
placed initially at the discretion of the principal, pending observation by classroom teachers, guidance personnel, and the principal.
Criteria for placement may include:
1.

Scores on achievement tests, which may be administered by
appropriate District personnel.

2.

Recommendation of the sending school.

3.

Prior academic record.

4.

Chronological age and social and emotional development of
the student.

5.

Other criteria deemed appropriate by the principal.

Credit toward state graduation requirements earned in an accredited public school district in Texas shall be transferable and recognized by the District.
Before recognizing credit in a course earned in an accredited nonpublic school, an accredited school outside of Texas, or a nonaccredited school, appropriate personnel shall evaluate a student’s
records and transcript. The District may require the student to
demonstrate mastery of the content or use alternative methods to
verify course content for the award of credit. [See EI]
A parent or guardian wishing to withdraw a minor student shall present a signed statement that includes the reason for the withdrawal. A student who is 18 or older may submit a withdrawal statement
without a parent’s or guardian’s signature.
[For District withdrawal of students no longer in attendance, see
FEA(LOCAL).]
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Compulsory
Attendance

Students who are at least six years of age, or who have been previously enrolled in first grade, and who have not yet reached their
19th birthday shall attend school for the entire period the program
is offered, unless exempted as indicated below. On enrollment in
prekindergarten or kindergarten, a student shall attend school. Education Code 25.085(a)–(c)

Voluntary Enrollment
of Students 19 and
Over

A person who voluntarily enrolls in school or voluntarily attends
school after the person’s 19th birthday shall attend school each
school day for the entire period the program of instruction is offered. A board may adopt a policy requiring the student who is under 21 years of age to attend school until the end of the school
year.
After the third unexcused absence of a person who voluntarily enrolls, a district shall issue a warning letter to the person that states
the person’s enrollment may be revoked for the remainder of the
school year if the person has more than five unexcused absences
in a semester.
A district may revoke for the remainder of the school year the enrollment of a person who has more than five unexcused absences
in a semester, except a school district may not revoke the enrollment of a person under this provision on a day on which the person is physically present at school.
A person whose enrollment is revoked for exceeding this limit may
be considered an unauthorized person on school grounds for the
purposes of Education Code 37.107 regarding trespassing.
As an alternative to revoking a person’s enrollment, a school district may impose a behavior improvement plan described by Education Code 25.0915(a-1)(1).
Education Code 25.085(e)–(h)

Accelerated /
Compensatory
Programs

Unless specifically exempted, a student must also attend:
1.

An extended-year program for which the student is eligible
that is provided by a district for students identified as likely not
to be promoted to the next grade level or tutorial classes required by the district under Education Code 29.084 [see
EHBC];

2.

An accelerated reading instruction program to which the student has been assigned under Education Code 28.006(g)
[see EKC];

3.

An accelerated instruction program to which the student is
assigned under Education Code 28.0211 [see EIE];
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4.

A basic skills program to which the student is assigned under
Education Code 29.086 [see EHBC]; or

5.

A summer program provided:
a.

To a student placed in in-school suspension or other alternative setting, other than a disciplinary alternative education program (DAEP), who has been offered the opportunity to complete before the beginning of the next
school year each course in which the student was enrolled at the time of removal. Education Code 37.021
[See FO]

b.

To a student removed to a DAEP who has been offered
an opportunity to complete coursework, before the beginning of the next school year. Education Code
37.008(l) [See FOCA]

Education Code 25.085(d)
Exemptions

A student is exempt from compulsory attendance requirements if:

Equivalency
Diploma

1.

The student is at least 17 years of age and has been issued a
high school equivalency certificate or diploma.

Private or Home
School

2.

The student attends a private or parochial school that includes in its course a study of good citizenship.
A student in a home school shall be exempt from compulsory
attendance if he or she is pursuing in good faith a curriculum
consisting of books, workbooks, other written materials (including those that appear on an electronic screen of either a
computer or video tape monitor), or any combination of these.
The curriculum shall be designed to meet basic education
goals of reading, spelling, grammar, mathematics, and a
study of good citizenship. TEA v. Leeper, 893 S.W.2d 432
(Tex. 1994)

Special Education—
Nondistrict
Placement

3.

The student is eligible to participate in a district’s special education program under Education Code 29.003 and cannot be
appropriately served by the resident district.

Medical Condition

4.

The student has a temporary and remediable physical or
mental condition that makes attendance infeasible and the
student has a certificate from a qualified physician specifying
the temporary condition, indicating the prescribed treatment,
and covering the anticipated period of absence for the purpose of receiving and recuperating from remedial treatment.
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Expulsion—No
JJAEP

5.

The student is expelled in accordance with legal requirements
in a district that does not participate in a mandatory juvenile
justice alternative education program. [See FOD]

17-Year-Old in GED
Course

6.

The student is at least 17 years old, is attending a course of
instruction to prepare for the high school equivalency examinations, and:
a.

Has the permission of the student’s parent or guardian to
attend the course;

b.

Is required by court order to attend the course;

c.

Has established a residence separate and apart from the
student’s parent, guardian, or other person having lawful
control of the student; or

d.

Is homeless as defined by 42 U.S.C. 11302.

High School
Replacement
Programs

7.

The student is enrolled in the Texas Academy of Leadership
in the Humanities, Texas Academy of Mathematics and Science, or Texas Academy of International Studies.

16-Year-Old in GED
Program or Job
Corps

8.

The student is at least 16 years old and is attending a course
of instruction to prepare for the high school equivalency examinations, if:

Other Exemption

9.

a.

The student is recommended to take the course by a
public agency that has supervision or custody of the student under a court order; or

b.

The student is enrolled in a Job Corps training program
under the Workforce Investment Act of 1998, 29 U.S.C.
2801.

The student is specifically exempted under another law.

Education Code 25.086
Excused Absences
for Compulsory
Attendance
Determinations

A district shall excuse a student from attending school for the following purposes:

Religious Holy Days

1.

Observing religious holy days. A student who is observing holy days is allowed up to one day of excused travel for traveling
to the site where the student will observe the holy days and
up to one day of excused travel for traveling from that site.

Court Appearances

2.

Attending a required court appearance. A student who is attending a required court appearance is allowed up to one day
of excused travel for traveling to the site where the student
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will attend the required court appearance and up to one day
of excused travel for traveling from that site.
Citizenship
Proceedings

3.

Appearing at a governmental office to complete paperwork
required in connection with the student’s application for United States citizenship. A student who is appearing at a governmental office to complete such paperwork is allowed up to
one day of excused travel for traveling to the site where the
student will complete the paperwork and up to one day of excused travel for traveling from that site.

4.

Taking part in a United States naturalization oath ceremony. A
student who is taking part in such a ceremony is allowed up to
one day of excused travel for traveling to the site where the
student will take part in the ceremony and up to one day of
excused travel for traveling from that site.

Election Clerks

5.

Serving as an election clerk. A student who is serving as an
election clerk is allowed up to one day of excused travel for
traveling to the site where the student will serve as an election
clerk and up to one day of excused travel for traveling from
that site. [See Early Voting Clerks, below]

Children in
Conservatorship of
DFPS

6.

If the student is in the conservatorship of the Department of
Family and Protective Services (DFPS), participating, as determined and documented by DFPS, in an activity:
a.

Ordered by a court under Family Code Chapter 262 or
263, provided that it is not practicable to schedule the
participation outside of school hours, or

b.

Required under a service plan under Family Code Chapter 263, Subchapter B.

Education Code 25.087(b)(1); 19 TAC 129.21(j)(3)
Health-Care
Appointments

7.

Temporary absence resulting from an appointment with a
health-care professional for the student or the student’s child
if the student commences classes or returns to school on the
same day of the appointment. The appointment must be supported by a document such as a note from the health-care
professional. “Temporary absence” includes the temporary
absence of a student diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder on the day of the student’s appointment with a health-care
practitioner to receive a generally recognized service for persons with autism spectrum disorder, including applied behavioral analysis, speech therapy, and occupational therapy.

Education Code 25.087(b)(2), (b-3); 19 TAC 129.21(j)(3) [See FEB]
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A district may excuse a student from attending school to visit an
institution of higher education accredited by a generally recognized
accrediting organization during the student’s junior and senior
years of high school for the purpose of determining the student’s
interest in attending the institution of higher education, provided
that:
1.

The district may not excuse for this purpose more than two
days during the student’s junior year and two days during the
student’s senior year; and

2.

The district adopts:
a.

A policy to determine when an absence will be excused
for this purpose; and

b.

A procedure to verify the student’s visit at the institution
of higher education.

Education Code 25.087(b-2); 19 TAC 129.21(j)(3)
Early Voting Clerks

A district may adopt a policy excusing a student from attending
school for service as a student early voting clerk in an election. A
district may excuse a student for serving as an election clerk [see
Election Clerks, above] or early voting clerk for a maximum of two
days in a school year. Education Code 25.087(b-1), (e)

Military Dependents

A district shall excuse a student whose parent, stepparent, or legal
guardian is an active duty member of the uniformed services and
has been called to duty for, is on leave from, or immediately returned from continuous deployment of at least four months outside
the locality where the parent, stepparent, or guardian regularly resides, to visit with the student’s parent, stepparent, or guardian. A
district may not excuse a student under this provision more than
five days in a school year. An excused absence under this provision must be taken not earlier than the 60th day before the date of
deployment or not later than the 30th day after the date of return
from deployment. Education Code 25.087(b-4) [See FDD]

Enlistment in Armed
Services

A district shall excuse a student who is 17 years of age or older
from attending school to pursue enlistment in a branch of the
armed services of the United States or the Texas National Guard,
provided that:
1.
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The district verifies the student’s activities related to pursuing
enlistment in a branch of the armed services or the Texas National Guard.

A district shall adopt procedures to verify a student’s activities as
described in these provisions.
Education Code 25.087(b-5), (b-6); 19 TAC 129.21(j)(3)
Taps at Military
Funeral

In addition, a district may excuse a student in grades 6 through 12
for the purpose of sounding “Taps” at a military honors funeral held
in this state for a deceased veteran. Education Code 25.087(c)

No Penalty

A student whose absence is excused for a reason described beginning at Excused Absences for Compulsory Attendance Determinations, above, may not be penalized for that absence and shall be
counted as if the student attended school for purposes of calculating the average daily attendance of students in the district.

Make-Up Work

The student shall be allowed a reasonable time to make up school
work missed on the days described above. If the student satisfactorily completes the work, the days of absence shall be counted as
days of compulsory attendance.
Education Code 25.087(d)

Other Excused
Absences

A person required to attend school may be excused for temporary
absence resulting from any cause acceptable to the teacher, principal, or superintendent of the school in which the person is enrolled. Education Code 25.087(a)

Notices to Parents

A district shall notify a student’s parent in writing at the beginning of
the school year that, if the student is absent from school on ten or
more days or parts of days within a six-month period in the same
school year, the student’s parent is subject to prosecution under
Education Code 25.093, and the student is subject to referral to a
truancy court for truant conduct under Family Code 65.003(a).

Warning Notice

Notice of Absences

A district shall notify a student’s parent if the student has been absent from school, without excuse under Education Code 25.087, on
three days or parts of days within a four-week period. The notice
must:
1.
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Request a conference between school officials and the parent
to discuss the absences.

The fact that a parent did not receive the notices described above
is not a defense for the parent’s failure to require a child to attend
school nor for the student’s failure to attend school.
Education Code 25.095
Non-Attendance
Parent Liability

A parent or person standing in parental relation commits an offense
if:
1.

A warning notice is issued;

2.

The parent with criminal negligence fails to require the child to
attend school as required by law; and

3.

The child has absences for the amount of time specified under Family Code 65.003(a).

The attendance officer [see FED] or other appropriate school official shall file a complaint against the parent in an appropriate court,
as permitted under Education Code 25.093.
Affirmative
Defense—Parent

It is an affirmative defense to prosecution that one or more of the
absences required to be proven was excused by a school official or
should be excused by the court. A decision by the court to excuse
an absence for this purpose does not affect the ability of a district
to determine whether to excuse the absence for another purpose.
Education Code 25.093

Student Liability

A child engages in truant conduct if the child is required to attend
school under the compulsory attendance laws, and fails to attend
school on ten or more days or parts of days within a six-month period in the same school year. Truant conduct may be prosecuted
only as a civil case in a truancy court. Family Code 65.003(a), (b)
“Child” means a person who is 12 years of age or older and
younger than 19 years of age. Family Code 65.002(1)

Truancy Courts

The following are designated as truancy courts:
1.

The constitutional county court in a county with a population
of 1.75 million or more;

2.

Justice courts; and

3.

Municipal courts.

A truancy court has exclusive original jurisdiction over cases involving allegations of truant conduct.
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Family Code 65.004(a), (b)
Affirmative
Defense—
Student

It is an affirmative defense to an allegation of truant conduct that
one or more of the absences required to be proven have been excused by a school official or by the court or that one or more of the
absences were involuntary, but only if there is an insufficient number of unexcused or voluntary absences remaining to constitute
truant conduct. The burden is on the child to show by a preponderance of the evidence that the absence has been or should be excused or that the absence was involuntary. A decision by the court
to excuse an absence does not affect the ability of the district to
determine whether to excuse the absence for another purpose.
Family Code 65.003(c)

Truancy Prevention
Measures

If a student fails to attend school without excuse on three or more
days or parts of days within a four-week period but does not fail to
attend school for the time described below, the district shall initiate
truancy prevention measures on the student. [See FED] Education
Code 25.0915(a-4)

District Complaint or
Referral

If a student fails to attend school without excuse on ten or more
days or parts of days within a six-month period in the same school
year, a district shall within ten school days of the student’s tenth
absence refer the student to a truancy court for truant conduct under Family Code 65.003(a). [See FED] Education Code 25.0951
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Students in violation of the compulsory attendance law shall be reported to the District attendance officer, who may institute court
action as provided by law.
Excused Absences

In addition to excused absences required by law, the District shall
excuse absences for the following purposes.

Higher Education
Visits

The District shall excuse a student for up to two days during the
student’s junior year and up to two days during the student’s senior
year to visit an accredited institution of higher education. A student
shall be required to submit verification of such visits in accordance
with administrative regulations.

Armed Services
Enlistment

The District shall excuse a student 17 years of age or older for up
to four days during his or her enrollment in high school for activities
related to pursuing enlistment in a branch of the U.S. Armed Services or Texas National Guard. A student shall be required to submit verification of such activities in accordance with administrative
regulations.

Early Voting or
Election Clerk

The District shall excuse a student for up to two days per school
year to serve as an early voting or election clerk. A student shall be
required to submit verification of service in accordance with administrative regulations.
[For extracurricular activity absences, see FM.]

Withdrawal for
Nonattendance

The District may initiate withdrawal of a student under the age of
19 for nonattendance under the following conditions:
1.

The student has been absent ten consecutive school days;
and

2.

Repeated efforts by the attendance officer and/or principal to
locate the student have been unsuccessful.

[For District-initiated withdrawal of students 19 or older, see
FEA(LEGAL).]
Students Attending
Homeschools

Students who are homeschooled are exempt from the compulsory
attendance law to the same extent as students enrolled in other
private schools.
Adequate documentation of homeschooling for withdrawal shall
consist of either a statement of withdrawal in accordance with
FD(LOCAL) indicating the date homeschooling began, or a signed
and dated letter from a parent or guardian indicating that his or her
child is being homeschooled and the date the homeschooling began.
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The District may request from a parent or guardian a letter of assurance that a child is being educated using a curriculum designed
to meet basic education goals of reading, spelling, grammar, mathematics, and a study of good citizenship.
Enforcing
Compulsory
Attendance

If a parent or guardian refuses to submit a requested statement or
letter, or if the District has evidence that a school-aged child is not
being homeschooled within legal requirements, the District may
investigate further and, if warranted, shall pursue legal action to
enforce the compulsory attendance law.
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A district must maintain records to reflect the average daily attendance for the allocation of Foundation School Program (FSP) funds
and other funds allocated by TEA. The district must maintain records and make reports concerning student attendance and participation in special programs as required by the commissioner of education. The superintendent, principals, and teachers are
responsible to the board and the state to maintain accurate, current
attendance records. 19 TAC 129.21(a), (e)
Districts shall use the student attendance accounting standards
established by the commissioner to maintain records and make
reports on student attendance and student participation in special
programs. The official standards are described in TEA’s Student
Attendance Accounting Handbook (SAAH). 19 TAC 129.1025
The superintendent is responsible for the safekeeping of all attendance records and reports. The superintendent may determine
whether the properly certified attendance records or reports for the
school year are to be stored in the central office, on the respective
school campuses of a district, or at another secure location. Regardless of where such records are filed or stored, they must be
readily available for audit by TEA. 19 TAC 129.21(d)

Minimum Enrollment

A student must be enrolled for at least two hours of instruction to
be considered in membership for one half day, and for at least four
hours of instruction to be considered in membership for one full
day.

Full-Day Students

Students enrolled on a full-day basis may earn one full day of
attendance each school day.

Half-Day Students

Students enrolled on a half-day basis may earn only one half day
attendance each school day. Attendance is determined for these
pupils by recording absences in a period during the half day they
are scheduled to be present.

Alternative
Attendance
Accounting
Program

Students who are enrolled in and participating in an alternative
attendance accounting program approved by the commissioner will
earn attendance according to the statutory and rule provisions
applicable to that program.

Attendance for State
Funding Purposes

Attendance for all grades shall be determined by the absences
recorded in the second or fifth instructional hour of the day, unless
the board adopts a policy, or delegates to the superintendent the
authority to establish procedures for recording absences in an alternative hour, or unless the students for which attendance is being
taken are enrolled in and participating in a commissioner-approved
alternative attendance accounting program.
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The established period in which absences are recorded may not be
changed during the school year.
Students absent at the time the attendance roll is taken, during the
daily period selected, are counted absent for the entire day, unless
the students are enrolled in and participating in a commissionerapproved alternative attendance accounting program. Students
present at the time the attendance roll is taken, during the daily period selected, are counted present for the entire day, unless the
students are enrolled in and participating in a commissionerapproved alternative attendance accounting program.
19 TAC 129.21(g)–(h)
A student removed to a disciplinary alternative education program
is counted in computing the average daily attendance of students
in a district for the student’s time in actual attendance in the program. Education Code 37.008(f)
Funding for OffCampus Programs

Funding eligibility for a student participating in an off-campus program will include time instructed in the off-campus program. A
campus may choose an alternate attendance-taking time for a
group of students that is scheduled to be off-campus during the
regular attendance-taking time. The alternate attendance-taking
time will be in effect for the period of days or weeks for which the
group is scheduled to be off-campus during the regular attendancetaking time (for example, for the semester or for the duration of
employment). This alternate attendance-taking time may not be
changed once it is selected for a particular group of students. If attendance is taken at an off-campus location, the district must ensure that attendance is taken in accordance with the SAAH.
For a district to receive FSP funding for a student participating in
an off-campus program, the district must have documentation of an
agreement between the district and the college.
19 TAC 129.1031(c), (d) [See EHDD]

Exceptions

A student not actually on campus when attendance is taken may
be considered in attendance for FSP purposes if:
1.

The student is participating in a board-approved activity under
the direction of a member of a district’s professional or
paraprofessional staff, or an adjunct staff member who has a
bachelor’s degree and is eligible for participation in TRS. [See
FM]

2.

The student is participating in a mentorship approved by district personnel to serve as one or more of the advanced
measures needed to complete the Distinguished Achievement
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Program outlined in 19 Administrative Code Chapter 74. [See
EIF]
3.

The student is absent for one of the purposes listed at Excused Absences for Compulsory Attendance Determinations
in FEA(LEGAL).

4.

The student is in attendance at a dropout recovery education
program under Education Code 29.081. [See GNC]

5.

The student’s absence is permitted by other conditions related to off-campus instruction described in the SAAH.

Education Code 25.087, 29.081(e), (f); 19 TAC 129.21(i)–(k)
Disasters

The commissioner shall adjust the average daily attendance of a
district all or part of which is located in an area declared a disaster
area by the governor under Government Code Chapter 418 if the
district experiences a decline in average daily attendance that is
reasonably attributable to the impact of the disaster.
The commissioner shall make the adjustment required by this section for the two-year period following the date of the governor’s initial proclamation or executive order declaring the state of disaster.
Education Code 42.0051(a), (c)

Parental Consent to
Leave Campus

Before a district may count a student in attendance under these
provisions or in attendance when the student was allowed to leave
campus during any part of the school day, the board must adopt a
policy, or delegate to the superintendent the authority to establish
procedures, addressing parental consent for a student to leave
campus and the district must distribute the policy or procedures to
staff and to all parents of students in the district. 19 TAC 129.21(l)
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This local policy has been revised in accordance with the
District’s innovation plan.1

In accordance with the District’s innovation plan, the District is exempt from state law regarding minimum attendance for credit or a
final grade for a student in kindergarten–grade 12.
In accordance with administrative procedures, factors including assignments, tests, projects, classroom activities, and other instructional activities shall be used to determine student mastery and the
awarding of credit or a final grade. [See EIA]
1
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LDU 2018.04
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If a student fails to attend school without excuse on ten or more
days or parts of days within a six-month period in the same school
year, a district shall within ten school days of the student’s tenth
absence refer the student to a truancy court for truant conduct
under Family Code 65.003(a). [See FEA]
The district may file a complaint against the student’s parent in a
county, justice, or municipal court for an offense under Education
Code 25.093 if the district provides evidence of the parent’s criminal negligence.
A court shall dismiss a complaint made by a district against a parent that does not comply with Education Code 25.0951; does not
allege the elements required for the offense; is not timely filed, unless the district delayed the referral as provided below; or is otherwise substantively defective.

Delaying a Referral

A district may delay a referral of a student for truant conduct, or
may choose to not refer a student for truant conduct, if the district:
1.

Is applying truancy prevention measures to the student under
Education Code 25.0915; and

2.

Determines that the truancy prevention measures are succeeding and it is in the best interest of the student that a refe rral be delayed or not be made.

Education Code 25.0951
Referral Prohibited

A district may not refer a student to truancy court if the school determines that the student’s truancy is the result of pregnancy, being
in the state foster program, homelessness, or being the principal
income earner for the student’s family. [See TRUANCY PREVENTION MEASURES, below] Education Code 25.0915(a-3)

Filing Requirements

Each referral to truancy court for conduct described by Family
Code 65.003(a) must:
1.

Be accompanied by a statement from the student’s school
certifying that the school applied the truancy prevention
measures to the student, and the measures failed to meaningfully address the student’s school attendance; and

2.

Specify whether the student is eligible for or receives special
education services under Education Code Chapter 29, Subchapter A.

A truancy court shall dismiss a petition filed by a truant conduct
prosecutor under Family Code 65.054, if the court determines that
the district's referral:
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1.

Does not comply with the requirement above;

2.

Does not satisfy the elements required for truant conduct;

3.

Is not timely filed, unless the school district delayed the referral as provided above [see DELAYING A REFERRAL, above];
or

4.

Is otherwise substantively defective.

Education Code 25.0915(b), (c)
Expunction of
Records

An individual who was convicted of a truancy offense under former
Education Code 25.094 or has had a complaint for a truancy offense dismissed is entitled to have the conviction or complaint and
records relating to the conviction or complaint expunged.
Regardless of whether the individual has filed a petition for expunction, the court in which the individual was convicted or a complaint
for a truancy offense was filed shall order the conviction, complaints, verdicts, sentences, and other documents relating to the offense, including any documents in the possession of a district or
law enforcement agency, to be expunged from the individual's record. After entry of the order, the individual is released from all disabilities resulting from the conviction or complaint, and the conviction or complaint may not be shown or made known for any
purpose.
Code of Crim. Proc. 45.0541

Attendance Officer

A board may select a school attendance officer. A school attendance officer also may be selected by two or more boards to serve
their districts jointly. Education Code 25.088
In districts where no attendance officer has been selected, the superintendent and the peace officers in a district shall perform the
duties of attendance officer, but no additional compensation shall
be paid for the services. Education Code 25.090 [See PEACE OFFICERS, below]

Powers and Duties

An attendance officer employed by a district who is not commissioned as a peace officer has the following powers and duties with
respect to enforcement of compulsory school attendance requirements:
1.
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To enforce compulsory school attendance requirements by
applying truancy prevention measures adopted under Education Code 25.0915 to the student and if the measures fail to
meaningfully address the student’s conduct:
a.

Referring the student to a truancy court if the student
has unexcused absences for the amount of time specified under Family Code 65.003(a); and

b.

Filing a complaint in a county, justice, or municipal court
against a parent who violates Education Code 25.093;

3.

To monitor school attendance compliance by each student investigated by the officer;

4.

To maintain an investigative record on each compulsory
school attendance requirement violation and related court action and, at the request of a court, the board, or the Commissioner, to provide a record to the individual or entity requesting the record;

5.

To make a home visit or otherwise contact the parent of a student who is in violation of compulsory school attendance requirements, except that the attendance officer may not enter
a residence without permission of the parent or of the owner
or tenant of the residence; and

6.

At the request of a parent, to escort a student from any location to a school campus to ensure the student’s compliance
with compulsory school attendance requirements.

Education Code 25.091(b)
Peace Officers

A peace officer serving as an attendance officer has the following
powers and duties concerning enforcement of compulsory school
attendance requirements:
1.

To investigate each case of a violation of compulsory school
attendance requirements referred to the peace officer;

2.

To enforce compulsory school attendance requirements by
applying truancy prevention measures adopted under Education Code 25.0915 to the student and if the measures fail to
meaningfully address the student’s conduct:
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3.

To serve court-ordered legal process;

4.

To review school attendance records for compliance by each
student investigated by the officer;

5.

To maintain an investigative record on each compulsory
school attendance requirement violation and related court
action and, at the request of a court, the board, or the
Commissioner, to provide a record to the individual or entity
requesting the record; and

6.

To make a home visit or otherwise contact the parent of a student who is in violation of compulsory school attendance requirements, except that a peace officer may not enter a residence without the permission of the parent of a student
required to attend school or of the tenant or owner of the residence except to lawfully serve court-ordered legal process on
the parent.

A peace officer who has probable cause to believe that a child is in
violation of the compulsory attendance law may take the child into
custody for the purpose of returning the child to the school campus
of the child to ensure the child’s compliance with compulsory attendance requirements.
Education Code 25.091(a), (b-1)
Truancy Prevention
Measures

A district shall adopt truancy prevention measures designed to address student conduct related to truancy in the school setting before the student engages in conduct described by Family Code
65.003, and minimize the need for referrals to truancy court for
conduct described by Family Code 65.003(a). Education Code
25.0915(a)
A district shall take one or more of the following actions as a truancy prevention measure:
1.

Impose:
a.
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(3)

b.
2.

The penalties for additional absences, including additional disciplinary action or the referral of the student to a truancy court; or

School-based community service; or

Refer the student to counseling, mediation, mentoring, a teen
court program, community-based services, or other in-school
or out-of-school services aimed at addressing the student’s
truancy. A referral may include participation by the child's parent or guardian if necessary.

A school district shall offer additional counseling to a student and
may not refer the student to truancy court if the school determines
that the student’s truancy is the result of:
1.

Pregnancy;

2.

Being in the state foster program;

3.

Homelessness; or

4.

Being the principal income earner for the student’s family.

If a student fails to attend school without excuse on three or more
days or parts of days within a four-week period but does not fail to
attend school for the time described by Education Code
25.0951(a), the district shall initiate truancy prevention measures
on the student.
Education Code 25.0915
Minimum Standards

The minimum standards for the truancy prevention measures implemented by a district under Education Code 25.0915 include:
1.

Identifying the root cause of the student’s unexcused absences and actions to address each cause;

2.

Maintaining ongoing communication with students and parents on the actions to be taken to improve attendance;

3.

Establishing reasonable timelines for completion of the truancy prevention measure; and

4.

Establishing procedures to notify the admission, review, and
dismissal committee or the Section 504 committee of attendance issues relating to a student with a disability and ensure
that the committee considers whether the student’s attendance issues warrant an evaluation, a reevaluation, and/or
modifications to the student’s individualized education program or Section 504 plan, as appropriate.

19 TAC 129.1043
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A district shall consider the following best practices for truancy prevention measures:
1.

Develop an attendance policy that clearly outlines requirements related to truancy in accordance with Education Code,
Chapter 25, Subchapter C, and communicate this information
to parents at the beginning of the year.

2.

Create a culture of attendance that includes training staff to
talk with students and parents about the attendance policy
and the root causes of unexcused absences.

3.

Create incentives for perfect attendance and improved attendance.

4.

Educate students and their families on the positive impact of
school attendance on performance.

5.

Provide opportunities for students and parents to address
causes of absence and/or truancy with district staff and link
families to relevant community programs and support.

6.

Develop collaborative partnerships, including planning, referral and cross-training opportunities, between appropriate
school staff, attendance officers, program-related liaisons,
and external partners, such as court representatives, community and faith-based organizations, state or locally funded
community programs for truancy intervention or prevention,
and law enforcement to assist students.

7.

Determine root causes of unexcused absences and review
campus- and district-level data on unexcused absences to
identify systemic issues that affect attendance.

8.

Use existing school programs such as Communities in
Schools, 21st Century Community Learning Centers, restorative discipline, and positive behavior interventions and supports (PBIS) to provide students and their parents with services.

9.

At the beginning of each school year, conduct a needs assessment and identify and list, or map, services and programs
available within the district and the community that a school, a
student, or a student's parent or guardian may access to address the student's barriers to attendance and make the information available to staff, students, and parents. The information must include, but is not limited to:
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c.

Services for students in foster care;

d.

Federal programs including, but not limited to, Title 1,
Part A, of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act;

e.

State programs including, but not limited to, state compensatory education programs;

f.

Dropout prevention programs and programs for “at risk”
youth;

g.

Programs that occur outside of school time;

h.

Counseling services;

i.

Tutoring programs and services available at no or low
cost;

j.

Mental health services;

k.

Alcohol and substance abuse prevention and treatment
programs;

l.

Mentoring programs and services;

m.

Juvenile justice services and programs;

n.

Child welfare services and programs;

o.

Other state or locally funded programs for truancy prevention and intervention; and

p.

Other supportive services that are locally available for
students and families through faith-based organizations,
local governments, and community-based organizations.

10. After identifying and listing, or mapping, services available in
the district and community, school districts should target any
new resources, programs, or services to gaps in services
identified during the needs assessment.
11. School districts should ensure that personnel, including truancy prevention facilitators or juvenile case managers, attendance officers, McKinney-Vento (homeless) liaisons, foster
care liaisons, Title IX coordinators, 504 coordinators, pregnancy and parenting coordinators, dropout prevention coordinators, special education staff, and other appropriate student
services personnel, meet to contribute to the needs assessment, discuss opportunities to work together, and identify
strategies to coordinate both internally and externally to address students’ attendance barriers.
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In determining services offered to students identified in Education
Code 25.091(a-3), a district shall consider:
1.

Offering an optional flexible school day program and evening
and online alternatives;

2.

Working with businesses that employ students to help students coordinate job and school responsibilities; and

3.

Offering before school, after school, and/or Saturday prevention or intervention programs or services that implement best
and promising practices.

19 TAC 129.1045
Sanctions

Truancy Prevention
Facilitator or
Juvenile Case
Manager

An aggrieved party may file a written complaint with TEA regarding
an allegation that a district has failed to comply with Education
Code 25.0915 or 19 Administrative Code Chapter 129, Subchapter
BB related to truancy prevention measures. TEA may request that
a district provide documentation regarding its compliance in response to a complaint. If, after a review of this documentation or a
district’s failure to provide this documentation, TEA determines that
the district is not in compliance with required truancy prevention
measure provisions, TEA may issue a preliminary report of its findings to the district in accordance with 19 TAC 157.1122 (relating to
Notice). A district may request in writing an informal review of
TEA’s preliminary report in accordance with 19 TAC 157.1123 (relating to Informal Review). Following the informal review, or if no informal review is requested by the deadline, a final report will be issued. The commissioner of education may implement any sanction
listed in Education Code 39.102(a) against a district found to be
out of compliance with Education Code 25.0915 or 19 Administrative Code Chapter 129, Subchapter BB. 19 TAC 129.1047
A district shall employ a truancy prevention facilitator or juvenile
case manager to implement the truancy prevention measures required by Education Code 25.0915 and any other effective truancy
prevention measures as determined by the district or campus. At
least annually, the truancy prevention facilitator shall meet to d iscuss effective truancy prevention measures with a case manager
or other individual designated by a truancy court to provide services to students of the district in truancy cases.
Instead of employing a truancy prevention facilitator, a school district may designate an existing district employee or juvenile case
manager to implement the truancy prevention measures and any
other effective truancy prevention measures as determined by the
district or campus.
Education Code 25.0915(d), (e)
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On approval of the board, a district may employ or agree in accordance with Government Code Chapter 791, with any appropriate
governmental entity to jointly employ or to jointly contribute to the
costs of another entity employing:
1.

A case manager to provide services in cases involving
juvenile offenders who are before a court consistent with the
court’s statutory powers or referred to a court by a school
administrator or designee for misconduct that would otherwise
be within the court’s statutory powers prior to a case being
filed, with the consent of the juvenile and the juvenile’s
parents or guardians; or

2.

One or more juvenile case managers who shall assist the
court in administering the court’s juvenile docket and in supervising the court’s orders in juvenile cases, and may provide
prevention services to a child considered at risk of entering
the juvenile justice system, and intervention services to juveniles engaged in misconduct before cases are filed, excluding
traffic offenses.

Funding

A district may apply to the criminal justice division of the governor’s
office for reimbursements of the costs of employing a juvenile case
manager. Pursuant to Code of Criminal Procedure 102.0174, the
district may pay the salary and benefits of a juvenile case manager
and the costs of training, travel, office supplies, and other necessary expenses relating to the position of the juvenile case manager
from the juvenile case manager fund.

Rules

The board of a district that employs a juvenile case manager shall
adopt and implement reasonable rules for juvenile case managers
that provide a code of ethics, and for the enforcement of the code
of ethics; appropriate educational preservice and in-service training
standards for juvenile case managers; and training in:
1.

The role of the juvenile case manager;

2.

Case planning and management;

3.

Applicable procedural and substantive law;

4.

Courtroom proceedings and presentation;

5.

Services to at-risk youth under Family Code Chapter 264,
Subchapter D;

6.

Local programs and services for juveniles and methods by
which juveniles may access those programs and services;
and
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Detecting and preventing abuse, exploitation, and neglect of
juveniles.

Code of Criminal Procedure 45.056
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GIFTED AND TALENTED PROGRAM
The Gifted and Talented Program provides educational experiences beyond those
normally provided by the regular school program. Our district is committed to providing a
sequential, system-wide, differentiated education program for identified gifted students so
they may realize their own potential and maximize their contributions.
Referral
Referring and selecting of students for the Gifted and Talented Program is determined
through a comprehensive process consisting of three steps: Referring, Screening, and
Selection. Referrals may be made by:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A teacher, counselor, or campus administrator
Student’s parent/guardian, or another adult who has knowledge of his/her abilities
Himself/herself
A peer.

Referrals will be accepted year round, with the assessment and identification process
finalized in the spring. A committee composed of the following members will conduct
screening and selection: campus administrator, counselor, and a classroom teacher. A
written referral form is required for each student being referred. Parents are required to
provide a written consent to screen their child for the gifted program.
Screening
Data collected through both objective and subjective assessments shall be measured
against the criteria approved by the Board to determine individual eligibility for the
program. Assessment tools may include but not be limited to the following: achievement
tests, intelligence tests, behavioral checklists completed by teachers and parents, student
work products, etc.
Selection
A selection committee shall evaluate each referred student according to the established
criteria and shall select those students for whom gifted program placement is the most
appropriate educational setting. The committee shall be composed of at least three
professional educators who have received training in the nature and needs of gifted
students and shall be established at the elementary level and at the secondary level.
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GIFTED AND TALENTED PROGRAM - CONTINUED
Program
Mathis ISD Gifted and Talented students receive Gifted and Talented services in the
following manner:
Mathis Elementary & Intermediate Schools – GT Classrooms
Mathis Middle School - Enrollment in Pre-AP courses and/or Algebra 1
Mathis High School - Enrollment in Pre-AP, AP and/or Dual Credit courses.

Timeline
Mathis ISD’s timeline for referrals, assessment, admission decisions, and services is as
follows:
Grade

Referrals

Kinder
1-11

January

Screening

Parent Notification Services Begin

Feb. – April

June

1st Grade

Feb. – April

June

Following
School Year
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SPECIAL PROGRAM CODING
All students earn state funding (FSP) for each day in attendance. Students eligible,
identified, and served in a special program, such as Special Education, Bilingual/ESL, 504,
Gifted & talented, Career Technology, etc., earn additional state funding. To claim a student
for special program funding purposes, complete documentation that proves the eligibility of
the student must be on file. The major roles of the special program coordinators will be to:
1) ensure that all required documentation for entry and exit from special programs is retained
for audit and 2) prepare and submit the special program PEIMS Registration (form) to the
campus Attendance/PEIMS Clerks. (Page 58)
Although school districts may serve any student in a special program, the only time that a
student may be coded as an eligible participant in a program/setting, thereby generating
special program funding, is when the student meets all the eligibility requirements and all
documentation is complete and on file.
For districts to receive the maximum amount of funding for all their students, the following
personnel must be aware of their individual responsibilities and must work together to
assemble the required documentation at the earliest possible time: central and campus
administrators, special program staff, teachers, and Attendance/PEIMS Clerks.
Guidance for each special program is contained in the SAAH. Excerpts for each of the
special programs address the unique provisions for the program.
Note: In no case shall an Attendance/PEIMS Clerks be assigned the
responsibility of determining a student’s special program coding. Special
program staff, directors, and/or teachers should provide them with names and
coding information of all students who are eligible, whose documentation is in
order, and who are being served in the special program.
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SPECIAL EDUCATION - SAAH – SECTION 4
All special education coding and documentation shall be in accordance with Section 4 of the
Student Attendance Accounting Handbook. Staff responsible for special education coding
should be familiar with and use the SAAH to ensure that all coding is compliant with the
laws, rules and regulations related to special education.
Special education students receiving homebound services shall be coded “present” in
accordance with the SAAH homebound requirements. The homebound certification form
(Reg. Ed.(page 48), Sp.Ed.,(page 49) & Sp.Ed./PRS(page 50)) must be completed by the
Homebound Instructor. Depicted in the Appendix Section. Specifically, the certified special
education teacher that provides homebound instruction shall submit a Homebound
Attendance Roster to the Attendance/PEIMS Clerks every week that homebound services
are provided to a student.
A student who receives special education and related services in the special education
homebound instructional arrangement/setting earns eligible days present (generates
contact hours and thus funding) based on the number of hours the student is served at home
or hospital bedside by a certified special education teacher each week. Use the following
chart to calculate eligible days present: Homebound workflow in Appendix A.

Amount of Time Served per Week
1 hour
2 hours
3 hours
4 hours

Eligible Days Present Earned per Week
1 day present
2 days present
3 days present
4 days present (if the week is 4-day week)
5 days present (if the week is 5-day week)
More than 4 hours
4 days present (if the week is 4-day week)
5 days present (if the week is 5-day week)
PRS and Special Education Services (SPED)
In addition to the homebound instructional services provided to the student through the
special education program, the PRS program must provide at least 2 hours a week PRS
support services for 2-5 day attendance credit and at least 1 hour for 1 day attendance
credit. The additional hours provided through the PRS program may include any of the
support services such as counseling, support to instructional services, parenting, etc.
A certified teacher, nurse, counselor, or social worker must provide the additional hours
of PRS support services for the special education student and must maintain logs
documenting the actual amount of services each special education student receives.
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SPECIAL EDUCATION - CONTINUED
A student shall be withdrawn from the special education program when one of the
following occurs:
•
•
•

Student withdraws from the campus,
The ARD determines that the student is no longer a child with a disability and
therefore no longer eligible for special education, or
The parent(s) revoke consent in writing for their student’s receipt of special
education services.

The special education staff shall notify the Attendance/PEIMS Clerks of the dismissal from
special education, including the effective date. The Attendance/PEIMS Clerks shall post the
withdrawal in the student information system (Skyward Student).
The Special Education Data Collection Form shall be used by all special program staff to
collect, record and transmit the coding information to the Attendance/PEIMS Clerks.
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CAREER & TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION (CTE) – SAAH SECTION 5
All CTE coding and documentation shall be in accordance with Section 5 of the Student
Attendance Accounting Handbook. Staff responsible for CTE coding should be familiar with
and use the SAAH to ensure that all coding is compliant with the laws, rules and regulations
related to CTE.
The counselor or CTE staff shall develop the campus master schedule, to include all
approved CTE courses. TEA-approved, Innovative courses, if any, shall be approved by the
site-based committee and the Board to be eligible for CTE funding. All teachers assigned to
teach CTE courses must be qualified and certified to teach the assigned CTE course(s).
The student’s class schedule shall be the primary record that the student was enrolled and
participating in a CTE course. Students in grades 6 through 12 are eligible to be served in
CTE programs; however, only students in grades 9 through 12 are eligible for CTE contact
hours (funding). The maximum number of contact hours that may be claimed for a student
is six (6) contact hours. The CTE code for each course is determined by the average minutes
per day in a CTE course(s). The total CTE code is calculated by adding the CTE code for
each student course(s). Use the following chart to determine the CTE codes to use for
coding students.

CTE Code
V1
V2
V3

Average Minutes per Day in CTE Course
45-89 minutes
90-149 minutes
150-180+ minutes

Note: The average minutes per day under the district’s block schedule must be
computed by reviewing a complete cycle of courses, i.e. 10 days of instruction.
A student shall be withdrawn from the CTE program when one of the following occurs:
•
•

Student withdraws from the campus, or
The student changes his/her class schedule and ceases to be enrolled in a CTE
course.

The counselor or CTE staff shall notify the Attendance/PEIMS Clerks of the withdrawal from
CTE eligibility, including the effective date. The counselor or CTE staff shall also notify the
Attendance/PEIMS Clerks when a student schedule changes that results in a change to the
CTE code. The Attendance/PEIMS Clerks shall post the withdrawal and/or change in CTE
code in the student information system (Skyward Student).
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BILINGUAL/ESL – SAAH SECTION 6
All Bilingual/ESL coding and documentation shall be in accordance with Section 6 of the
SAAH. Staff responsible for Bilingual/ESL coding should be familiar with and use the SAAH
to ensure that all coding is compliant with the laws, rules and regulations related to
Bilingual/ESL.
To be eligible for Bilingual/ESL state funding, a student in the Bilingual/ESL education
program must meet the following requirements:
•
•

•
•

Have a language other than English indicated on the home language survey;
Be considered Limited English Proficient (LEP) because of the student’s test score
fell below the cutoff scores as noted below:
o Grades PK through 1st: scored below an oral language proficiency test (OLPT)
o Grades 2 through 12: scored below an oral language proficiency test, or a
norm-referenced standardized test in English (reading and language arts);
Be recommended for placement in the program by a language proficiency
assessment committee (LPAC); and
Have a record of parental approval to place the LEP student in a Bilingual or ESL
education program. (Parent must sign and date a permission form.)
Note: The district must place the student in the Bilingual/ESL program on the date
the LPAC recommends placement, but may not count the student for BL/ESL state
funding until the written, parent approval is received. If a parent denies the
placement, the district must discontinue serving the student in this program. The
state funding is effective on the date the parent approval is received.

A student shall be withdrawn (exited) from the Bilingual/ESL program when one of the
following occurs:
o
o
o

Student withdraws from the campus,
The LPAC classifies the student as English proficient, or
The parent requests in writing to remove his or her child from the program and
place the child in a regular education classroom.

The LPAC is required to conduct an annual review of the placement in the Bilingual/ESL
education program. Changes, if any, shall be recorded and submitted to the
Attendance/PEIMS Clerks. The initial parental approval remains in effect until the LEP
student is exited from the program.
The counselor/Bilingual or ESL staff shall notify the Attendance/PEIMS Clerks of the
dismissal from the Bilingual/ESL program, including the effective date. The
Attendance/PEIMS Clerks shall post the withdrawal in the student information system
(Skyward Student). The Special Programs PEIMS Registration form must be completed.
(Page 58)
The Bilingual/ESL Data Collection Form shall be used by all counselor or Bilingual/ESL
staff to collect, record and transmit the coding information to the Attendance/PEIMS Clerks.
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PREKINDERGARTEN (PK) – SAAH SECTION 7
All prekindergarten coding and documentation shall be in accordance with Section 7 of the
Student Attendance Accounting Handbook. Staff responsible for prekindergarten coding
should be familiar with and use the SAAH to ensure that all coding is compliant with the
laws, rules and regulations related to special education.
To be eligible for prekindergarten state funding, a student in the prekindergarten program
must be 3 or 4 years of age on September 1st of the current school year and meet one of
the following requirements:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Unable to speak and comprehend the English language (documentation – Home
Language Survey or OLPT);
Educationally disadvantaged (eligible for NSLP free or reduced lunch program);
Be homeless;
Be the child of an active duty member of the armed forces;
Be the child of a member of the armed forces who was injured or killed while
serving on active duty; or
Has ever been in the conservatorship of the Texas Department of Family and
Protective Services (foster care) following an adversary hearing.

Once a student is determined to be eligible for PK, the student remains eligible for the
remainder of the current school year.
PK classes will operate on a full-day basis. Students who meet the eligibility requirements
for the PK program should be coded eligible half-day (ADA eligibility code 2). A student who
meets the requirements for the PK program and the PPCD program and is served ½ day in
PK and ½ day in PPCD should be coded to eligible full-day (ADA eligibility code 1).
Note: The district provides a full-day PK program as a local option; however, all
PK students are should be coded eligible half-day (ADA eligibility code 2).

The collecting, recording, and reporting prekindergarten program form for coding is
depicted in the Exhibit Section. (Page 51)
The Prekindergarten Data Collection Form shall be used by all counselor or PK staff to
collect, record and transmit the coding information to the Attendance/PEIMS Clerks.
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LEAVER REASON CODES AND DOCUMENATION REQUIREMENTS
The attached table provides expanded definitions and specific documentation guidelines for each of the leaver reason
codes listed in Code Table C162 found in Section 4 of the Texas Education Data Standards (TEDS). The table is
organized into the following broad categories of leavers:

•

completed high school or General Educational Development (GED) program

•

moved to other educational setting

•

withdrawn by school district

•

other

Leaver data is not submitted for students who enroll in other Texas public school districts or charters and students who
obtain GED certificates at Texas examination sites by August 31. Students who move to other Texas public school
districts are considered movers, not leavers. Documentation as described in Appendix D is not required for movers;
districts may wish to develop local policy on documentation for movers. The Unique ID Enrollment Tracking may be
used to establish tentative local documentation that students are movers. The final determination of whether students
are movers will be made by TEA. Local policy in this appendix refers to a district or charter's leaver policies and
procedures.

GENERAL DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS
Districts must document the withdrawal of students and maintain on file the appropriate paperwork associated with
student withdrawals. Documentation is required for all leaver reason codes. Documentation requirements for leaver
codes are provided in the Documentation Requirements by LEAVER-REASON-CODE section.
Documentation supporting use of a leaver reason code must exist in the district at the time the leaver data are submitted,
i.e., no later than the PEIMS Submission 1 January resubmission date. Timelines for establishing leaver reasons and
obtaining documentation:

Students who leave during the school year.

For students who leave during the school year, leaver reasons apply at the time of withdrawal, and documentation
should be obtained at that time. For example, for students who are withdrawn by Child Protective Services (CPS),
LEAVER-REASON-CODE 66, documentation would be obtained when the student is removed.

Students who fail to return in the fall.

For students who fail to return the following fall, leaver reasons apply on the first day of school or its
approximation, the school-start window. The school-start window is the period of time between the first day of
school and the last Friday in September. Districts should use the LEAVER-REASON-CODE that most
appropriately describes the student's whereabouts during the school-start window. For example, to use
LEAVER- REASON-CODE 60 student withdrew from/left school for home schooling, a district would establish
that a student was being home schooled at some point during the school-start window. The district could obtain
the documentation to support the leaver code at any time up until the PEIMS Submission 1 resubmission date.

Students who were attending and were withdrawn under LEAVER-REASON-CODE 83 when the district
discovered that the student was not entitled to public school enrollment in the district.

LEAVER-REASON-CODE 83, not entitled to public school enrollment in the district, applies to students who are
attending and are withdrawn by the district because the district discovers, when verifying enrollment information,
that the student was not entitled to enrollment in the district because the student was not a resident of the district
or was not entitled under other provisions of TEC §25.001 or as a transfer student. It is not for a student who was
a resident and stops attending because he/she has moved out of the district.
This code is also used for those rare situations in which the student has not met the requirements under TEC
§38.001 or a corresponding rule of the Texas Department of State Health Services for immunization, provisional
enrollment, or exemption. Leaver reasons for LEAVER-REASON-CODE 83 apply at the time of withdrawal and
documentation showing due process supporting the withdrawal should be obtained at that time.
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SIGNATURES ON DOCUMENTATION
Documentation must be signed and dated by an authorized representative of the district. The district should have a written policy
stating who can act as an authorized representative for purposes of signing withdrawal forms and other leaver reason documentation.
Withdrawal documentation should also be signed for the student by a:

•

parent, or

•

guardian, or

•

responsible adult as recorded in school records, such as a foster parent or a probation officer, or

•

qualified student. A qualified student is one who, at the time he/she stops attending school:

o

is married, or

o

is 18 years or older, or

o

has established a residence separate and apart from the student’s parent, guardian, or other person having
lawful control of the student

An original signature is not required on withdrawal forms received in the district by fax. Withdrawal forms received by e- mail do not
need to be signed by the parent/guardian or qualified student. Written documentation of oral statements made in person or by
telephone by the parent/guardian or qualified student is acceptable documentation in some situations if it is signed and dated by the
district representative.

EVALUATION OF DOCUMENTATION
Merits of leaver documentation are assessed at the time the documentation is requested during a data inquiry investigation.
Determination of the acceptability of documentation is made by the professional staff conducting the investigation. These
guidelines describe the most common types of documentation the investigator would expect to find supporting use of each leaver
reason code. Other documentation that represents good business practice and shows a good faith effort on the part of the district
to properly report leaver status will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

COMPLETENESS OF DOCUMENTATION
Withdrawal documentation shall be considered incomplete without a date, signature(s), and destination. Documentation will not be
deemed insufficient when information is missing because the parent or parents refuse to provide information requested by the
district. A district should document at the time of the conversation that the information was requested, and the parent refused to
provide it. Appropriate documentation of a parent refusal to provide information includes the date, content of conversation, name of
person with whom the conversation was conducted, and the signature of the school official verifying the conversation.

CHANGING LEAVER-REASON-CODES
Once a district meets the documentation standard that supports the leaver reason code used, the district is not required to obtain
additional information on the student. Local policy will determine if an existing leaver reason code is updated for a student when
additional information is received. The policy should be clearly stated in the district's published guidelines on leaver procedures. For
example, if a district assigned LEAVER-REASON-CODE 60 student withdrew from/left school for home schooling for a student and
later received a request for transcript information from a private school for the same student, the district may change the LEAVERREASON-CODE to 81 enroll in a Texas private school but is not obligated to.
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DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS BY LEAVER-REASON-CODE
In addition to general documentation requirements, requirements specific to leaver reason codes also apply. Following are
the specific documentation requirements by leaver reason code. They are grouped into four major categories: graduated or
received an out-of-state GED, moved to other educational setting, withdrawn by school district, and other reasons.
School leavers with this LEAVER-REASON-CODE are counted as dropouts for state accountability purposes: code 98.
School leavers with this LEAVER-REASON-CODE are counted as dropouts for federal accountability purposes: codes 88,
89, 98. These designations are provided for information purposes only. They are not the final or comprehensive description of
the definitions used for dropout and completion processing. For more information please see the Secondary School
Completion and Dropouts in Texas Public Schools.

GRADUATED OR RECEIVED AN OUT-OF-STATE GED
Code

Translation

01

Student graduated from a campus in this district or charter
Definition and use: Use for students who meet all high school graduation requirements (which includes passing the exitlevel TAAS or TAKS) at any time during the prior school year, including the summer (through August 31) following the
close of the prior year.
To graduate, a student must satisfy the requirements under 19 TAC Chapter 74, Subchapter B. Special education
students must satisfy requirements under 19 TAC §89.1070. Students who complete all graduation requirements in one
school year but do not pass the exit-level assessments until a later year, are reported as graduates in the school year in
which the exit-level assessments are passed and the diploma is issued.
Documentation requirement: Transcript showing sufficient credits, successful completion of the exit-level assessments
(including testing dates), graduation seal, school official signature, and date of completion.

85

Student graduated outside Texas before entering a Texas public school, entered a Texas public school,
and left again
Definition and use: This code may be used for students who graduated in another state or country before entering Texas
public schools. This code may also be used for students who graduated from Texhoma High School, Texhoma, Oklahoma.
Documentation requirement: Transcript showing sufficient credits, date, and school official signature, and a diploma with a
graduation seal.

86

Student completed the GED outside Texas
Definition and use: This code may be used for students who earned GED certificates outside Texas, including students
living in Texas and earning GED certificates online from a testing company in another state, before enrolling or after
leaving Texas public schools.
Documentation requirement: Acceptable documentation is a copy of the GED certificate or some other written document
provided by the testing company showing completion of the GED. Written documentation from the testing company must
include the date of GED completion, location, address, and contact information of the company.

90

Student graduated from another state under provisions of the Interstate Compact on Educational
Opportunity for Military Children
Definition and use: Per TEC §162.002, student lives in the household of an active-duty military serviceperson, transferred
into Texas public schools at the beginning of or during his or her senior year, did not meet requirements to graduate from
Texas public schools, did meet requirements to graduate from a school in the sending state, and, under provisions of the
Interstate Compact on Educational Opportunity for Military Children, graduated from a school or district in the sending state.
Documentation requirement: Transcript showing sufficient credits, date, and school official signature, or a diploma
with a graduation seal
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MOVED TO OTHER EDUCATIONAL SETTING
Code

Translation

24

Student entered college and is working towards an Associate’s or Bachelor’s degree
Definition and use: This code is for students who leave secondary school to enter college early. It should be used for
students who are enrolled full-time (at least 9 credit hours per semester). This code is also for students who leave school
to enter a dual-credit program established by the Texas Legislature at the Texas Academy of Mathematics and Science at
the University of North Texas, the Texas Academy of Leadership in the Humanities at Lamar University, the Texas
Academy of Mathematics and Science at the University of Texas at Brownsville, and the Texas Academy of International
Studies at Texas A&M International University.
Documentation requirement: Documentation of enrollment in a college or university must indicate that the student is
enrolled full-time in an academic program. Per federal requirement, it is not permissible for a district to document that, at
the time of withdrawal, the student intended to enter a post-secondary educational setting. Beginning with students leaving
in the 2011-12 school year, a district must document that the student has actually entered a post-secondary educational
setting. One of the following types of documentation is required to verify enrollment:
Transcript request. Acceptable documentation of enrollment in college is a records request from the college in which
the student is enrolled. Telephone requests must be documented in writing, including the date of the call, the name of the
college requesting the records, the name of the person making the request, and the name of the person who received the
call. Telephone requests should appear on a standardized, district- approved form. The original of the form should be
included in the student's permanent file. Documentation of the method of records dissemination also must be included in
the student’s permanent file (e.g., copy of fax activity log, certified mail receipt, encrypted email receipt confirmation, or
postage/mail log with complete address information for requesting school).
Verification by an authorized representative of the college. A signed letter from the college verifying enrollment is
also acceptable documentation. The letter must state the name and location of the college in which the student is enrolled
and the date of enrollment. Other acceptable documentation is written documentation of an oral statement by a
representative of the college providing the name and location of the college and verifying that the student is enrolled,
signed and dated by an authorized representative of the district.
Verification by the parent/guardian or qualified student. Acceptable documentation includes a letter, signed and
dated from the parent, guardian, or qualified student stating that the student has enrolled in college in a program leading to
an associate’s or bachelor’s degree.

60

Student is home schooled
Definition and use: Student is being home schooled. This code may be used only for a student whose parent/guardian
confirms that the student is pursuing, under direct supervision of the parent/guardian, a curriculum designed to meet basic
education goals. The district is not required to obtain evidence that the program being provided meets educational
standards.
Documentation requirement: A district must document that the parent/guardian is home schooling the student. Per
federal requirement, it is not permissible for a district to document that, at the time of withdrawal, the student intended to
be home schooled. Beginning with students leaving in the 2011-12 school year, the following documentation is required
to verify enrollment:
Verification by the parent/guardian. A letter, signed and dated, from the parent/guardian stating that the student is
being home schooled is acceptable documentation. Letters from parents/guardians must indicate the actual date home
schooling began.

66

Student was removed by Child Protective Services (CPS) and the district has not been informed of the student's
current status or enrollment
Definition and use: This code applies only to Child Protective Services. Private agencies that provide asylum for students
do not have the legal authority to remove students from school.
Documentation requirement: Acceptable documentation includes due process documentation supporting the
withdrawal; a written statement, signed and dated by the CPS officer, including the CPS officer's name and contact
information; or written documentation of an oral statement by a CPS representative that the child was removed, including
the CPS representative's name, the date of the conversation, and the signature of the school official.
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Code

Translation

81

Student enrolled in a private school in Texas
Student enrolled in a public or private school outside of Texas

82

Definition and use: Student is enrolled in a private school in Texas (code 81), the Texas Job Corps Diploma Program
(code 81), or a public or private school outside Texas (code 82). Documentation of actual enrollment is required. This
code is also used when a student moves from the district without withdrawing but the district receives a records request.
If the student enrolls in another school in the district or another public school district in Texas, a leaver record is not
submitted.
If the district did not assign code 81 or code 82 when the student stopped attending, the district can change the original code
assigned to the student when the records request or communication from the parent/guardian or qualified student is
received. If the original withdrawal date for the student is later than the date the student enrolled in the other school, the
withdrawal date must be changed and all attendance accounting records affected by this change must be updated.
Documentation requirement: Per federal requirement, it is not permissible for a district to document that, at the time of
withdrawal, the student intended to enter another educational setting. Beginning with students leaving in the 2011-12
school year, a district must document that the student has actually enrolled in a private school in Texas, the Texas Job
Corps Diploma Program, or a private or public school outside Texas. One of the following types of documentation is
required to verify enrollment:
Transcript request. Acceptable documentation of enrollment in another school is a records request from the school in
which the student is enrolled. Telephone requests are acceptable, but they must be documented in writing, including the
date of the call, the name of the school requesting the records, the name of the person making the request, and the name
of the person who received the call. Telephone requests should appear on a standardized, district-approved form. The
original of the form should be included in the student's permanent file. Documentation of the method of records
dissemination also must be included in the student’s permanent file (e.g., copy of fax activity log, certified mail receipt,
encrypted email receipt confirmation, or postage/mail log with complete address information for requesting school).
Verification by the superintendent or authorized campus or district administrator of the receiving district. A
signed letter from the receiving school verifying enrollment is acceptable documentation. The letter must state the name
and location of the school in which the student is enrolled and the date of enrollment.
Other acceptable documentation is written documentation of an oral statement by a representative of the receiving school
providing the name and location of and contact information for the school and verifying that the student is enrolled, signed
and dated by an authorized campus or district administrator of the district.
Verification by the parent/guardian or qualified student. Acceptable documentation includes a letter, signed and
dated, from the parent/guardian or qualified student stating that the student has enrolled in a private school in Texas or a
private or public school outside of Texas leading to the completion of a high school diploma.

87

Student withdrew from/left school to enroll in the Texas Tech University ISD High School Diploma Program or the
University of Texas at Austin High School Diploma Program
Definition and use: Student was withdrawn from school and parent/guardian or qualified student indicated at time of
withdrawal that the student has enrolled in the State Board of Education-authorized Texas Tech University ISD High
School Diploma Program or the University of Texas at Austin High School Diploma Program.
Documentation requirement: The district must receive either a) a records or transcript request from the high school
diploma program or b) a letter from the high school diploma program stating that the student is enrolled.
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WITHDRAWN BY SCHOOL DISTRICT
Code

Translation

78

Student was expelled under the provisions of TEC §37.007 and cannot return to school Definition and
use: This code may only be used when:

•

the student was expelled under the provisions of TEC §37.007, and

•

the term of expulsion has not expired or the student’s failure to attend school is due to court action.

This code may only be used for a student who was expelled for an offense included in TEC §37.007. This code is not
intended for use by districts which assign students to a Juvenile Justice Alternative Education Program (JJAEP).
Documentation requirement: Due process documentation supporting the expulsion.

83

Student was attending and was withdrawn from school by the district when the district discovered that the
student was not entitled to enrollment in the district because a) the student was not a resident of the district, b)
was not entitled under other provisions of TEC §25.001 or as a transfer student, or c) was not entitled to public
school enrollment under TEC §38.001 or a corresponding rule of the Texas Department of State Health Services
because the student was not immunized.
Definition and use: This code is for situations in which the district discovers when verifying enrollment information that the
student is not entitled to enrollment in the district because the student is not a resident of the district or is not entitled under
other provisions of TEC §25.001 or as a transfer student. It is not for a student who was a resident of the district and who
stops attending because he/she has moved. This code is also for rare situations in which the student has not met the
requirements under TEC §38.001 or a corresponding rule of the Texas Department of State Health Services for
immunization, provisional enrollment, or exemption.
Subject to the exceptions in TEC §38.001(c), a student is required to be fully immunized against disease as
required by the Texas Department of State Health Services (TEC §38.001(a)). A student may be provisionally admitted if
the student has begun the required immunizations and continues to receive the necessary immunizations as rapidly as
medically feasible (TEC §38.001(e)). Except as provided by TEC
§38.001(c) or by rule of the Department of State Health Services, a student who is not fully immunized and has not begun
the required immunizations may not attend school. For further information about enrollment procedures, please see the
Student Attendance Accounting Handbook. For further information about immunization requirements, immunization
exemptions, and immunization documentation, please contact the Texas Department of State Health Services.
Documentation requirement: Due process documentation supporting the withdrawal. All district actions to withdraw a
student must be documented or the documentation for use of this leaver reason code may be considered insufficient.
For purposes of leaver reason code 83, due process is defined as completion of the following steps:

1. District provides oral or written notice, appropriately documented, to the student’s parent, guardian, or qualified
student him- or herself of intent to withdraw the student, reasons for the withdrawal, effective date of withdrawal,
and date of hearing or conference at which the parent, guardian, or qualified student will have an opportunity to
respond to the allegations that the student is not entitled to be enrolled in the district. Steps 2 and 3 are not
required for cases in which the parent, guardian or qualified student agrees that the student is not entitled to
enrollment in the district. Step 4 is always required for charter districts.

2. District provides a hearing or conference at which the district presents the reasons for withdrawal, and the
parent, guardian, or qualified student is given the opportunity to respond to the reasons for withdrawal.

3. District provides a written report to the parent, guardian, or qualified student that contains the findings of fact and
district decision following the hearing or conference. The written report shall include notice of the parent’s,
guardian’s, or qualified student’s right to appeal the district’s decision.

4. Charter districts shall notify the school district in which the student resides within three business days of
withdrawing a student from a charter school, per Texas Administrative Code §100.1211.
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OTHER REASONS
Code

Translation

03

Student died while enrolled in school or during the summer break after completing the prior school year
Definition and use: Self-explanatory.
Documentation requirement: Acceptable documentation includes a copy of the death certificate or obituary, a
program from the funeral or memorial service, a written statement from the parent or guardian, and written
documentation of an oral statement by a parent or guardian stating that the student has died.

16

Student returned to family’s home country
Definition and use: Use for students who are leaving the United States to return to their home country. A student may
be leaving with or without family members to live with his or her family, immediate or extended, in the home country. The
citizenship of the student is not relevant in assigning this code. This code can also be used for foreign exchange
students.
Documentation requirement: Acceptable documentation is a copy of the Transfer Document for Binational Migrant
Student completed at the time the student withdraws from school, signed and dated by an authorized campus or district
administrator. Acceptable documentation is also a copy of the withdrawal form signed and dated by the parent/guardian
or qualified student and a campus or district administrator. The withdrawal form should indicate that the student is
leaving school because the student is returning to the home country and should specify the destination. An original
signature is not required on withdrawal forms received in the district by fax. Withdrawal forms received by e-mail do not
need to be signed by the parent/guardian or qualified student. A signed letter from the parent/guardian or qualified
student stating that the student is leaving school because the student is returning to the home country is also acceptable
documentation. Acceptable documentation for foreign exchange students includes a written, signed, and dated
statement from the student's host family or the foreign student advisor verifying the student's return to his or her home
country. Other acceptable documentation is written documentation of an oral statement by an adult neighbor or other
adult with knowledge of the family's whereabouts, signed and dated by an authorized campus or district administrator.

88

Student was ordered by a court to attend a GED program and has not earned a GED certificate
Definition and use: This code is for students who are court-ordered to attend a GED program and have not earned a
GED certificate at any time during the prior school year, including the summer (through August 31) following the close of
the prior year.
Documentation requirement: Acceptable documentation is a copy of the court order stating that the student has
been ordered to attend a high school equivalency or GED program. Documentation must include the name of the
student, the date of the order, the name of the judge making the order, and the county in which the judge presides.
The order should state that the court is ordering the student to attend a high school equivalency or GED program or to
take a high school equivalency or GED exam.

89

Student is incarcerated in a state jail or federal penitentiary as an adult or as a person certified to stand trial
as an adult
Definition and use: Student is incarcerated in a state jail or federal penitentiary as an adult or as a person certified to
stand trial as an adult.
Documentation requirement: Acceptable documentation is one of the following: 1) Oral notification from a law
enforcement agency, the office of the prosecuting attorney, or the jail or penitentiary, to an authorized representative of
the district, that the student is incarcerated. The written statement of the oral notification shall be signed and dated by the
authorized representative. 2) Written notification from a law enforcement agency, the office of the prosecuting attorney, or
the jail or penitentiary, that the student is incarcerated.
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POTENTIAL DROPOUT CODES
Code

Translation

98

Other (reason unknown or not listed above)
Definition and use: This code is used for students who are withdrawn by the school district after a period of time
because they have quit attending school and their reason for leaving is not known. It is also used for students who
withdrew from/left school for reasons not listed above.

LOCAL

Any Other Locally Used Withdraw Codes that are not cross-walked to a state 203 Leaver code will count as a
dropout.
Can include ‘mover’ codes when the moving student does not actually enroll and reported from within new entity.
Examples may also include “Pursue job or job training,” “Age,” “Student Expelled, Can Return and has not”
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Appendix E
SKYWARD SPECIFIC
RESOURCES
Appendix E – Skyward Specific Resources
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ENTERING DAILY ATTENDANCE:
When the teacher enters attendance in the classroom, the default code of “J” will be entered in the
attendance module of Skyward. All teacher absences will default to “UNEXCUSED”. Running the
Attendance Mass Change for a Range Utility will change the J codes to the appropriate absence
type and reason. See the Miscellaneous Reports section for instructions.
The daily attendance can be entered from various screens in Skyward. For this example,
Entry by Student is used. Select Office/Attendance/Entry by Student

Select the student needing an entry and click Add Attendance.

No matter what manner is selected to enter attendance, the screen below will always be the same.
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Secondary campuses can indicate what periods to enter attendance by completing the Periods to
fill. This will auto fill all periods with the selected type and reason. Elementary and Middle Schools
need only enter attendance for the funding period (period 2) with the appropriate type and reason.
Reason codes are required.
Attendance can be entered for one day or for a range of days by indicating the start and end dates
in the appropriate field.
All attendance entries must have a type and a reason (see attendance chart). Types and Reasons
are color coded and MAY NOT be mixed and matched. If the type falls into the yellow category, a
reason from the yellow category must also be selected. There are NO EXCEPTIONS to this rule.
A Hall Pass can be created from this screen if desired. Be sure to check the box “Print the absence
code” so there is a record of the type of absence. Print two copies so a receipt can be maintained
in the attendance office. Select “Save and Print”.
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ENTERING ATTENDANCE BY CLASS
Use this process when entering attendance for a substitute or if it is necessary to update an entire class, such as
for a field trip.
Select Office/Attendance/Attendance by Class or Activity

Verify the absence date is for the correct date of attendance. Select the class needed by clicking the Class link
and selecting the class from the list.
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Complete the following information:
1. Verify the absence date is entered correctly
2. Select Include Enrolled Students Only
3. Enter the Absence Type and Reason
4. Select Whole Class
5. Enter the Period or Periods to update
6. De‐Select Overwrite Existing Attendance
7. Select Update Attendance for Whole Class
8. Remember to enter comments
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TEACHER ATTENDANCE – EA+
2 ways for teachers to submit attendance via the Skyward EA+ Teacher GradeBook:

TAKE DAILY ATTENDANCE – BY NAME:

TAKE DAILY ATTENDANCE – BY SEATING CHART:
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ATTENDANCE TRANSACTION TRACKING REPORT
This allows district to retrieve a list of transaction record showing additions and corrections made to student
attendance record. This report is useful for verification or auditing purposes when you need to determine or
show how attendance records got into the system.

DAILY REPORTS:
Attendance Worksheet by Class
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Unrecorded Class Attendance
Recorded Class Attendance
Day Summary

ATTENDANCE WORKSHEET BY CLASS This report should be run daily for any teacher that will have a substitute.
Select
Federal/State Reporting and Reports.

From the list of Attendance report options select Attendance Worksheets.

Click Add or Edit to create the daily report template.
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The following screen will appear and should be coded for the appropriate teachers and/or classes as
needed.
Give the template a name and enter the start and end dates. These will usually be the same dates.
The worksheet layout should be Classes.
Make the Teacher Selection “individual” and click the “individual selection” field.
If printing more than one teacher’s worksheets make the sort order by teacher and class period.
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Select the teacher(s) needing a roster and save

Under Print Options
select Print One
Sheet per Matching
Pattern (one page per
class) and any other
options wanted.

The report screen
should now look like
the window below.
Click Save and Print.

UNRECORDED CLASS ATTENDANCE REPORT –
Run this report daily after attendance has been submitted for the funding period. Secondary campuses
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should run this report each period to be sure attendance is being taken as required. Anyone appearing
on the report should be reminded to submit attendance. Indicate teachers that have a substitute and give
the report to the principal daily for funding period attendance.
Select Office/Attendance/Reports.

Select Unrecorded Class Attendance

Add/Edit an unrecorded report template
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Select the date ranged for the report (generally this will be for the current day) and the period(s) needed
(Elementary and Intermediate School will use funding period. Secondary schools must do funding period
but should also review the other periods of the day). Click Save and Print.

*NEW –

Recorded Daily Attendance – this report should be run after the Unrecorded Attendance Report to
verify time attendance was taken.
Select Office/Attendance/Reports
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Choose Recorded Class Attendance and add a new template.

Give the template a name and specify the
date range for the report (should be run for
each day).
This report can be run for each period of
the day for for all periods at once. To
verify funding period attendance only,
make the starting and ending period the
funding period for your campus.
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REPORT SAMPLE
This report will indicate the time attendance was submitted for each period of the day (if all periods are
selected) and the number (percentage) of classes that have been submitted.

DAY SUMMARY
This report should be run at the end of the day after all attendance has been entered.
Select Office/Attendance/Reports

Select Day Summary

Choose Add/Edit to create a report template.
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Complete the template to match the screen below. The report can be sorted by grade if you prefer.

Click “Absence Types”, add all absence types and Save.
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Select Save and Print. An example of the report appears below. This report can be used to verify
attendance discrepancies as well as to be sure all attendance is entered correctly.
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DAILY FUNDING ABSENCE REPORT
This report is the sister report for the ADA report. The totals from the two reports together should always
equal 100%. Where the ADA report indicates students that are present, this report will list the students
that are absent for the day.
Select Federal/State Reporting/Reports

Select Daily Funding Absence Report

Select Add/Edit to create a template

Name the template and select a date range for the report. If run daily, the totals from this report added to the
Daily ADA report will equal 100%.
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Sample report:
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SIX WEEK REPORTS:
•
•
•
•
•

Teacher Verification Report
Daily Register
Contact Hour Report
Record of Program Activity
ADA Report

TEACHER VERIFICATION REPORT
Select Office/Attendance/Reports

Under Verification Reports select Teacher Verification Report
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Click Add/Edit to set up the template

Complete the screen as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Under Template Settings name the template for the appropriate time period
Under Reporting Period select Six Week Period and enter the appropriate 6 week period
Under Absences select Minimum – 0 and Maximum – 999
Under Cover Page select Print Cover Pages and include a signature line for Teacher, Attendance Clerk
and Principal
Select Sort Options if desired
Click Save and Print
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DAILY REGISTER (ALL GRADE LEVELS)/OFSDP DAILY REGISTER (HS ONLY)
The Daily Register (Student Detail Report) is the first of the six week reports to be run. This will update
any outstanding items to be included on the verification reports. If any changes are made after this report
is run, it will need to be re‐run to update the information for attendance.
Print two copies of this report. This report should be reviewed by all special programs staff and one copy
should be given to the campus LSSP. Once it has been reviewed and signed, a copy of the report will be
filed on campus.
Send the original signature page to the PEIMS Administrator and keep a copy with the report.
Select Federal State Reporting/Texas State Reports/Reports
From Attendance Reports, select Daily Register
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Click Add/Edit to create a template

Enter the following information and save:
Name the template Six Week ** Daily Register
Check Print Guardian Detail and Print Signature Page
Enter County and Registrar/Attendance Clerk
Select Build PEIMS records and change Local ID to Other ID Select reporting period needed (do not enter
a cutoff date)

After all corrections
are finalized,
click Save and Print
(you will need two
copies). This is a
large report and may
take several minutes
to process.
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CONTACT HOUR REPORT (PRINCIPAL’S REPORT) ‐

After generating the Daily Register, print the Contact Hour Report. Select Federal State Reporting/TX
State Reporting/Reports

From Attendance Reports, select Contact Hours Report

Click Add/Edit to create a template
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Complete the screen as follows:
Under Template Settings, name the template for the appropriate six week or semester report.
Under Report Ranges be sure the Report to Print indicates the appropriate six week or semester period. Be
sure all boxes indicated below are checked (signature page and all tables to be included).
Click Save and Print.
This report should be reviewed for accuracy and signed by the campus principal. Print two copies of this
report.

Keep a copy on file at the campus and send a signed copy of the full report to the PEIMS Administrator.
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ADA REPORT
Running the ADA Report will give you the average daily attendance count for a range of days or for one day
only. This report should be run each six weeks and must include the daily reports and six week summary.
Select Federal/State Reporting, TX State Reporting/Reports

Select ADA Report
Choose Add/Edit to create a
template and name it for the six
week period needed.
Be sure to select “Report Type
– Both”to print daily and six
week summary. Send a signed
copy of the Summary ONLY to
the PEIMS Administrator.
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RECORD OF PROGRAM ACTIVITY REPORT
This report should be given to any Special Programs staff on campus (CTE, Bilingual/ESL/, GT, SE,
PRS/PEP) for verification. The report can be run by individual programs or all at once.
Select Federal State Reporting/TX State Reporting/Reports

From Attendance Reports select Record of Program Activity

Click Add/Edit to create a template
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Complete the screen as follows:
Under Template Settings name the template for the appropriate six weeks or semester
Under Report Ranges enter the date ranges for the appropriate six week or semester time period
Under Student Program Print Options select Include Students With Selected Program Changes
Be sure all boxes are checked to be included (this can be done for specific programs if
preferred). Save and Print
Copies of this report should be given to the campus contacts for any of the special programs offered on your
campus. A signed copy of this report must be sent to the PEIMS Support Office and the original should be
retained on your campus for audit purposes.
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SEMESTER REPORTS:
In addition to the regular six week reports, at the end of the first semester the reports listed below must also be
run.
• Daily Register for Six Week 1‐3 or 4‐6 to update attendance for each six weeks – Run this report first.
• Principals Semester Report of attendance (Semester 1 or Semester 2)
• ADA (Summary Only)

DAILY REGISTER (RUN FIRST)
Select Federal/State Reporting/Reports

Select Daily Register

Select Add/Edit to create a template

It will not be necessary to pint the daily
register but it must be run first to update
any entries made or corrected for each of
the three six week periods.
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Enter a name for the report and select the fields as indicated.
It is not necessary to print the guardian detail or signature
pages since the report will not be printed.

Select periods 1, 2 and 3 OR 4, 5 and 6 but do not enter a
cutoff date. Be sure to check the box to build PEIMS records
and entity totals and change the local ID to Other ID. Save
and Print.

This report can be saved to your computer for reference if you
choose.
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PRINCIPAL’S SEMESTER REPORT
Select Federal/State Reporting/Reports

Choose Contact Hours Report

Select Add/Edit to create a
template
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Name the template and compete the fields as indicated. Verify the school year is 2013 and under Report
to Print select Principal’s semester report. The reporting period will be 1 for the first semester or 2 for the
second semester and all boxes should be checked (the Print Log of Registrars is optional). Choose Save
and Print.

ADA REPORT (SUMMARY ONLY)
Select Federal State Reporting/Reports

Choose ADA Report
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Select Add/Edit to create a template

Name the report and complete the fields as indicated. Be sure the date range includes all date for semester 1
or Semester 2. Under Report Type select “summary only” then save and print.

RECORD OF PROGRAM ACTIVITY

Select Federal/State Reporting/Reports
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Choose Record of Program Activity
Select Add/Edit to create a template

Name the template and complete the fields as
indicated. Use the date range to include the
current semester. The status should indicate
“both” to include students that were enrolled
during the current semester. Select all Student
Program Print

Options that apply to your campus (or use select all button).
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Send the following reports to the PEIMS Support Office at the end of each semester:
•
•
•

Principal’s Semester Report reviewed for accuracy and signed by the principal
ADA Summary reviewed for accuracy and signed by the principal
Record of Program Activity reviewed for accuracy and signed by all special programs staff and
principal

*Be sure to keep a copy of each report on file

END OF YEAR:
Before beginning, verify that all Special Program information is entered and
accurate. Run all six week reports as usual (see section on six week reports).
Six week reports
•
•

Daily Register – Signature pages only
OFSDP Daily Register – Signature pages only (High
Schools only) Contact Hours Report – full report with
signatures
ADA Summary – with signatures (please do not send daily ADA reports – just the summary)
Record of Program Activity – with signatures

•
•

Year End Report
•

Year Long ADA Summary – with signatures (please do not send daily ADA reports – just the
summary)
After all reports have been verified and signed by the appropriate people, send the following items
to the PEIMS Department (be sure to keep a copy at your campus).

•

The following items should be filed on campus and retained for 5 years
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

All Contact Hours reports
All ADA reports
All substitute folders for the year
All Daily Register reports
Warm body counts from first day of
school Membership Reconciliation
Reports Membership Counts from
1st and 4th six weeks Perfect
Attendance Reports
Record of Program Activity reports
Teacher Verification Reports
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